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F o r e w o r d

Through the long and varied history of the U.S. Marine Corps, one thing has remained consistent: its 
ability to recognize when change is needed and adapt to the situation. A significant factor that con-
tributes to the Corps’ adaptability is the constant focus on training and education that every Marine — 
officer and enlisted—receives throughout the length of their career. In the 36th Commandant’s Planning 
Guidance, 2015, General Joseph F. Dunford Jr. highlighted how the Corps can continue to meet those 
changing needs: “The challenges of an increasingly uncertain, complex, and decentralized operating 
environment will continue to place new demands on our leaders at all levels. Our recruiting standards, 
manning policies, training, and education must constantly evolve to produce Marines who can meet 
those challenges.”1

As a Corps, we must move away from the Industrial Age educational approach of listening to a lec-
ture, memorizing facts, and then regurgitating those facts. For Marines today, training and education 
must be understood as vastly different exercises of the mind and body. Marine Corps training refers to 
job-oriented training aimed at accomplishing the tasks associated with the military mission. It prepares 
us for what we know we will have to do in combat. The concept of education itself seems intuitive: 
learning in an academic setting. However, distinctions for our purposes must be made because edu-
cation entails much more than that simple concept—it also prepares us for dealing with the unknown 
in combat. For our purposes here, though, higher education generally refers to a university education 
that qualifies the degree holder to work in a professional field. Further education generally includes 
postgraduate studies focused on a master’s or doctoral degree. As one of the youngest Service school-
houses, where does that place Marine Corps University (MCU) on the degree-granting spectrum and 
what is our responsibility to the servicemembers who attend?

In July 2018, when I assumed command of Training and Education Command, I looked at studies of 
the university, such as the U.S. Marine Corps Officer Professional Military Education 2006 Study and Find-
ings, from prior commanding generals including my own tenure as president and the current admin-
istration. While much good is being accomplished at MCU, there is always room for improvement. In 
particular, MCU must offer an Information Age approach focused on active, student-centered learning, 
through which students are challenged to work as groups to learn by doing and also to learn from each 
other. Our graduates should have the ability to think critically, recognize the need for change, and act 
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without waiting for instructions.2 Our measure of 
effectiveness needs to be our students’ capabilities 
once they leave MCU rather than how they per-
form while they are here.

One of the most important aspects of MCU is 
its strong publishing program that helps to add 
knowledge across many different areas. These 
publications are representative of much of the 
great thinking and writing going on at MCU and 
they are the basis for what we are trying to do as 
we prepare our students for future challenges. 
A perfect example of this publishing effort is the 
book you are currently reading.

James Farwell’s book offers MCU the oppor-
tunity to bridge the gap between classroom in-
struction and real-world action with a thorough 
discussion of communication and strategy. Far-
well builds on the foundation laid by national 
strategy thinkers who recognize the need to de-
velop a comprehensive communication strategy 
to conduct effective information warfare. This text 
provides a concise treatise on the steps for devel-
oping and implementing a communication strat-
egy and includes key historical and contemporary 
examples for deeper insight. The military concept 

of operational art is fully supported by examples 
that illustrate the environment, the problem to be 
addressed, and the approach to be used. As the 
title indicates, Information Warfare is intended as 
an easy-to-use workbook that guides the student 
step by step, while posing the questions necessary 
for executing an effective communication strategy. 
It also includes lengthy footnotes that will fully in-
form and illustrate how to accomplish classroom 
and mission goals.

I firmly believe that this book will have a signif-
icant impact in an area that has too often been ne-
glected in our operations. We need to understand 
information operations better and integrate it into 
everything we do in the operating environment. It 
is a growth industry that we have mainly paid lip 
service to in the past—to our own detriment, as 
amply demonstrated in the book. I encourage all 
MCU faculty and students to read and study the 
contents of this book as a start in the process of 
reaching a better understanding.

Major General William F. Mullen
Commanding General, USMC Training and 

 Education Command

1. 36th Commandant’s Planning Guidance, 2015: Innovate, Adapt, 
Win (Washington, DC: Headquarters Marine Corps, 2015), 2.

2. TECOM Commander’s Guidance (Quantico, VA: U.S. Marine 
Corps Training and Education Command, 2018).

Endnotes
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P r e f a c e

I am honored to write a preface for James Farwell’s book on information warfare. His opening exam-
ples—rooted in the work of Dr. Joseph L. Strange — draw on the experiences of Abraham Lincoln and, 
notably, Franklin D. Roosevelt. 

As the Allies launched the invasion of Normandy, there was no question in the orders received by 
General Dwight D. Eisenhower: enter the continent of Europe to defeat the German Wehrmacht. Indeed, 
President Roosevelt’s strategy to defeat Nazi Germany and then-militarist Japan was clear. He laid the 
foundation for the strategy with his pronouncement in the Atlantic Charter’s four freedoms: freedom of 
speech, freedom of worship, freedom from want, and freedom from fear. He followed this expression 
of the four basic freedoms with a stirring speech before Congress to the American people. He roused 
Americans with his aggrieved expression of the sneak attack by Japanese forces on our air and naval 
forces at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii Territory. Standing before Congress, Roosevelt’s forceful words about 
the surprise attack on 7 December 1941 as “a day that will live in infamy” stirred America to action. The 
president clearly communicated U.S. strategy to the American people, and his fireside chats continually 
communicated what was at stake and articulated progress. 

Three war years later, General Eisenhower, acting as supreme Allied commander of Europe, on D-Day 
formulated a communication strategy encapsulated by the succinct phrase a “great crusade.” Eisen-
hower communicated this well to all soldiers, sailors, Marines, and airmen with his order on that day.

We know the rest of this history. There is now a pressing need to further study history so that we 
may use the lessons from the past to understand our present challenges and prepare for the future. 

Communication of the World War II strategy to Americans, our Allies, and our soldiers, sailors, Ma-
rines, and airmen was based on a well-designed and -practiced strategy. It is this design and practice of 
a communication strategy that this book encapsulates. In teaching how to forge a winning communica-
tion strategy, Farwell provides a real service to the Department of Defense community. 

Information Warfare recognizes that a communication strategy is an intrinsic component of a national 
strategy. Farwell builds on the foundation laid by historical and contemporary thinkers who recog-
nized the need to forge a communication strategy to conduct effective information warfare. The author 
defines a communication/information warfare strategy that is persuasive and credible. He distills key 
factors to frame the strategic thinking for information warfare. The book is innovatively organized in 
two parts:
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• First, Farwell delivers a concise trea-
tise about the key steps for a commu-
nication strategy. It includes historical 
and current examples that offer deep 
insights. Deference is made to the mil-
itary concept of operational art. The 
examples illustrate the environment, 
the problem to be addressed, and the 
approach to be used. This instructional 
section is amply footnoted to provide 
tremendous depth.

• Second, an easy-to-use workbook em-
ploys a step-by-step methodology with 
questions for the reader to address in 
creating and evaluating their own com-
munication strategies. 

Each chapter is a robust learning experience, 
guiding the student from an initial explanation 
of what a communication strategy is and why it 
is an essential component of an information war-
fare campaign through methods for determining a 
strategic situation. This is a first-rate exposition of 
historical examples that illustrate key lessons, par-
ticularly in aligning cultural understanding. For 
example, Farwell cites the Malaysian rebellion, 
General George A. Custer at Little Bighorn, and 
the Roman–Germanic battle in the Teutoburg For-
est, superbly illustrating aligned or misdirected 
approaches. 

Failure to understand the enemy is key to 
a failed communication strategy, and Sun Tzu’s 
dictum “know your enemy as well as yourself” 
is discussed in detail.1 Using contemporary illus-
trations from the United States’ wars in Iraq and 
Afghanistan, Farwell succinctly illuminates what 
must be done and what must be understood. Fail-
ure to consider aspects of communications and 
achieve information dominance and failure to un-

derstand cultural precepts are presented. In each 
case, historical and modern illustrations caveated 
with lessons to be learned are presented.

As a nation, the United States is expert at build-
ing partnerships. Our Revolutionary War experi-
ence in gaining France as an ally and partner and 
our ability to understand England at the negoti-
ating table for our independence provide a keen 
backdrop to building domestic and foreign con-
stituencies for common actions. 

In these chapters, Farwell presents a how-to 
workbook on what questions need to be ad-
dressed in knowing your partner as well as your-
self. This approach of knowing, understanding, 
and appreciating partners, potential opponents, 
and their cultures is replicated throughout the 
subsequent chapters. Many current examples 
from Iraq and Afghanistan are integrated with 
examples from Panama, Somalia, and Ethiopia 
along with historical examples from World War II. 
Each example is succinctly parsed to illustrate the 
points to be learned.

Farwell also provides a checklist for build-
ing a communication campaign that includes 24 
characteristics of good communication strategies. 
One of the characteristics is the ability to measure 
progress; another is “sharing with relevant par-
ties so that everyone is on the same page,” using 
Operation Eagle Claw (Iran, 1980) as a case study; 
another is to define keys to success. In each case, 
the checklist provides methods for ensuring the 
communications message is clear. Establishing a 
campaign’s narrative, story, theme, and message 
is thoroughly explicated with useful examples.

An entire chapter is devoted to campaign lead-
ership and to explaining a leadership model based 
on four actions: listen, learn, help, and lead. Far-
well offers the examples of Winston Churchill and 
Roosevelt against Adolf Hitler in World War II, 
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Lincoln and his team of rivals compared to Jeffer-
son Davis, and President Eisenhower’s military 
background in national security decision making 
to illustrate the concept that leadership makes the 
difference between winning and losing.

Farwell offers a list of profound and pithy dos 
and don’ts for communication strategies, using 
current and historical illustrations and observa-
tions. The Tet offensive in Vietnam in 1968 is 
a superb example of the necessity for actions to 
support a message and for leaders to project con-
fidence, competence, and the fact that a strategy 
aimed at achieving a defined outcome exists. 

The author stresses the need to use and inte-
grate social media in the communication strategy. 
This is a capital idea. He illustrates the need for, 
and the success of, social media messaging inher-
ent in designing the communication strategy. The 
global target audience is rising astronomically. 
Demographically, the audience is huge and grow-
ing exponentially. How can intelligence be used to 
measure trends; changes; outcomes? 

Farwell’s final instructional chapter investi-
gates the changing nature of the information en-

vironment in the past five years. He concludes 
that cultural, political, media, and political party 
changes are occurring alongside dramatic techno-
logical change. This is one of the underpinnings 
for the communication campaign.

He concludes with a workbook that poses a 
series of questions to evaluate a communication 
campaign. Key questions are asked, factors are 
presented that help to measure effectiveness, and 
techniques are listed for measuring effectiveness 
and target audience analysis. This is helpful stuff.

Information Warfare is an instrument for learn-
ing about the need to design and implement com-
munication strategies today. I highly recommend 
it be used in professional development programs 
in the business and diplomatic community. Most 
importantly, I fervently advise that this book 
should be studied and used throughout the mili-
tary, especially the special operations community. 
Farwell’s superb text makes the lessons and in-
sights he offers actionable and practical. 

Michael D. Krause, PhD
Colonel, U.S. Army (Ret)

1. Sun Tzu on the Art of War: The Oldest Military Treatise 
in the World, trans. Lionel Giles (London: Luzac, 1910).
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Communication strategy and information warfare are about shaping and changing behavior and man-
aging expectations using language, action, images, or symbols to achieve a desired effect or end state. 
Academics spend a lot of time defining information warfare.1 This fixation and lack of consensus on defi-
nitions should not obstruct the clear thinking required for effective information warfare strategy devel-
opment. 

Joseph S. Nye Jr., former dean of Harvard University’s John F. Kennedy School of Government, has 
observed that in today’s threat environment, stories—not kinetic action—may decide who wins con-
flicts.2 The current Ukraine conflict, ongoing at time of publication, illustrates that point. Russia and 
Ukraine have each used kinetic action to support their respective narratives, not vice versa. Moscow 
has pushed the narrative that pro-democracy revolutions lead to chaos and civil war; Kiev argues that 
separatism leads to misery. Journalist Peter Pomerantsev observes that “what actually happened on the 
ground was almost irrelevant—the two governments just needed enough footage to back their respec-
tive stories. Propaganda has always accompanied war, usually as a handmaiden to the actual fighting. 
But the information age means that this equation has been flipped: military operations are now hand-
maidens to the more important information effect.”3

The 2006 Lebanon War offers an earlier example. The Palestinians combined kinetic activity with 
effective strategic communication that discredited Israeli action within the international community. 
Always quick on the rebound, Israel applied the lessons learned to achieve success in subsequent en-
gagements with Palestinians.4

Carl von Clausewitz famously declared that “war is merely the continuation of politics by other 
means.”5 From ancient times, information warfare has played a key role in armed conflict. Roman pol-
itician Scipio Africanus the Younger (a.k.a. Scipio Aemilianus) used it through brutal action to subdue 
Spanish dissent.6 Napoleon Bonaparte’s Italian campaign can be viewed as an exercise in strategic 
communication, which he exploited to gain power in France. Napoleon capitalized on the power of 
newspapers and social networks, art, poetry, personal appearances, and other information tactics to 
gain power as first consul.7 George Washington used false propaganda during the American Revolu-
tionary War to discredit the British.8 In the twentieth century, Vladimir Lenin used movies on freight 
trains to shore up his revolution. William J. Donovan’s Office of Strategic Services (OSS) operatives 
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adroitly used information warfare in carrying out 
their missions.9 Information warfare played a key 
role in the Vietnam War, as well, and it has been a 
characteristic of the recent conflicts in Iraq, Syria, 
and Afghanistan.

Kinetic or traditional military operations have 
driven conventional strategy, operations, and tac-
tics. Strategic communication has bolstered the 
use of military force, but force has traditionally 
determined victors and losers. The current era 
presents a different threat environment character-
ized by new challenges. Evolving, proliferating 
technology renders the nature of our age radically 
different from past eras. As author Joshua Coo-
per Ramo puts it, in forging goals and strategies, 
and understanding the dynamics that shape suc-
cess, context matters.10 Even if you think you have 
solved a specific problem, context endures. Incor-
rectly interpreting the context of a problem will 
produce incorrect solutions.  

The internet has transformed the use of com-
munication, blurring the boundaries between war 
and politics and elevating the importance of in-
formation.11 But technology is only one aspect of 
information warfare. Every form of traditional 
communication—personal, broadcast, print—as 
well as actions may come into play. What is differ-
ent is that in a highly connected world, informa-
tion can play a role equal to or superior to that of 
kinetic action. 

Networks and connectivity define the nature 
of the current era. Successful strategy requires un-
derstanding the power of networks and how to 
capitalize on them. Connections expand our abil-
ity to communicate and to create new links with 
people, groups, organizations, and movements. 
Networks form when nodes—which can com-
prise people, computers, mobile devices, drones, 
or any connective object — emerge. Professor 

Manuel Castells describes networks as a set of in-
terconnected nodes; or, quoting his academic ar-
ticulation, “that specific form of enterprise whose 
system of means is constituted by the intersection 
of segments of autonomous systems of goals.”12 
Networks are complex, distribute power, and con-
sist of complicated pieces. Connectivity enables 
small pieces to combine into powerful ones. Cas-
tells observes that network-based social structures 
form a highly dynamic, open system, susceptible 
to innovating without threatening its balance. He 
argues that crises and conflicts that characterize 
this century require an understanding of economy, 
culture, and society.13 A “shift from traditional 
mass media to a system of horizontal communi-
cation networks organized around the Internet” 
have produced radical changes in the communi-
cation of information.14 Digital networking tech-
nologies power new social and organizational 
networks that transcend geographic sovereignty 
and form a global system.

These developments impact the nature of in-
formation warfare today. The Islamic State 
has exploited networks and connectivity us-
ing social media campaigns to recruit, mobi-
lize, and influence. During the 2003 Iraq War, 
al-Qaeda and the al-Anbar Province tribes 
used networks to advance their interests. The 
U.S. military has exploited expertise in net-
works and connectivity to enhance its own 
capabilities. The ability to identify and pene-
trate insurgent networks proved vital to Co-
alition success in Iraq, especially after 2007.15 
China’s Three Warfares concept is rooted in iden-
tifying, understanding, and exploiting networks.

The existence of networks is not new. Leaders 
from Julius Caesar to Martin Luther to Napoleon 
and modern leaders have tapped into networks 
to exert influence. Technology has revolutionized 
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the speed at which we receive, digest, process, 
and project information. Events that a century ago 
may have afforded the time to think and make a 
measured decision may today require instant ac-
tion. Knowledge that used to require months or 
years to acquire can be learned in hours or days. 
The ability to move faster than the competition 
can afford a cutting edge. These critically affect 
strategic thinking today. Those who master net-
works and connections can gain a decisive edge in 
competition for influence.16

This is increasingly true as engagements and 
conflicts occur on terrain or in areas shared by 
civilian and fighting forces and changes expecta-
tions of what laws of armed conflict, rules of en-
gagement, and related actions are tolerable to the 
United States’ values and laws, as well as to the 
international community. Commanders and op-
erators need to tailor strategies, operations, and 
tactics. No precise and consistent formula governs 
what will work for strategic communication and 
information warfare, as each new situation man-
dates a tailored response. 

Generally, information warfare is an element of 
warfare.17 But warfare connotes violence. China’s 
approach eschews the use of kinetic action, al-
though its initiatives are backed by military force. 
Commanders need to understand the parameters 
within which they can forge and execute informa-
tion warfare—and how to use nonmilitary means 
to achieve desired goals or end-states.

A sophisticated, actionable approach to in-
formation warfare is vital in carrying out the 
2018 National Defense Strategy (NDS).18 The NDS 
acknowledges an increasingly complex global 
security environment characterized by overt 
challenges to the free and open international or-
der and the reemergence of long-term, strategic 
competition between nations. The NDS adopts 

the view that China, Russia, Iran, and North Ko-
rea pose competitive challenges to U.S. prosperity 
and security in an ever more lethal and disrup-
tive battlefield combined across domains, and 
that they do so with increasing speed and reach. 
In meeting the new challenges, the U.S. military 
must build capacity and expertise to conduct in-
formation warfare. 

This book examines how to forge strategies, 
operations, and tactics using strategic commu-
nication as a tool of information warfare to exert 
influence and gain advantage in this competitive 
threat environment.

The Fallujah Illustration
In 2004, two battles led by U.S. Marines were 
fought in the city of Fallujah, Iraq. Each offers key 
insights into the nature and importance of strate-
gic communication and information warfare. 

The first battle took place in April, after insur-
gents murdered and mutilated four civilian con-
tractors employed by Blackwater USA who were 
motoring through the city, as well as five U.S. sol-
diers in Habbaniyah. President George W. Bush 
saw the photos of the slain contractors and or-
dered immediate retaliation.19 On 3 April 2004, the 
Joint Task Force ordered I Marine Expeditionary 
Force (I MEF), commanded by Lieutenant General 
James T. Conway, to attack and reestablish secu-
rity in the city. Marine commanders on the ground 
objected to immediate action. They wanted time 
to prepare the battlefield and to ensure they had 
adequate forces and firepower; they had two 
battalions but wanted three.20 Higher authority 
ignored the recommendations of ground com-
manders and ordered the Marines into action. 

In Operation Vigilant Resolve (First Battle of 
Fallujah), which commenced on 4 April, the Ma-
rines achieved military success in battling insur-
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gents holed up within the city.21 Unfortunately, 
civilians as well as insurgent fighters became ca-
sualties. As of 2019, Al Jazeera had evolved into 
a sophisticated, professional news operation. In 
2004, however, the reverse was true. Al Jazeera 
reporter Ahmed Mansour and his cameraman 
Laith Mushtaq, the only two nonembedded jour-
nalists, supplied footage. It depicted faked and 
distorted images of children and helpless civilians 
as victims of cavalier U.S. firepower and tactics. 
Some images were faked by photographing a doll 
on a pile of rubble to imply U.S. forces had killed 
children, for example, while other images were 
taken from previous conflicts and used to misrep-
resent the current conflict. Al Jazeera neglected 
to report that insurgents used civilians as human 
shields and fired from inside schools, mosques, 
and hospitals.22

The insurgent propaganda strategy—a clas-
sic illustration of information warfare—worked. 
Iraqis watched Al Jazeera and became outraged. 
Iraqi Governing Council member Adnan Pacha-
chi declared American operations “illegal and un-
acceptable.”23 The influential Shia cleric Muqtada 
al-Sadr warned the United States to withdraw or 
face a revolution, declaring that the Americans 
“will be fighting an entire nation—from south to 
north, from east to west.”24 Even Iraqi Prime Min-
ister Ayad Allawi, a U.S. ally, was sharply crit-
ical.25 L. Paul Bremer III, head of the Coalition 
Provisional Authority, came under sharp pressure 
to call off the offensive.

Ground commanders objected because they 
were close to victory. For unclear reasons, their 
views were not communicated to President 
Bush.26 Intimidated by Iraqi anger fueled by insur-
gent propaganda, Bremer and Lieutenant General 
Carlos Sanchez, the commander of U.S. ground 
forces in the country, caved to Iraqi pressure.27 On 

9 April, Bremer announced that the United States 
would commence a unilateral ceasefire.28 The 
outcome represented a stunning setback for U.S. 
forces. 

As U.S. commanders in Iraq took stock, one 
factor stood out: insurgents had won through the 
adroit use of information warfare. The Marines 
had acquitted themselves brilliantly in the actual 
fighting. They would have achieved their military 
objectives in a battle for which they had believed 
additional time and resources were prudent, but 
well-conceived and -executed enemy information 
warfare carried the day.

The Marines applied lessons learned on infor-
mation warfare in November 2004, when Coali-
tion forces launched a second, successful attack on 
Fallujah. The Coalition developed and executed a 
strategic communication plan that dominated me-
dia coverage and seized control of the narrative. 
It neutralized adversary efforts to characterize the 
fighting on their terms. It drove a credible mes-
sage that the Coalition assault aimed to liberate 
Fallujah from violent extremists. As a tactical ac-
tion, battling for local control of one city, the Co-
alition succeeded. They seized the city and drove 
out the insurgents. They won the shooting war 
and the information war—both were integral to 
victory.

A broader lesson emerged as well: a tactical 
victory had strategic effects. Iraqis watched with 
growing anger over the fierce firepower directed 
toward their fellow citizens. The two battles of 
Fallujah led to widened hostilities in 2005, argu-
ably among the most difficult years in Iraq that 
Coalition forces experienced.

Looking to History
History provides important illustrations for how 
communication strategy made the difference in 
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whether the United States entered World War II 
united or divided. Though President Franklin D. 
Roosevelt was caught off-guard by Japan’s at-
tack on Pearl Harbor, it played into his strategy 
of portraying the United States as a peace-seeking 
nation and a victim of Japanese aggression that re-
quired a response. Roosevelt knew war was com-
ing. But he expected that Japanese action would 
occur in the Far East, and he was actively pre-
paring for conflict with both Japan and Germany. 
That Japan acted before Germany was ironic, as 
Roosevelt’s major concern was Germany, not Ja-
pan—and while Japan had largely regional inter-
ests, Hitler wanted to conquer the world.29 

Historian Richard M. Ketchum argues that 
Roosevelt had no doubt that war with Japan 
would break out, although “a cardinal principle 
of the Roosevelt administration’s policy was to 
put off that date as long as possible.”30 Americans 
were not psychologically prepared for war, mak-
ing Roosevelt very cautious as he maneuvered to 
find unity in Congress and with the public.31 His-
torians David E. Kaiser and Nigel Hamilton note 
that Roosevelt was also concerned about avoiding 
war as long as possible until the United States was 
prepared militarily to wage it.32

The key strategic moves involved no shooting. 
They pivoted around Roosevelt’s communication 
strategy. Roosevelt worried about antiwar senti-
ment. Views differ about the quality of Roosevelt’s 
leadership leading into the war. Once declared, 
he was resolute. Until then, his public actions wa-
vered. Inaction followed strong speeches. Most 
historians agree he hoped not to lead the nation 
into war.33 

Roosevelt showed a masterful sense of stra-
tegic communication in conveying at every turn 
the message that the United States wanted peace. 
Nothing epitomized that desire more in the face 

of British Prime Minister Winston Churchill’s 
desperate pleas for the United States to enter the 
war than their conference at Placentia Bay, off 
Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada, at which 
cameras filmed a service showing Britons and 
Americans praying together. While Churchill 
hoped to depict the image of alliance for war, his-
torian Nigel Hamilton points out that Roosevelt 
“was determined that the imagery reflect his joint 
declaration of principles of peace—and how bet-
ter than by showing men worshiping God togeth-
er!”34 Roosevelt had his own camera team film the 
service to ensure that it communicated the appro-
priate message.

Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson said, “The 
question was how we should maneuver [Japan] 
into the position of firing the first shot without al-
lowing too much danger to ourselves.”35 Ketchum 
emphasizes that Roosevelt believed victory re-
quired a united Congress. For that, he needed the 
support of Secretary of State Cordell Hull. Hull 
would give his support only if Japan initiated hos-
tilities.36 Roosevelt avoided giving Japan any pre-
text that it could cite as evidence that the United 
States had provoked war. Roosevelt needed unity 
in Congress.37 With Pearl Harbor, he got it; all but 
one isolationist voted to declare war against Ja-
pan, Germany, and Italy.38

Roosevelt’s challenge paralleled the one con-
fronting President Abraham Lincoln. Lincoln rec-
ognized that only if the South fired the first shot 
could he persuade the North to fight. Far wiser 
than Jefferson Davis, Lincoln baited Confederate 
forces into acting at Fort Sumter, South Carolina, 
then aggressively mobilized public support. Lin-
coln’s grasp of information strategy affected the 
outcome of the American Civil War.39

Napoleon Bonaparte was equally adept in 
his understanding of information warfare. He 
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amassed enormous power while nearly laying 
waste to Europe through continuous warfare from 
1799 to 1815. But his path to power in France, 
made possible by the Italian campaigns, lay in his 
grasp of how to use propaganda. Napoleon was a 
genius at information warfare and strategic com-
munication, using propaganda to portray him-
self as a hero in an era when the French sought 
heroes.40 His entire Italian campaign in 1796–97 
was an exercise in building an image profile as a 
military genius and statesman as part of a calcu-
lated campaign to become first consul of France. 
He was the first leader to recognize how to ex-
ploit newspapers to glorify his achievements. 
He commissioned poems for fallen officers—and 
made sure they were broadly disseminated, which 
helped to show he cared about and honored those 
who served under him. He made himself visible 
at scientific meetings, the theater, and the opera, 
communicating the image of an enlightened in-
tellectual. When he traveled to Egypt, he brought 
along 160 scholars to record his discoveries and 
other intellectual achievements.

Napoleon courted painters. They repaid him 
with paintings that made him look heroic. Poets 
wrote tributes. Sculptors made busts of his head. 
Playwrights dramatized his exploits. In case any-
one failed to receive the message, artists such as 
Antoine-Jean Gros were on hand to mythologize 
his courage and the virtues of a military leader 
through romanticized portraits of him, such as 
Gros’s Bonaparte at the Pont d’Arcole. Depicting—
falsely—a swashbuckling Bonaparte leading his 
troops to storm the bridge during the Battle of 
Arcole in 1796 near Verona, Italy, the portrait is 
a powerful vision of a conquering hero, fated by 
destiny and inflamed with passion, whose cour-
age seizes victory. The painting was turned into 
engravings that achieved wide distribution.41 Na-

poleon thought about his image in military and 
political dimensions and recognized the impact 
that it could have in influencing the outcomes of 
conflicts.

The lesson for students of information war-
fare is that communicating that your leadership is 
uniquely outstanding builds credibility and clout. 
This is the point that Cathal J. Nolan makes in The 
Allure of Battle: in today’s world, a cult of lead-
ership has emerged that places a false premium 
on the generals as the decisive factor in winning 
wars.42 Nolan’s well-argued book raises a valid 
point, but it seems naïve to believe that building 
and projecting the image of top-tier generals fails 
to boost morale on our side while intimidating or 
raising doubts among the enemy. Though they 
have both supporters and critics, during the peri-
ods General Stanley A. McChrystal and General 
David H. Petraeus led U.S. Army forces, they each 
projected the character of a strong, capable gen-
eral. Their images bolstered U.S. efforts. 

Forging a Communication Strategy  
for Information Warfare
Until recent times, warfare was largely decided 
by a combination of kinetic action and, arguably, 
attrition and will.43 Succeeding in current and fu-
ture threat environments requires forging and 
articulating prevailing narratives that work in tan-
dem with traditional military action. The rise of 
nonstate actors in conflicts and the shift in power 
from hierarchies or institutions to individuals and 
to networks is accelerating this development.44 In 
Iraq and Syria, the Islamic State of Iraq and the 
Levant (ISIL) showed, while it enjoyed battlefield 
success, the potential for “highly strategic types 
of evolutionary network advantages” that infuse 
warfighting with narratives.45 While ISIL suffered 
catastrophic defeats on the battlefield in 2017 and 
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2018, its actions demonstrated how conventional 
distinctions between the “tangible and intangible, 
lethal and non-lethal dimensions of operations” 
have changed. The U.S. military must not only 
match but exceed that capability.46  

An earlier book by the author analyzed core 
components of strategic communications.47 Gen-
eral Stanley McChrystal, British Army Major 
General J. F. C. Fuller, B. H. Liddell Hart, Shimon 
Naveh, British Army General Rupert A. Smith, 
Carl von Clausewitz, David Kilcullen, and others 
have evaluated the operational military or polit-
ical aspects of campaigns.48 Smith especially rec-
ognizes the importance of information warfare 
and communication strategy in the new threat 
environment, in which engagement and conflict 
will mostly occur in areas populated by civilians 
rather than on a conventional battlefield on which 
opposing armies face one another.

Steve Tatham and Andrew Mackay (with fore-
word by General McChrystal), on the other hand, 
have written astutely on the need to conduct in-
fluence operations to change behavior.49 

Rand senior analyst Linda Robinson has 
written an important book, One Hundred Victo-
ries: Special Ops and the Future of American Warfare, 
which describes how special operations forces 
(SOF) teams have operated in Afghanistan.50 
While its focus is not explicitly on communication 
strategy, SOF teams’ work with Afghan villages 
offer numerous examples for applying the princi-
ples we discuss. The book is required reading for 
operators.

Information Warfare acknowledges the precepts 
those important authors embrace. Its focus dif-
fers in providing a step-by-step guide for actually 
forging and executing a communication strategy 
to conduct information warfare. Commanders and 
operators need to understand what factors drive 

any strategy. That includes the policy that ani-
mates a strategy and what decisionmakers must 
know to forge and execute a winning information 
war. Strategy exists at the operational, tactical, and 
grand levels. The precepts set forth here apply at 
all of those levels.51

What Is Communication Strategy?
Communication strategy employs words, actions, 
symbols, or images to mold or shape and influ-
ence a target audience’s attitudes and opinions to 
achieve specific effects, objectives, or end states. It 
is about persuasion that changes behavior.

Key factors that frame strategic thinking for in-
formation warfare are: 

1. A powerful idea or cause that drives strategy.
2. A clear vision for what constitutes winning or 

success (i.e., end states and outcomes).
3. Clear definitions of the obstacles to success.
4. An actionable strategy that employs opera-

tions and tactics designed to produce success.
5. Well-constructed, actionable plans.
6. Operations and tactics to execute strategy.
7. Metrics that measure the effectiveness of a 

strategy.52

Success in military campaigns usually requires 
both kinetic and communication strategies. No 
single formula leads to success. Sometimes kinetic 
activity takes precedence, while at others, infor-
mation warfare is more pivotal. 

How This Book Is Organized
First, the reader learns about the key steps for 
developing a communication strategy, centered 
around the military concept of operational art.53 Op-
erational art thinks in terms of the environment, 
as understood from knowledge and experience; 
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the problems to be addressed, as informed by the 
external and internal factors that affect how one 
changes the state of affairs from the current one 
to achieving conditions that satisfy a desired end 
state; and the approach to be used in solving prob-
lems through iterative creative thinking. It is a so-
phisticated approach. The work draws on historical 
and current examples that offer deep insights and 
illustrate the environments, the problems to be ad-
dressed, and the approaches to be used.

Military commanders employ a different lan-
guage than political or corporate actors. They de-
sire strategies, operations, and tactics that carry 
out their intent to achieve conditions that satisfy a 
desired end state. This work’s approach incorpo-
rates the notions of operational art, although it may 
employ slightly plainer language to describe what 

to do and how. This instructional section is amply 
footnoted to provide tremendous depth.

Second, an easy-to-use workbook outlines a 
step-by-step methodology for creating and evalu-
ating communication strategies. The reader is in-
tended to address supplied questions about their 
developing communication strategy.

This text discusses counterinsurgency (COIN) 
and counterterrorism (CT), which have both in-
spired fierce debate. This work expresses no 
opinion on the merits of that debate, but a commu-
nication strategist must understand the spectrum 
of ideas, theories, or notions that a commander 
may embrace for action. This book does not focus 
on public affairs; that is a separate subset of com-
munication and lies largely outside the scope of 
this work. 
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Information warfare is about communication strategy. Forging and executing effective strategy requires 
avoiding the trap of allowing academic definitions to obstruct the operational requirements. It is about 
managing information and communication technology to gain a competitive edge. It embraces more than 
language. It entails the use of language, action, symbols, and images to shape perceptions and influence 
attitudes and opinions to change behavior in the interest of achieving a desired end state or effect.  

Strategy requires a well-defined, clearly understood picture of success. Influence planners must be part 
of developing a strategy from the outset. The key steps are:

• Define winning or success. What is the desired outcome?
• Define the specific effects to be achieved, especially as a kinetic effect may be no different than 

a nonkinetic one.
• Figure out where to acquire the knowledge necessary to forge a winning strategy.1

• Develop your strategy.
• Develop plans for operations that will carry out the strategy.
• Develop the tactics — combined to form operations — that implement a strategy.
• Define metrics so that you can measure success or failure.

Define What Constitutes Winning or Success
In elections, it is easy to define success: you win or you lose. The candidate is elected or a proposition put 
to a referendum vote passes or fails. Only in the game of horseshoes does one receive prizes for second 
place.

Legislative battles often afford clear-cut goals. Either desired legislation passes, fails, or passes in an 
amended form. The definition of winning in a legislative battle, however, is generally pretty clear to the 
interested parties.

C h a p t e r  1
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National security policies are notorious for their 
lack of clarity at the strategic, operational, or tacti-
cal levels and the failure to take these into account 
when forging strategies. Partly, this stems from 
the diverse agendas that drive the goals of war-
fare, which can make it difficult to define the goals 
being fought for. In forging strategy, it is vital to 
discern what distinctions exist among coalition 
partners or key players regarding their covert and 
overt goals. 

Partner and key player goals may differ dra-
matically and they may, along with the means 
used to forge alliances, affect the complex rela-
tionships between the parties. Engagements and 
conflicts we are likely to encounter during the next 
two decades seem likely to stress the need to build 
coalitions among or between states, organizations, 
and nonstate parties. Coalition building and main-
tenance is a complicated, nuanced process, and in-
formation strategy lies at its heart.2 

This book’s introduction cites the tactical battles 
of Fallujah as a core example of why and how clear 
purpose matters. Adroit information warfare by 
insurgents cost Coalition forces the first battle as 
Marines were about to achieve military success. Co-
alition dominance in both spheres netted victory in 
the second battle. As a tactical operation, the second 
success was brilliant. Yet, at the operational level in 
Iraq, it produced serious blowback that led many 
to fear that the war would be lost. The strategic sit-
uation may have mandated fighting the battle, but 
failure to forge and execute an effective, clear-cut 
national strategy that anticipated and considered 
Iraqi reaction to battles such as this cast a shadow. 
Indeed, although in 2005 the U.S. Marines began 
turning things around in al-Anbar Province, a dis-
mal air of gloom prevailed in many quarters.  

The 2003 Iraq War itself is a case study in what 
happens when there is a failure at the outset to de-

fine winning. Some favored ousting then-Iraqi pres-
ident Saddam Hussein to prevent his acquisition 
or use of weapons of mass destruction (or as the 
military terms them, chemical, biological, radiolog-
ical, nuclear and high-yield explosives). Lieutenant 
General F. John Kelly talked about establishing de-
mocracy in Iraq — a very different goal.3 The De-
partment of State had a plan it called the Future of 
Iraq, but whatever its merits, which were debated, 
this plan sat on a shelf. The Department of Defense 
took over planning for Iraq but failed to define what 
constituted winning or success.4 Senior commanders 
developed sharp differences with the White House 
and Secretary of Defense Donald H. Rumsfeld about 
how events in Iraq were unfolding and what success 
was achieved.5

Skeptics have worried that the U.S. effort in Af-
ghanistan has lacked a clear definition of success 
or a desired end state or even a coherent strategy 
for winning. The Special Inspector General for Af-
ghanistan Reconstruction (SIGAR) has concluded 
that between 2001 and 2017, U.S. efforts to stabilize 
insecure and contested areas failed. SIGAR blasted 
the failure of military and civilian parties to coordi-
nate effectively.6

The International Security Assistance Force 
(ISAF) defined its mission as supporting the gov-
ernment and growth in capacity of the Afghan 
National Security Forces and facilitating im-
provements in governance and socioeconomic 
development to provide a secure environment for 
sustainable stability that is observable to the pop-
ulation.7 Former Secretary of Defense Robert M. 
Gates expressed the mission as to “ ‘deny the Tali-
ban momentum and control, facilitate reintegration, 
build government capacity selectively, grow the Af-
ghan security forces, transfer security responsibil-
ities, and defeat al Qaeda.’ ”8 He argued that end 
state was vital, as Afghanistan had status as a base 
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for extremist jihadism where native and foreign 
fighters had defeated a superpower and caused 
its collapse at home. Gates argued that a Taliban 
victory would strengthen “extremist Muslim my-
thology and popular perceptions of who is winning 
and who is losing.”9

A joint statement in January 2013 by President 
Barack H. Obama and Afghan President Hamid 
Karzai seemed consistent with ISAF’s pronounce-
ment.10 Others have suggested, less formally, that 
the United States would be satisfied to ensure that 
Afghanistan does not serve as a safe haven for ter-
ror networks or al-Qaeda. At the time of this writ-
ing, negotiations between the United States and the 
Taliban have focused on securing a withdrawal of 
U.S. forces in exchange for a commitment by the 
Taliban to prevent terrorist organizations from us-
ing the nation as a launchpad for terrorist activities 
elsewhere. Although presented to the American 
public as a negotiation for a peace accord, the Tal-
iban has long been willing to negotiate with the 
United States, as long as the discussion is confined 
to two topics: returning Taliban prisoners and with-
drawal from Afghanistan of U.S. and Coalition 
forces. Not surprisingly, former ambassador to Af-
ghanistan Ryan C. Crocker, among others, has de-
nounced the deal as a surrender.11 Ironically, there 
is no evidence that even should the Taliban try to 
deliver on such a commitment that it has the power 
to do so in a nation with a large number of compet-
itors for power.

One aspect of the Afghanistan quagmire—a war 
that has gone on longer than both World Wars and 
Korea combined—has been the absence of a co-
herent political/military/diplomatic strategy for 
winning.12 

The SIGAR report sharply criticized the failure 
of U.S. military and civilian parties to coordinate ef-
fectively. It blasted the U.S. government for failing 

to forge or execute a cohesive strategy for allocating 
military or civilian resources. In short, there was 
never a workable, defined strategy for winning.13 

It bears stressing: a clear definition of the mission 
and the desired outcome, tactically, operationally, 
and strategically — bearing in mind that tactical 
units like special operations forces (SOF) often cre-
ate strategic effects — directly affects the narrative, 
story, theme, and messages that govern and drive 
what is done, when, and how. 

Determine Where to Acquire  
Necessary Knowledge 
Figuring out where to acquire the knowledge to 
forge a winning information strategy is vital. World 
War II planning offers a classic example; the Iraq 
War provides a modern one.

• World War II: President Roosevelt’s 
Army chief of staff, George C. Mar-
shall, appointed Lieutenant Colonel 
(later general) Albert C. Wedemeyer to 
develop the Victory Program in 1941, 
which became the blueprint for how 
to defeat Nazi Germany. Wedemey-
er’s first task was to find out where he 
could find the information required 
to create the program. He succeeded. 
Wedemeyer’s imagination and disci-
plined effort made a difference.14

• Iraq: General Petraeus needed to divide 
his time among various political ac-
tivities to gain critical knowledge that 
enabled him to make and implement 
decisions. For example, he spent 30 per-
cent of his time with Iraqi leaders, 30 
percent in the field, 10 percent at head-
quarters, and 30 percent on matters 
relating to Congress and the executive 
branch in Washington.15 
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Define Your Strategy
Military, information operations, and strategy 
expert and retired U.S. Army special operations 
officer Jack C. Guy, who currently serves on the 
faculty of the Joint Special Operations University, 
thinks of strategy this way: “strategy equals ends 
plus ways plus means.”16 A U.S. Army War College 
publication states that “strategy is about how (way 
or concept) leadership will use the power (means 
or resources) available to the state to exercise con-
trol over sets of circumstances and geographic 
locations to achieve objectives (ends) that support 
state interests. Strategy provides direction for the 
coercive or persuasive use of this power to achieve 
specified objectives.”17 The means include, as Guy 
points out, the essential elements of power such as 
diplomacy, information, military, and economics 
(DIME), “but the key is the objective or the ends.”18

There are other definitions to think about. B. 
H. Liddell Hart famously defined strategy as “the 
art of distributing and applying military means to 
fulfill the ends of policy.”19 In that view, invading 
Normandy was a strategy for defeating Germany 
in World War II. 

Clausewitz, whose classic work On War is heavy 
on philosophy, is more often quoted than illumi-
nating.20 He states, “Tactics is the theory of the use 
of military forces in combat. Strategy is the theory 
of the use of combatants for the object of war.”21

Clausewitz focused on victory, not peace. He 
adhered to Napoleon’s view on victory, as well, 
perhaps forgetting that Napoleon wound up on 
Saint Helena in the South Atlantic. He agreed that 
strategy is an instrument of policy.22 His conception 
of grand strategy related to his views on the center 
of gravity: a point in the enemy’s organism—mili-
tary, political, social, etc. — that if lost or defeated, 
collapses the enemy’s national will. In his general 
principles of war, strategy aims to defeat an ene-

my’s center of gravity, which forms the basis of an 
opponent’s power at the operational, strategic, or 
political levels.23 

Clausewitz considers strategy in the context 
of three objectives for war: (1) defeat the enemy’s 
armed force; (2) gain possession of the enemy 
army’s material elements; and (3) gain public 
opinion.24 Where Clausewitz stands out is in artic-
ulating his holy trinity of principles that determine 
the outcome of warfare: “passion, chance, and rea-
son.”25 Passion, including hatred and animosity, is 
a characteristic of the people. Chance and probabil-
ity fall into the realm of the commander and their 
army; the quality of reason (political purpose), to 
which war is subordinate, is primarily the concern 
of government.26 As King’s College, University of 
London, professor David Betz points out, “war it-
self has not changed,” although changes in tech-
nology have complicated its dynamics.27 

Critics such as Major General J. F. C. Fuller ar-
gue that Clausewitz focuses too much on violence 
rather than what should be the real end of conflict: 
the achievement of peace.28 Still, Clausewitz ac-
knowledges that political objectives should deter-
mine the aim of military force and the effort to be 
made, although he saw war and politics as parallel 
as well as separate but related activities.29 

Commentators such as B. H. Liddell Hart sug-
gest that Clausewitz’s insistence on destruction of 
the enemy no matter what is easy to misconstrue. 
Hart declares, “The object in war is to attain a bet-
ter peace — even if only from your own point of 
view.”30 

Colonel Thomas X. Hammes places the de-
bate about strategic purpose in the context of 
Fourth-Generation Warfare (4GW). In his view, that 
unfolds over a timeline that exceeds the duration of 
a single event and is rooted in the understanding of 
a strategic situation. Fourth-Generation Warfare’s 
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aim shifts away from the destruction of enemy 
forces to influencing political decisions. Hammes 
argues that it is

to convince the enemy’s political decision 
makers that their strategic goals are either 
unachievable or too costly for the perceived 
benefit. It is an evolved form of insurgency. 
Still rooted in the fundamental precept that 
superior political will, when properly em-
ployed, can defeat greater economic and 
military power, 4GW makes use of society’s 
networks to carry on its fight. Unlike previous 
generations, it does not attempt to win by de-
feating the enemy’s military forces. Instead . . . 
it directly attacks the minds of enemy decision 
makers to destroy the enemy’s political will.31

Retired Israeli Defense Forces Brigadier Gen-
eral Shimon Naveh views strategic campaigns as 
a “complex of operations and actions, aimed at ac-
complishing a strategic goal. . . . The campaign, like 
the theatre, is related to a comprehensive aim and 
a defined framework of time, space, and force.”32 
Strategy allocates resources and provides a frame-
work for articulating operations and tactics that 
achieve defined strategic aims. Naveh’s approach 
is sophisticated and nuanced.

Naveh argues not for destruction of an enemy, 
but inflicting “operational shock” that defeats an 
enemy’s ability to achieve its aims and knocks out 
its operational equilibrium. Successful operations 
attack the enemy’s center of gravity by identifying 
exact points of enemy strength and weakness; creat-
ing operational vulnerabilities; and exploiting those 
through maneuvering strikes.33 

Chinese Colonels Qiao Liang and Wang Xiangsui 
echo that argument in contending that information 
warfare needs to focus on a maximum point of im-
pact through the choice, timing, and combination of 

a strategy’s dominant orientation, spheres of oper-
ation, tools, means, and directions.34 In their view, 
future strategy—including information warfare—
needs to reimagine the scope of dominant tools 
available to achieve the ends of warfare in seeking 
to secure desirable outcomes other than physical de-
struction of an enemy. As one looks over the hori-
zon, one cannot rule out kinetic conflict between 
states. But as the Chinese strategists ably observe, 
state aggression may well prove better deterred or 
defeated by economic, diplomatic, and other nonki-
netic strategies and tactics.

Naveh’s notion applies to information warfare, 
which aims to defeat the enemy’s ability to achieve 
its goals. Destruction may be a goal of warfare. 
Savvy commentators like British general Rupert 
Smith draw a distinction between confrontation 
and conflict. Confrontation aims to change an en-
emy’s intention. Conflict aims for destruction.35 In 
his view, use of force may instead aim for contain-
ment, deterrence, coercion, or destruction.36 Smith 
argues well. 

The point of using force may or may not be de-
struction. But as Naveh points out, strategically, 
destruction may not be an achievable or intended 
outcome of conflict. Naveh argues that victory is 
better achieved by frustrating enemy capabilities 
and the adversary’s ability to achieve its aims. Smith 
recognizes that where there is war among people—
Bosnia and Iraq offer good examples —“informa-
tion, not firepower, is the currency upon which it is 
run; and information is neither purely military nor 
purely political.”37 From that perspective, “military 
force can only achieve tactical results.”38 What mat-
ters is the political objective. Achieving that requires 
intelligent integration of information strategy.

One may leave to military theorists different 
definitions of the object of war. What is important 
for communication strategists is to understand how 
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a commander views it. Information strategy sup-
ports or is supported by kinetic activity. But while 
its tools—including television, radio, print, or social 
media—may be employed as weapons and provide 
the trigger for destruction, most information war-
fare does not, per se, cause physical destruction.39 
There is a theoretical bog here that theorists revel 
in. Avoid it. You do not need to go there to devise 
effective communication strategy.

Internationally respected political consultant 
Ronald A. Faucheux offers a practical view of com-
munication strategy that applies squarely to how 
you develop one. It is, he says, “how you position 
yourself and allocate resources to maximize your 
strengths and minimize your weaknesses in achiev-
ing goals. It is a concept. It is a way to win.”40  

In short, a strategy describes concisely how you 
will achieve your strategic goals. In the end, your 
strategy is your roadmap to winning.41 

What Are Operations and Tactics? 
Discussions on military tactics can become compli-
cated. Let us keep the analysis to plain speaking. 
An operation is “a sequence of tactical actions with 
a common purpose or unifying theme.”42 T. E. Law-
rence’s classic definition of tactics remains valid. 
While strategy sets goals, allocates resources, and 
defines a timeline, operations develop campaigns 
that tie a series of battles together to achieve strate-
gic goals.43 Tactics are “the means towards a strate-
gic end, the particular steps of its staircase.”44 They 
are specific actions taken to implement a strategy. 
Tactics are the battles: the techniques, procedures, 
and actions for fighting.45

One may forge strategy at the tactical level. The 
Second Battle of Fallujah illustrates that well. It 
was a local conflict taking place within a large na-
tional theater of war. That is distinct from grand 
strategy, which views the achievement of strategic 

objectives—success or winning—from a broader 
perspective. In Iraq, the grand strategy required a 
clear plan of how all the elements—all operations—
are integrated to support a strategy that achieves 
national policy aims.

Information warfare takes place at all three lev-
els: strategic, operational, and tactical. The role of 
media cuts across all of them. What happens tacti-
cally may be broadcast across different operational 
theaters internationally. Events in Fallujah affected 
how Iraqis nationally felt toward Coalition efforts 
and the conflict; they affected international opinion. 
The kinetics may have a local effect, but those same 
actions, especially in what Rupert Smith terms war 
among the people—conflicts that entwine combatants 
and civilians — will gain wider coverage and the ef-
fects will extend beyond the tactical level. 

Forging effective communication strategy re-
quires thinking through effects in all three dimen-
sions, not merely at the tactical or operational level. 
Today’s battlespace exists in living rooms around 
the world. How events are portrayed in traditional 
and social media, opinion in a wider operational 
area, and international opinion, can affect the out-
come of a battle. The first battle for Fallujah in April 
2004 offers a classic illustration, as explicated fur-
ther in chapter two.
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C h a p t e r  2

It seems obvious that you need to understand your strategic position and the strategic situation. Mod-
ern and ancient history, however, is full of examples of leaders who failed to do so. 

Consider these questions when assessing your strategic situation: 
• What is happening in the theater of operations?
• What dynamics drive the strategic situation?
• Who has the momentum and why?
• Where is the momentum headed?
• What is your narrative, story theme, and message?
• Who are the target audiences?
• What language should be used to express the above?
• What channels and messengers should be used?

Historical Examples
Malaysian Emergency of 1948 – 60. During the 1950s, Sir Robert Thompson, who served on the staff of 
the British director of operations, helped defeat an anticolonial-driven insurgency led by the Malayan 
National Liberation Army (MNLA), the military arm of the Malayan Communist Party (MCP). A key to 
Britain’s successful communication strategy lay in the recognition that Malays wanted independence 
from Britain. Thompson’s campaign recognized that and promised Malays their independence. The de-
cision proved a decisive factor in a sophisticated strategy that separated insurgents from the population 
as part of a successful counterinsurgency conflict.1

Lesson: Successful strategy aligns messages with an understanding of culture, national aims, and 
popular aspirations. The British understood what the population desired and tailored their cam-
paign strategy to meet those desires.

Battle of the Little Bighorn. General George Armstrong Custer’s ill-fated battle on 25 – 26 June 1876 
against the Sioux and Cheyenne in eastern Montana has inspired an avalanche of books, art, and com-
mentary. In addition to its relevance to modern information strategy as a demonstration of the failure to 
understand an adversary’s culture and a strategic situation, this historical tragedy is also used today by 
adversaries such as al-Qaeda in their propaganda to discredit the United States in its efforts to counter 
violent extremism.2 Little Bighorn illustrates important lessons.
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Lessons: 
1. Recognize when circumstances mandate 

that an enemy will fight. The historian Evan 
S. Connell has remarked that Custer’s Last 
Stand at Little Bighorn “has been resurrected 
so often that General Custer is beginning 
to rival Lazarus.”3 Perceptions differ on 
how the U.S. troops expected the tribes to 
respond. Historian Nathaniel Philbrick was 
writing about American Indians, not Iraq, 
but his point applies to both cultures. Phil-
brick points out that the U.S. government 
misjudged how Native American tribes 
would respond to the destruction of their 
buffalo herds, upon which they depended 
for food and sustenance, and to demands 
that tribes give up their lands and move 
to reservations so that Americans could 
exploit the discovery of gold in the Black 
Hills. The loss of buffalo and the land they 
roamed posed an existential threat to tribes’ 
survival.4 That many white pioneers and 
settlers simply butchered buffalo for the fun 
of it intensified the tribes’ volatility.5 

It was a dark chapter in U.S. history. The 
government entered into 354 treaties with 
Native American tribes, and it broke every 
one.6 Civil War icons such as Philip H. Sher-
idan declared, “The only good Indians I ever 
saw were dead,” a statement later made 
famous in the epigram that “the only good 
Indian is a dead Indian.”7 He did not stand 
alone. General William Tecumseh Sherman 
also called for the extermination of indig-
enous peoples.8 Newspapers echoed the 
sentiment. President Ulysses S. Grant turned 
a blind eye to the slaughter. Why would any 
U.S. officer or soldier expect the native tribes 
to perceive them or the federal government 

as anything except deeply hostile to their 
future? Ironically, that was arguably not 
Custer’s view, but he did not make policy.9 
Custer opposed extermination, although he 
favored opening up the Black Hills for pros-
pecting and extinguishing the Sioux’s title to 
the land granted by an 1868 treaty.10

Compare lack of understanding of 
Native American tribes’ concerns to Paul 
Bremer’s failure to grasp that disbanding the 
Iraqi Army and banning even many school 
teachers from the ability to earn a livelihood 
and feed their families would alienate them 
and help foster insurrection. It is a mistake 
repeated time and again. Japanese Imperial 
Navy admiral Isoroku Yamamoto made it 
in supporting the attack on Pearl Harbor. 
General Douglas MacArthur made it in 
failing to anticipate that the Chinese would 
intervene in Korea.11 

2. Ensure that a communication strategy is 
rooted in realistic expectations. The federal 
government wanted the Sioux to become 
farmers, despite the fact that the tribe had 
no agricultural tradition.12 That ignorance 
echoed that which Rajiv Chandrasekaran 
attributed to the U.S. Agency for Interna-
tional Development (USAID) in Afghan-
istan. USAID ignored savvy counsel that 
one could move farmers off poppy into cot-
ton, which would grow in Afghan soil and 
be profitable. Instead, USAID pighead-
edly insisted they grow other crops. But 
the terrain was wholly unsuited and eco-
nomic prospects were limited. Not surpris-
ingly, farmers refused, and USAID efforts 
failed.13 Key lesson: target audience analy-
sis will provide insight into what the audi-
ence wants and will motivate it to behave 
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in a manner that helps achieve a desired 
objective or outcome.

3. Do not allow pride to drive your strategy. 
Custer’s decision to divide his forces has been 
debated. The debate about military strategy 
lies in a different venue; it is his communica-
tion strategy that is relevant here, as it was 
integral to his view on warfare. He boasted 
that “his regiment could whip and defeat 
every Indian on the plains.”14 Custer’s main 
tactic was the cavalry charge. Many believe 
that charging blindly into the fray was rooted 
in a vain belief that he was lucky, coupled 
with sheer bravado. Nathaniel Philbrick 
comments that charging a large village such 
as the one at Little Bighorn “makes no logical 
sense. But cavalry charges are not about logic; 
they are about audacity, about using panic 
and fear to convince the enemy that you are 
stronger than they are, even if that is not even 
close to being the case.”15 Music accompa-
nied this display of bravado. Custer always 
brought a band along with him into combat.16 
As the cavalry charged, the band struck up 
“Garry Owen” — his version of shock and 
awe. 

Apparently, Custer did not expect the 
Lakota Sioux and Cheyenne warriors to stand 
and fight, ignoring stern warnings from his 
scouts.17 Driven by hubris and failing to think 
things through, he got himself and his entire 
troop — approximately 220 soldiers (the exact 
number is not clear) — killed.

Similarly, the U.S. decision to wage the 
first battle for Fallujah was driven by the 
hubris that ignored sage advice from U.S. 
Marines who knew the score, rather than by 
a cohesive strategy that prepared and shaped 
the battlefield, enabled victory, and looked 

ahead to what seizure of the city would 
achieve.18 

4. Do not be seduced by myths of heroism or 
invincibility. Errol Flynn’s movie version of 
Custer’s Last Stand and most paintings that 
memorialize the event falsely portray the 
battle and its participants. Little Bighorn was 
a debacle built on a policy of ethnic extermi-
nation, and Custer was a disgrace, not a hero. 
Our enemies are ruthless in distorting the 
truth about the United States and its values. 
But the facts support criticism over the treat-
ment of the tribes—a sentiment perhaps 
voiced most vehemently by the tribes them-
selves.19

5. Understand what the enemy is saying.Custer 
did not grasp the realities of communication 
with an adversary. He had smoked a peace 
pipe with Cheyenne warriors led by Medi-
cine Arrow and Little Robe and promised 
he had come in peace. A skeptical Medicine 
Arrow warned Custer that they would kill 
him should he break his word.20 Lesson: it 
pays not merely to hear but also to listen.

Historian Nathaniel Philbrick argues 
that while Sitting Bull was renowned for his 
strength and desire to resist the settlers, “at 
the Little Bighorn, he [Sitting Bull] did not 
want to fight. He wanted to talk. . . . As he 
recognized . . . our children are best served 
not by a self-destructive blaze of glory, but by 
the hardest path of all: survival and accom-
modation.”21 Custer did not grasp that, 
nor did the other generals involved in the 
campaign. They made no effort to try. Some 
may dispute Philbrick’s conclusion, but if he 
is correct, Custer made a tragic, avoidable, 
and costly mistake. The point is not whether 
Philbrick is correct, however; historians 
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may argue about that. It is the questions he 
poses: What is the enemy’s real intent, and 
can we achieve our objectives without kinetic 
engagement? Mao Zedong was right. Politics 
is war without bloodshed. Why fight if it can 
be avoided and goals still can be achieved?

The Little Bighorn and the slaughter of 
tribes and their food sources have special 
relevance today. Al-Qaeda propaganda fre-
quently cites what U.S. policy did to its own 
indigenous peoples to discredit U.S. efforts 
to counter the organization’s violent extrem-
ism. Knowing our own history is critical in 
enabling us to deal with some of its darker 
aspects.22 

Americans tend to focus on recent and 
current events. For others, what happened 
hundreds or more than a thousand years 
ago may hold emotionally explosive con-
temporary relevance. That held true in Bos-
nia, where different parties laid claim to land 
based upon dominance over it at different 
periods of history.23 It is true for China.24 It 
is true in Arab cultures, where the Crusades 
resonate as if they happened yesterday. It is 
true in Iran, which views its relations with 
the West through the lens of more than a cen-
tury of troubled interactions.25

Battle of the Teutoburg Forest. In 9 CE, Rome 
suffered one of its worst defeats when Germanic 
tribes massacred three of Rome’s 28 legions. Rome 
was all-powerful in its world, but had a small 
army — between 125,000 and 150,000 soldiers. 
Rome did not replace the legions until Tiberius 
became Emperor six years later.26 The debacle 
occurred when provincial governor Publius 
Quinctilius Varus allowed an ambitious German 
leader, Arminius — whom he supposed an ally—

to trick him into leading the legions and the civil-
ians accompanying them deep into the Teutoburg 
Forest. Aside from simply misjudging the enemy, 
Varus failed to understand the strategic situation 
he had entered, presuming he was governing a 
peaceful province.  

A contemporary Roman historian, Velleius Pater-
culus, recorded the Roman governor’s naïveté:

When given the German command, he [Varus] 
went out with the quaint preconception that 
here was a subhuman people which would 
somehow prove responsive to Roman law 
even where it had not responded to the 
Roman sword. He therefore breezed in—right 
into the heart of Germany—as if on a picnic. 
. . . Meantime the Germans, a race combining 
maximum ferocity with supreme guile (and 
being born liars besides) fawned upon Varus 
. . . marveling at his jurisprudence and flat-
tering him regarding his civilizing mission.27

Two thousand years later, the 2003 Iraq conflict 
offered a parallel lesson. Larry Diamond, advisor 
to National Security Advisor Condoleezza Rice, 
quoted one diplomat’s impression about the Amer-
icans in Baghdad’s Green Zone: “What struck me 
about the palace was the completely self-referential 
character of it. It was all about us, not about them 
[the Iraqis]. People would walk around the palace 
with a mixture of venal and idealistic motives. 
None of them knew Iraq.”28

Lessons:
1. Know your enemy. Varus misjudged the 

interests, cultural values, aspirations, and 
desire for independence among the Germanic 
tribes. Their rebellion and fatal ambush of his 
legions came as a total surprise. Target audi-
ence analysis is a persistent requirement for 
influence operations. One lesson applicable 
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today is that populations are not monolithic. 
An analyst’s insight is vital to understanding 
the demographic differences among target 
audiences so that messaging may be cali-
brated to each audience segment.

2. Presume nothing about the loyalty of osten-
sibly peaceful populations and calibrate 
communication strategy accordingly.  Varus 
thought that the Germanic people could be 
ruled as subjects of Rome. His actions taken 
in that misperception inspired deep hostility 
and motivated the people to action. He had 
no strategy for winning them over or keeping 
them peaceful. Not surprisingly, they rose up 
against him when his policies became rooted 
in oppressive rule. They lulled Varus into 
letting down his guard. 

Varus lived 2,000 years ago, but the lesson 
that applied to him also applies, in its own 
way, to Afghanistan, where, as author Bing 
West points out, villages that seemed friendly 
and grateful one minute could turn on U.S. 
troops in a flash.29 

3. Communication strategy requires depend-
able intelligence about what the enemy is 
up to. Varus failed to achieve this goal from 
the outset. He did not consider the Germanic 
people his enemy. He made foolish assump-
tions about the population, instead of 
viewing his situation with an open but skep-
tical perspective.

A different analogy applied in Iraq. West’s 
study of the battles for Fallujah revealed 
that the insurgents lacked the command- 
and-control hierarchy that, for example, the 
Viet Cong had. They wore no uniforms, oper-
ated from their homes, and had a lack of mili-
tary communications that (at least initially) 
could be intercepted, “yet they all know 

one another.”30 He analogized as well to the 
American Indian tribes, bonded by common 
hatred of an enemy but launching different 
raids at different times for different reasons. 
Communication strategy must anticipate 
such challenges.

Modern Examples
Iraq. Nathaniel Philbrick stated the following criti-
cal question: How will a society facing changes that 
produce inescapable catastrophe deal with it? Fear 
of the future is critical to people on the verge of 
cataclysm. It can imbue even the most trivial inci-
dent with overwhelming significance.31 In Iraq, the 
minority population of Sunnis had long controlled 
the country. Ousted from control as Coalition forces 
toppled Saddam Hussein, Shiites violently targeted 
Sunnis. At the same time, Coalition Provisional Au-
thority head Paul Bremer had banned many Sunnis 
from earning a living. Failure to grasp that Sunnis 
perceived an existential threat to their existence 
nearly produced military defeat for Coalition forces. 
Only effective Coalition outreach, commencing in 
al-Anbar Province, persuaded Sunnis that al-Qaeda 
was an unacceptable alternative and reversed the 
situation.

Lesson: Iraq is full of lessons. A critical one 
is to recognize how people in other societies 
and cultures will perceive how actions and 
events affect their well-being, prosperity, cul-
tural integrity, or survival and how they will 
respond.32

Afghanistan. Afghan politics are driven by a 
very complex tribal structure. Special operations 
veterans like Major Jim Gant have offered a cogent 
argument, worth studying, for why success in that 
culture requires winning “one tribe at a time.”33 
Linda Robinson has catalogued concrete examples 
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of how understanding the ethnographics, tribes, 
villages, and key players at the local level can spell 
the difference between success and failure, and 
how achieving that was key to special operations 
teams successes.34 Former U.S. speaker of the House 
Thomas Phillip “Tip” O’Neill once said that all poli-
tics is local.

Example: Special operations operators who 
this author interviewed all held the view 
that understanding the political and military 
dynamics of Afghanistan required a nuanced, 
subtle, detailed knowledge of the provinces, 
villages, tribes, clans, families, and key indi-
viduals who comprise a decentralized culture. 

Philippines, 2013. U.S. special operations forces 
have played a key role in providing useful advice to 
the Philippine military in countering violent Islamic 
extremism in the southern part of the nation. Recog-
nizing that a smaller footprint serves the interests 
of the United States and our Filipino partner, U.S. 
special operations forces have calibrated the assis-
tance. That decision is integral to a communica-
tion strategy. It has cut off the ability of violent 
extremists to credibly argue that the United States 
occupies the country or controls the government.

Lesson: Think carefully about what degree of 
visibility aids or undercuts an operation. The 
low profile taken by U.S. special operations 
forces in the Philippines, ceding the lead to 
Filipinos, has worked well. It has insulated 
both parties from enemy propaganda that 
would undercut U.S. aid by decrying foreign 
intervention, and it has bolstered the strength 
of the Philippine government.

Yemen. Yemen’s president Ali Abdullah Saleh 
permitted the United States to strike at al-Qaeda 

operatives with General Atomics MQ-1 Predator 
drones inside Yemen, providing the United States 
kept quiet about it. In November 2002, U.S. mili-
tary forces tracked down al-Qaeda leader Abu Ali 
al-Harethi in the northern province of Marib and 
killed him with AGM-114 Hellfire missiles. Argu-
ably, al-Harethi was the mastermind behind the 
USS Cole (DDG 67) bombing.35 Unfortunately, a 
high-ranking U.S. defense official praised the strike 
on CNN. A furious Saleh felt this revelation made 
him look hypocritical. He ordered the United States 
to cease Predator operations.36 The failure to grasp 
the fragile, explosive, fluid state of Yemeni politics 
cost the United States eight years, until 2010, when 
Saleh lost power and the Predators swung back into 
action.37

Lesson: Gear strategy to a realistic assessment 
of what an ally finds politically plausible. 
Saleh faced a complex political situation in 
Yemen. In his view, visible U.S. action lacked 
a political foundation among Yemenis and 
could prove destabilizing. He was under-
standably upset when a U.S. official breached 
a U.S. commitment to stay below radar. Do 
not ask political or military allies in another 
country to provide more support than is polit-
ically feasible. Control information as part of 
a strategic communication plan.

Ethiopia, 2006. The United States funded war-
lords in Somalia on the theory that they opposed 
al-Qaeda and could help keep it at bay. But the 
warlords themselves lacked credibility and aroused 
fierce hostility among Somalis.

Lesson: Be careful about the friends you 
choose. Backing the warlords complicated 
rather than solved the problem the United 
States needed to address.
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C h a p t e r  3

You must understand the role your enemy plays in affecting your winning communication strategy. 
Identifying who you are fighting and understanding their attributes may spell the difference between 
victory and defeat. You need to know who they are; how they see themselves; their roots, history, val-
ues, traditions, priorities, friends, and allies. You need to understand what is important to them and 
what is not. You need to understand how to communicate with them and through what channels and 
what messengers to use to effectively engage with them. You need to be able to explain to them what 
you are doing, how it affects them, what their stakes are, and why they should support your efforts or, 
failing that, decline to oppose them. 

The general precept “know your enemy” is of critical importance. It is far easier to see who or what 
you expect or want to see, rather than to be objective. Chinese strategist Sun Tzu said, “If you know the 
enemy and know yourself, you need not fear the result of a hundred battles. If you know yourself but 
not the enemy, for every victory gained you will also suffer a defeat. If you know neither the enemy nor 
yourself, you will succumb in every battle.”1 This is about two confluent notions. 

First, identifying your enemy is not always easy because enemies often avoid showing themselves. 
Ask any veteran of Vietnam, Iraq, or Afghanistan. You need to devise dependable approaches to identi-
fying the enemy. That is partly about intelligence collection and information gathering. It is about iden-
tifying every source possible as well as who can provide a means of identifying an enemy, including 
apparent friends whose agenda is hostile to yours. 

Second, understanding your enemy. What motivates, inspires, threatens, or frightens an enemy? 
What coalitions does the enemy belong to—and what is the nature and composition of such coalitions? 
Understanding these things enables you to identify seams or divisions in coalitions and stories, narra-
tives, themes, or messages that can create division or defection.

Mao Zedong stated, “Some people are good at knowing themselves and poor in knowing the enemy, 
and some are the other way round; neither can solve the problem of learning and applying the laws of 
war.”2

Questions to ask include:
• Who is the enemy and how do you define them? 
• How does the enemy see themselves?
• What does target audience analysis reveal as you break down a population into its demo-

graphic elements and the histories of their individual provinces, towns, villages, or valleys?
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• How is the enemy organized?
• What is the enemy’s objective? 
• How does the enemy define winning?
• What obstacles to success confront the 

enemy?
• Which of these obstacles can communi-

cation strategy surmount?
• What is the enemy’s communication 

strategy?
• What are the enemy’s story, narrative, 

themes, and messages?
• What language is the enemy using to 

express the above?
• How credible and persuasive to an en-

emy’s target audiences as well as to its 
own supporters and allies is the enemy 
message?

• Who comprises the enemy’s target au-
dience(s)?

• What channels and messengers are the 
enemy using?

• How effective is the enemy’s strategy?

Historical Examples
Pakistan. President Yahya Khan launched an 
invasion of East Pakistan (now Bangladesh) in 
March 1971, after the 1970 parliamentary elections 
deadlocked. Bengali nationalism and political 
self-interest by Zulfikar Ali Bhutto ignited the war. 
Understanding what happened requires a look at 
the formation of Pakistan.

After World War II, the United Kingdom 
granted India its independence. Negotiations pro-
duced two new states: Pakistan and India. Paki-
stan was created for Muslims, while India was 
predominantly Hindu. Pakistan was an awkward 
creation. It comprised two geographically and cul-
turally distinct areas 1,000 miles apart. East Paki-
stan was culturally uniform and citizens spoke 

Bengali. Its leader, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, led 
the Bangladesh Awami League. 

West Pakistan (now Pakistan) was ethnically 
diverse and its feudal class produced the politi-
cal leadership. Its citizens considered themselves 
superior to the Bengalis. Its population comprised 
four main ethnic groups: Punjabis, Pushtuns, Sind-
his, and Baluchis; there were also other minori-
ties. The elites spoke English, while much of the 
population spoke Urdu. Language differences and 
action by the west, which took a disproportionate 
share of the government budget and key govern-
ment and military posts, fueled tensions.

Not until 1956 did Pakistan’s Constituent 
Assembly frame a constitution. It divided the 
National Assembly equally between East Pakistan 
and West Pakistan and made Urdu and Bengali 
national languages. Democracy was short-lived, 
however. In 1958, General Mohammad Ayub 
Khan seized power, jettisoned the constitution, 
declared martial law, and became president. Khan 
strengthened the economy, supported free enter-
prise, aligned Pakistan with the West, and worked 
to stabilize Pakistan. In 1962, he lifted martial law 
and enacted a new constitution, although it was 
flawed in giving an equal number of seats in the 
assembly to the less populous West Pakistan. He 
earned praise as one of Pakistan’s most able chiefs 
of state. One could argue that had Pakistan contin-
ued on the course Khan set, it could have avoided 
many problems that have beset it during the past 
50 years and emerged, as India has, as a confident 
economic powerhouse.3

Khan lost credibility when India defeated 
Pakistan in a 1965 war over Kashmir. Bengalis 
felt repressed by his rule, which treated them as 
second-class citizens. Their sentiments moved 
toward seeking greater autonomy and perhaps 
independence from West Pakistan. Complicat-



ing matters—fatally for Pakistan’s fortunes at 
the time—was the emergence of the charismatic 
Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto. Initially, he served as Khan’s 
foreign minister. After India’s victory, he resigned, 
founded the Pakistan People’s Party (PPP), and 
emerged as a Khan critic. Politicians are fond of 
pledging eternal friendship, but in politics eternity 
can be brief.

Popular discontent in 1969 forced Ayub Khan 
out of office. Another general, Yahya Khan, re-
placed him. Yahya Khan had poor political in-
stincts. Like his predecessor, he set aside the 
constitution and declared martial law. He picked 
the wrong time for that action, however, as Paki-
stanis had wearied of military rule.

Bhutto and East Pakistani leader Mujibur Rah-
man, who led the Awami party, joined together to 
force an election in 1970. Yahya Khan set a “one 
person, one vote” rule. It was statesmanlike but 
lit the fuse for civil war because, predictably, East 
Pakistan’s larger population earned it a major-
ity of the assembly seats, while the PPP won the 
most seats in the West. Bhutto and Rahman each 
wanted to be prime minister. That conflict played 
into the hands of the army, which had anticipated 
a political deadlock to be broken by making Khan 
the president. Rahman was also charismatic, but 
he lacked Bhutto’s backroom political skills. Khan 
was prepared to cede power to Rahman, but Rah-
man mucked up matters by demanding too much. 
Stoked by Bhutto, rumors circulated that Rahman 
was acting in league with India to control Paki-
stan. Deadlock persisted. Egged on by Bhutto, 
who kept warning Khan that Rahman and the In-
dians were colluding, Khan launched an invasion 
of East Pakistan. Bhutto assured him it would be 
an easy victory. It was more like genocide.

Muslims populated West Pakistan while the 
Bengalis, who populated the east, were mainly 

Hindu. “Kill three million of them,” Khan de-
clared, “and the rest will eat out of our hands.”4 
Khan neglected to consider how India’s prime 
minister, Indira Priyadarshini Gandhi, also a 
Hindu, would respond. She sent in the Indian 
Army, which inflicted a humiliating defeat. The 
repercussions of the Indo-Pakistani War of 1971 
are still felt today in continuing tensions in Kash-
mir and Pakistani paranoia about India’s in-
volvement in Afghanistan, and a general (rather 
absurd) fear that given the right opening, India 
would invade Pakistan. Indeed, Pakistan’s mili-
tary has exploited this paranoia since the nation’s 
inception to maximize its influence and power.

Lesson: Carefully think through how parties 
perceive themselves as having a stake in your 
actions and the message such actions will send. 
Yahya Khan never anticipated the Indian inter-
vention. Religious motivations also complicate 
matters. Muslims of West Pakistan looked down 
their noses at the Hindus in Bengali. Their sense 
of innate superiority prompted indiscriminate 
violence and murder. Today, in Iraq and Af-
ghanistan, Islamic extremists have used religion 
to bolster their credibility and to discredit West-
erners. Action and pledges by the Islamic State 
in Iraq and Syria (ISIS) to restore the caliphate 
have proven to be its most resonant message. 
It pays to understand that people of the same 
faith will often act vigorously to support fellow 
believers who confront political challenge or vi-
olence from those of other faiths.5

Napoleon in Spain, Italy, and Russia. As discussed 
in chapter 1, Napoleon Bonaparte displayed flashes 
of tactical genius. Political savvy marked his ascent 
to power, yet he was erratic and rarely strategic 
except at the tactical level. He turned in his best 
performances directing smaller armies, such as at 
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the Battle of Austerlitz, where line of sight enabled 
him to control maneuver and firepower. He had a 
strong grasp on the power of communication strat-
egy and information warfare, however. His battle 
campaigns in Italy at the end of the eighteenth cen-
tury were aimed primarily at building his image 
as a hero and the savior of French fortunes.6 That 
approach and effective networking paved his way 
to becoming first consul and later emperor.

However, Napoleon failed to think long term or 
within a grand strategic framework. His posture 
of humility at home was seldom on display in It-
aly. Professing to be a liberator, he reigned over a 
repressed population like a monarch while looting 
and pillaging. His failure to align actions and pro-
paganda led to uprisings in 1806 that undercut the 
French position.7

He lacked sound strategic reason to invade 
Spain or to oust Charles IV and his son Ferdinand, 
with whom he had postured an alliance. Napoleon 
substituted one form of authoritarian rule for an-
other. This ploy backfired and demonstrated what 
happens when strategy conflicts with a target au-
dience’s aspirations and desires. The Spanish pen-
insular campaign (1808 – 14), as well as Napoleon’s 
campaigns in Italy and Russia, offer instructive 
lessons.

Lessons: 
1. Avoid hubris in evaluating the strategic situ-

ation. Napoleon started a war without under-
standing how the Spanish would react. Their 
hostility was immediate. Historian Frank 
McLynn notes that “even those sympathetic 
to the Emperor concede that his Spanish poli-
cy was one of his greatest errors.”8 Bonaparte 
blamed advisors for misleading him about 
Spanish opinion but proceeded to wade into 
a morass that drove a wedge between himself 
and core political supporters. Napoleon was 

on a “downhill slide towards ultimate disas-
ter” beginning in May 1808.9

Napoleon’s experience is instructive. His 
military challenges paralleled some that Coa-
lition forces confronted in Iraq and that may 
crop up in future confrontations or conflicts. 
In Iraq, some Iraqis sided with the United 
States, hoping to move Iraq to peace and sta-
bility. Others remained aloof and focused 
on preserving their own safety. Many Iraqis 
viewed al-Qaeda as foreigners and the Amer-
icans with open hostility.10 In Spain, Napo-
leon deposed Charles IV and installed his 
own inept, corrupt brother, Joseph Bonapar-
te, who was named King Joseph I of Spain. 
Joseph enjoyed support from Afrancesados 
(the “Francophiles”). But most Spaniards re-
mained aloof. The Spanish guerrillas who op-
posed Napoleon achieved historical fame. 
Though they never numbered more than 
50,000, they attacked the French ruthlessly.11 
McLynn has described the guerrillas as “the 
rock on which Napoleon’s Spanish adven-
ture foundered.”12 Romanticized as freedom 
fighters, “mostly they were old-style bandit 
chiefs whose activities were legitimated by 
the struggle for Ferdinand.”13

Al-Qaeda beheaded prisoners and tor-
tured them. The Spanish guerrillas skinned 
French captives alive, placed them between 
wooden boards and sawed them in half, 
plucked out eyes, and, according to one 
account, even boiled a French general alive. 
The French took hostages, summarily exe-
cuted priests and captives, wiped out the 
population of Saliente, raped women, and 
smashed the heads of babies against walls. 
Employing a tactic unlikely to win hearts and 
minds, General Jean-Marie-Pierre Doursenne 
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kept the bodies of three guerrillas hanging 
outside his window as a warning of what 
would happen to those opposing the French.14 
History often rhymes. 

2. Grasp the role of religion. In both Iraq and 
the Peninsular War, religion played a key 
role in information warfare and attests to its 
influence. Al-Qaeda denounced the Coali-
tion forces as infidels and foreign occupiers. 
No less vehement about Napoleon’s occu-
pation of Spain, the Spanish Roman Catho-
lic Church declared the French to be “former 
Christians and modern heretics” and pro-
nounced that killing a Frenchman was no 
greater sin than killing an animal.15

3. Know when to fold. The French excited such 
popular hostility that the British saw a tar-
get of opportunity and intervened in 1808. 
Napoleon should have understood that the 
war in Spain was a loser and withdrawn his 
army. Instead, perhaps fearing loss of pres-
tige, he simply distanced himself from the 
campaign.16 His decision compounded the 
difficulties confronting France in Spain and 
led to its defeat there. The Spanish were not 
going to yield to French hegemony, and, 
aided by the British under the leadership of 
Arthur Wellesley, the first Duke of Welling-
ton, France became bogged down in a bloody, 
unwinnable war. Distracted by conflicts on 
other fronts and blinded by arrogance, Napo-
leon ignored ground realities and did not rec-
ognize the futility of pursuing an ill-judged 
invasion. It underscored his weakness as a 
grand strategist.

4. Understand the power of nationalism. During 
the 1948 – 50 insurgency in Malaya, the British 
made nationalism work for them in defeating 
a Communist insurgency led by Chin Ping, 

who had been Britain’s most trusted guerrilla 
in fighting the Japanese. The Masses’ Move-
ment reached into most towns and villages. 
The flaw that the British exploited was that 
few Malaysians were in the Malayan National 
Liberation Army. It was almost entirely Chi-
nese, many of whom were unwelcome squat-
ters. The British embarked on a resettlement 
program that moved half a million Chinese 
to protected villages. Police work interdicted 
supply to guerrillas through difficult jungle 
terrain. Led by Lieutenant General Sir Harold 
Biggs, the British forged an “us versus them” 
narrative. It was well conceived and executed, 
and it paid off, capitalizing on nationalism and 
antiforeigner sentiments to discredit, isolate, 
and defeat the Communists.17

In contrast, Napoleon’s behavior caused 
Spanish nationalism to work against him; the 
Spanish monarchy may not have inspired 
strong devotion, but Napoleon’s invasion and 
the manner of the French occupation ensured 
a debacle. Some saw in Spanish nationalism 
a rebellion against a foreign occupier driv-
en by a message of “us versus them” that 
trumped Napoleon’s suggestion that he had 
come as an ally to help Spain fight the Portu-
guese. Nothing could detract from his forcing 
Charles IV and his heir to abdicate in favor of 
Napoleon’s brother. 

Similarly, as discussed above, al-Qaeda 
in Iraq undercut its appeal by seeking to im-
pose its version of Islamic life on Muslims 
who opposed what that life meant to them. 
That al-Qaeda was led by and mobilized 
non-Iraqis who dealt arrogantly with the 
tribes in al-Anbar enabled U.S. Marines to 
exploit Iraqi hostility to forge bonds of trust 
and effective alliances.
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5. Recognize a losing cause. Napoleon’s Span-
ish morass was insignificant compared to his 
Russian catastrophe. Aside from his strategic 
stupidity in launching a major new war on 
the other side of Europe while struggling in 
Spain, the Russian campaign affirms the cost 
of failing to think things through. Militarily, 
the 1812 Russian fiasco is depressing even to 
read about. Napoleon planned poorly and 
had inadequate logistics, an inept military 
strategy, and incompetent military leader-
ship. Films portray the Russians as wily ad-
versaries who capitalized on a harsh winter 
to destroy Napoleon, when actually, the in-
vasion went wrong from the start.18

His communication strategy was equally 
flawed. McLynn observes that, typically, Na-
poleon positioned his invasion as a crusade 
for liberty. But that required aligning his rhet-
oric with action: giving Poland its indepen-
dence and the Russian serfs their freedom.19 
The thought seems never to have seriously 
crossed his mind, and he paid the price. 

Napoleon’s arrogance drove his mind-
set. He cheerfully ousted Charles IV from 
his throne and substituted his brother as the 
new ruler and never stopped to ask himself 
how the Spanish might respond to his impe-
rialism, or to show that the new leadership 
he ordained might be a change that served 
the interests of the Spanish. It is not clear that 
any logical argument would have enabled 
the French, who executed their operations 
and tactics with brutality and arrogance, to 
overcome Spanish nationalism. But having 
embarked on that conflict, he would have 
benefited by asking hard questions such as 
what success would look like and what was 
plausibly achievable. Napoleon did not think 

that way. He focused on winning battles, not 
winning over continents.

Modern Examples
America and Iraq. Your ability to accurately identi-
fy and understand your enemy can tip the balance 
between victory and defeat, a point excellently 
illustrated by the two battles for Fallujah, Iraq, 
fought in April and November 2004. It is worth 
looking at these battles closely and drawing les-
sons. 

Discussing Americans in Baghdad’s Green 
Zone, Larry Diamond, advisor to National Security 
Advisor Condoleezza Rice, concluded that Amer-
icans were constrained by a myopic world view 
that focused on Western ideas or beliefs. Journalist 
Rajiv Chandrasekaran reports in detail on the stra-
tegic awkwardness of a U.S.-led effort that failed to 
consider Iraqi perspectives. He eviscerates Western 
leadership that did not understand the political, 
cultural, or social dynamics of Iraq.20

The most glaring example of blindness was 
arguably Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA) 
head Paul Bremer’s decision right after arriving 
in Iraq to disband the Iraqi Army and ban mem-
bers of the Baath Party from holding jobs. The ban 
included school teachers and lower-ranking civil 
servants who had been forced to join the party for 
political reasons.21 Those individuals and their fam-
ilies needed their jobs to survive. Most had antici-
pated that the Iraqi Army and Baath Party would 
continue to function to some extent to maintain 
order in the society. Criminals would be purged 
but the organizations had to be viable to maintain 
stability. Bremer ignored the reality that his actions 
would help create a reservoir of alienated Iraqis 
who joined and fueled the insurgency.

The al-Anbar Tribes: The prize for blindness in 
discerning tribal culture in al-Anbar Province in 
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western Iraq is a split decision between Bremer and 
terrorist leader Abu Musab al-Zarqawi. In his excel-
lent book, The Marines Take Anbar, scholar Richard 
Shultz examines the cost that both sides paid for 
their ignorance during the first battle, in April 2004.

Bremer showed neither a comprehension of the 
importance of Sunni tribes in al-Anbar Province 
as a center of gravity there, nor did he appear to 
grasp their political/social dynamics. Shultz argues 
that the “central U.S. goal should have been to 
keep them [Sunnis] out of the hands of both the 
former regime elements and the Salafi jihadists.”22 
In his view, officials were more interested in trans-
forming Iraq than stabilizing it. There was scant 
understanding of a variety of elements, including: 
1) tribal history and what that history meant to 
the al-Anbar tribes, who were Sunni; 2) the fear 
of a Shia revenge campaign; 3) their demand for 
respect, a value they thought abused by American 
tactics of kicking in the doors of houses; 4) their 
worldview, which saw Americans as invaders and 
occupiers, and a historical narrative that demanded 
defiance; 5) the centrality of honor in their code of 
values; 6) the notion of collective duty to a tribe 
rather than individual right; 7) the salience of 
religion; 8) the need to demonstrate manliness in 
a male-dominated society; 9) the identities of key 
political actors and how they operated; 10) the need 
to be open to working with tribal leaders; and 11) 
a recognition that the tribes did not want to adopt 
Western ways or become like us.23 

The U.S. Marines figured that out. Shultz 
details how they applied their learning, courage, 
and expertise in adapting to winning the fight in 
al-Anbar Province against al-Qaeda with a strong 
counterinsurgency (COIN) strategy. It is worth 
recounting some key points that Shultz brings 
out; his book is important reading for any service-
member entering a theater of operation.

Shultz points out that the Marines have a culture 
of learning and adapting in combat. They learned 
from hard experience in western Iraq. Despite prob-
lems caused by the rotation of units, commanders 
reached out to local Sunni leaders to forge common 
ground against a common enemy whose values and 
agenda were hostile to these Iraqis. They capital-
ized on the fears that Sunnis harbored of Shias—
whose population comprised a majority in Iraq and 
whom Saddam Hussein had brutally repressed—to 
offer partnership and security. The effort required 
was arduous, but eventually the Sunnis perceived 
the Americans as their hope for survival against the 
Shia rather than as their enemy. 

The Sunni tribes offered partnership in figh-
ting al-Qaeda, to whom sheikhs were losing 
power and at whose hands they faced murder. 
Working closely together with Iraqis built trust. 
They opened mosques that al-Qaeda had closed. 
They exploited an egregious mistake in al-Qaeda’s 
strategic approach. In 2006, al-Qaeda announced 
that its goal was to build an Islamic State modeled 
on the austere tenets of Salafism. The Sunnis were 
devout Muslims—but not Salafists. They did not 
like what al-Qaeda stood for, much less its violence 
conducted against anyone who dissented from its 
strictures or authority.

That was bad enough. But al-Qaeda, comprised 
of many non-Iraqis, were arrogant. They felt 
superior and made no effort to hide that senti-
ment. They displayed ignorance of Iraqi culture 
and failed to show respect to local Sunnis, 
wounding pride and alienating locals. They also 
failed to understand that Iraqis believed in the 
value of revenge. Shultz cites the “Arabic rule 
of five,” which holds that “ ‘if you do something 
to someone, then five of his bloodline will try to 
attack you.’ Kill a sheik and the whole tribe will 
come after you.”24
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Marines capitalized on al-Qaeda’s failure to 
offer security and a united front in defeating the 
terrorists and shielding Sunnis from Shias. This 
was classic COIN. The hard work paid off, using a 
clear build-and-hold approach rooted in an inkblot 
strategy that secured areas one place at a time.25 
The Marines helped to train police, strengthening 
security that was provided by locals whom Sunnis 
knew and trusted. They increased the capability of 
the Iraqi Army, strengthening its ability to fight. 
Throughout this process, the Marines took pains 
to communicate that they would stand firmly with 
the Sunnis and stay with them. The Sunnis were 
not interested in friends for a day or a week. They 
wanted allies on whom they felt they could count 
for the long term. The Marines lived among the 
tribes, conducted patrols and joint operations, and 
step-by-step proved rather than merely asserted 
friendship and alliance.

What made the Marines special? In fairness, Bing 
West points out that the U.S. Army’s 82d Airborne 
Division, which preceded the Marines in al-Anbar, 
had made vigorous efforts to forge local ties only to 
be rebuffed.26 It is plausible that it took living under 
al-Qaeda’s brutal repression and coming to terms 
with the Sunnis’ loss of power in Iraq to motivate 
the tribes eventually to side with the Americans. 
But as a matter of strategy, Shultz’s view on what 
the strategy should have been makes sense.

Lesson: Changing behavior may require 
changing how a target audience sees itself. 
In Iraq, once the tribes saw themselves as 
victims of a worse evil (al-Qaeda) than Amer-
icans (foreign, non-Muslim intruders), the 
Marines’ goal of forging an alliance became 
more plausible. 

Zarqawi made the opposite mistake. He 
tried to impose an Islamic State modeled on 
Salafism on the Iraqis, who rejected the idea. 

When they resisted, he instituted a ruthless 
campaign of terror. His people beheaded and 
killed people, including police officers and 
tribal leaders. His people forced themselves 
into marriages with locals, held an unrealistic 
view of Iraqi jihadi, and considered them-
selves morally superior.27

On the other side of the coin, journal-
ist Mark Urban notes that Zarqawi’s tactics 
were driven by an information strategy 
aimed at establishing himself. Zarqawi was 
a Jordanian criminal who went to Iraq, not 
a native Iraqi. He understood that Arabs 
would respond to sensationalism and that 
it would attract volunteers from Syria or 
Saudi Arabia.28 He achieved short-term gain 
but long-term loss. Zarqawi may or may not 
have inspired support through a strategy that 
focused violence on foreigners. The lesson is 
that short-term gains can prove costly when 
you fail to think through the long-term impli-
cations.
The Fallujah Battles: The Coalition victory in 

the second battle for Fallujah in November 2004 
turned heavily on understanding how insurgents 
there—including former Baath Party members, 
former members of Saddam Hussein’s army, and 
foreign jihadis—viewed propaganda and had 
employed it successfully during the first battle 
in April 2004.29 That understanding enabled Co-
alition forces to forge and execute a successful 
integrated information and kinetic strategy that 
defeated the insurgents and ended insurgent 
dominance of the city. The two battles for Fallujah 
offer important lessons. The strategies that both 
sides employed reveal much about how to judge 
the enemy and to anticipate its information strat-
egy and counter with effective communication 
strategy.30
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Lessons: 
1. Information, not kinetic warfare, may be what 

determines the outcome; do not underesti-
mate the enemy. Insurgents won the first 
battle. They won partly by prevailing in infor-
mation warfare.31 

Four information challenges haunted the 
Coalition. First, the city was full of civilians 
who refused to be, or could not be, forced to 
evacuate.32 That helped insurgents use civil-
ians to drive a wedge between themselves 
and the Coalition. Second, there was no infor-
mation campaign to mitigate reports about 
civilian casualties among Iraqi and interna-
tional public opinion.33 Third, although the 
CPA developed a public affairs plan to sup-
port the offensive, it did not address the Arab 
press.34 Fourth, there was no strategic plan 
for Fallujah that specified what seizure of 
the city would accomplish.35 Coalition com-
mander Lieutenant General Ricardo Sanchez, 
Paul Bremer, and Secretary of Defense Don-
ald Rumsfeld supported heavy use of mili-
tary action, despite objections from the U.S. 
Marines on the ground, who protested that 
it was the wrong strategy.36

An attack was ordered, and the Marines 
attacked. Insurgents responded with adroit 
use of propaganda to discredit the Coalition. 
The tactics were devious but effective. 
Al-Qaeda claimed U.S. troops used night-
vision goggles to see through women’s 
clothing.37 They showed dead babies on Al 
Jazeera at the main hospital, alleging they 
were victims of air strikes. Absent Western 
media to provide factual reporting, the 
insurgent narrative dominated the media.38 
At the same time, insurgents appropriated the 
hospital as a command and control center—a 

place from which to spread false propaganda 
that they knew Coalition forces were likely 
to bombard.39 

Violence ginned up insurgent recruiting 
among the religiously inclined and former 
Baathist elements threw in their support. 
Across Iraq, Iraqis perceived Coalition offen-
sives as an attack on their whole society.40 

Dexter Filkins reported that the insur-
gents undid every U.S. effort made to win 
over Fallujah residents. They blew up a brick 
factory the Americans had repaired. They 
shot teachers from a school the Americans 
had painted. Troops offered candy to chil-
dren, but the children believed propaganda 
claims that it was poisoned.41 Insurgents 
placed teddy bears among the rubble before 
photographers showed up to convey the false 
impression that Americans were indiscrimi-
nately firing at civilians.42 Doctors declared 
hundreds had been killed in just a few days 
of battle, while children told the press that 
their parents had been gunned down. Many 
Sunnis sided with the insurgents.43 Al Jazeera 
aired stock footage from previous battles and 
claimed it was from the current battle.44

Insurgents vigorously conveyed and 
distributed the message that the April attack 
was an act of revenge by Marines for their 
casualties with the goal of punishing inno-
cents for the actions of a few and that it killed 
civilians. 

General McChrystal noted that Arab 
satellite television fostered the perception 
that Americans were committing atroci-
ties, using artillery to hit mosques or wipe 
out whole families. American newspapers 
repeated the claims.45 Across Iraq, insurgents 
showed their fighters photos of Abu Ghraib 
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prison and warned how badly they would be 
treated if captured.46

2. Communication strategy fails when lack-
ing local key stakeholder support. The Coa-
lition obtained no buy-in for the attack from 
key players. They did not present a credi-
ble rationale that justified the attack to Iraqis 
or persuaded them it was being conducted 
in a reasonable, realistic way. General Pet-
raeus consistently made the point that ulti-
mate success depends on local leaders and 
that cultivating Iraqi leaders who were seen 
by their people as legitimate was vital to  
success.47 

His grasp of that political necessity was 
central to his success in commanding the 
2007 surge. Success eluded Lieutenant Gen-
eral Sanchez, Bremer, and U.S. Central Com-
mand commander General John P. Abizaid, 
who overruled Marine protests. Their mis-
take was costly.

Within days after the battle commenced, 
the Association of Muslim Scholars called 
for a general strike and demanded the Unit-
ed States get out of Iraq. The Iraqi Govern-
ing Council protested the action, and the 
Iraqi leader Adnan Pachachi denounced 
the attack as illegal.48 Pressure applied from 
many directions spooked the top U.S. lead-
ership — including President Bush (who, 
unforgivably, was never advised of the Ma-
rines’ firm contrary view)—into backing 
down from an achievable victory.

If your own people or allies fail to sup-
port what you stand for, you are probably 
going to fail.

3. Communication strategy must look at the 
broader impact of tactics. Complicating 
matters, Bremer and Sanchez did not ade-

quately anticipate the wider national impact 
of the battle on attitudes, opinions, and be-
havior.49 Result: although Coalition forces 
would have prevailed militarily, the political 
blowback persuaded Bremer to call off the 
attack.

4. Failure to create a foundation for an infor-
mation strategy unleashes consequences 
not easily reversed. The CPA did not have a 
strategy for addressing and embracing Arab 
media, including its bias or inaccuracies. As 
Marines attacked and Western media outlets 
feared capture and/or beheading, their tele-
vision networks pooled video shot in Fallu-
jah by Arab cameramen approved for entry 
into the city by the insurgents. Predictably, 
the pictures depicted destruction and death 
at the hands of the Marines.50   

Other Arab media outlets unrelentingly 
broadcast the “plight” of civilians in Fallujah. 
The internet amplified the message of Ma-
rine callousness and sped protests around the 
world on a minute-by-minute basis. During 
April 2004, a Google search on the term Fallu-
jah jumped from 700 to 175,000 stories, many 
critical of Marines. Between 4 April and 13 
April, the CPA documented 34 Al Jazeera sto-
ries that distorted or misreported events.51 

Failure to incorporate the Arab media 
into its communications strategy neutered 
core U.S. messaging, while the volume alone 
validated insurgent messages. The mass of 
anti-American stories inspired the mistak-
en conclusion that the insurgent propagan-
da was factual. 

Credibility drove national and regional 
support for the insurgents. This was achieved 
not just in the media, but in fiery sermons de-
livered at Sunni mosques. Clerical endorse-
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ment spurred spontaneous support and 
mobilization of new fighters. The insurgents 
boosted their credibility by labeling their re-
sistance an intifada, associating themselves 
with the Palestinians and their occupation 
of the West Bank and Gaza Strip, whose sit-
uation aroused empathy among many Iraqis. 
Lack of a strong U.S. narrative elevated in-
surgent credibility. Enemy propaganda that 
goes unchallenged is more likely to be—and 
here was—accepted as believable, credible, 
and persuasive. 

Failure to consider the agenda and mo-
tives of the Arab media outlets with access to a 
battle produced an inevitable problem. Qatar- 
based Al Jazeera and Saudi-based Al Arabi-
ya are both Sunni and both supported their 
Sunni brothers in Iraq. Such sectarian posi-
tions naturally influenced such media outlets 
to favor the insurgent narrative. Jack Guy 
worked as a senior information operations 
advisor on the Counterinsurgency Adviso-
ry and Assistance Team (CAAT) for Inter-
national Security Assistance Force (ISAF) in 
Kabul in 2010. According to Guy, “That hap-
pened because we had not done our Target 
Audience Analysis at the command level. As 
a broader lesson looking to the future, too 
many Political Advisers (POLADS) are sim-
ply not schooled in this.”52

The second battle for Fallujah produced many 
other lessons as well. 

Lessons:    
1. Information operations and public affairs 

worked jointly to ensure message discipline, 
consistency, and efficiency. The role of pub-
lic affairs is much debated. The author’s 
work, Persuasion and Power (2012), discuss-
es the hypocrisy of many public affairs offi-

cers in espousing the view that their role is 
to “inform” and not to “influence.” Actually, 
they engage actively—and correctly—in in-
fluencing audiences.53 

Army General Mark T. Kimmitt’s adroit 
handling of the Abu Ghraib fiasco was a mas-
terpiece of political campaign management. 
During the Iraq war, a CBS Sixty Minutes ep-
isode broadcast allegations that U.S. military 
personnel had abused the human rights of 
Iraqi prisoners.54 The events transpired be-
tween November 2003 and March 2004. A re-
port to U.S. Central Command (CENTCOM) 
of an investigation led by Major General 
Antonio M. Taguba found that the U.S. Ar-
my’s 800th Military Police Brigade person-
nel were guilty of punching, slapping, and 
kicking detainees; jumping on their bare feet; 
videotaping naked male and female detain-
ees; forcibly arranging detainees in sexually 
explicit positions for photographing; forcing 
groups of male detainees to masturbate while 
being photographed or videotaped; position-
ing a naked detainee on a box with a sand-
bag on his head and attaching wires to his 
fingers, toes, and penis to simulate electronic 
torture; using military working dogs without 
muzzles to intimidate and frighten detainees; 
and other abuses.55

The revelations and accusations were a 
political debacle for the United States, whose 
ability to operate in theater depends on seiz-
ing and maintaining the moral high ground 
and communicating that it conducts opera-
tions in a manner consistent with American 
values that respect the dignity of human be-
ings and fair play.56 The military removed 
Brigadier General Janis L. Karpinski of duty 
as the commander at the prison.
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Kimmitt got the facts, developed a narra-
tive, and then reached out to the media pro-
actively to disseminate the narrative. He got 
ahead of the story and made it clear that the 
United States would handle the controversy 
with transparency and that the matter was an 
aberration and did not reflect American val-
ues. In a 28 April 2004 statement, he praised 
a U.S. soldier for coming forward with the 
facts and placed matters in context:

That soldier came forward. He presented 
evidence to his chain of command. The 
chain of command brought it forward. 
General Sanchez, upon hearing it, imme-
diately started a criminal investigation. . 
. . That outcome . . . has resulted in crim-
inal charges being levied against six sol-
diers. . . . [This behavior] does not reflect 
the vast majority of coalition soldiers, 
vast majority of American soldiers that 
are operating out of Abu Ghraib Prison. 
We have had thousands, tens of thou-
sands of detainees in Abu Ghraib. We 
have understood that a very, very small 
number were involved in this incident, 
and of the hundreds and hundreds of 
guards they have out there, a small num-
ber were involved in the guards.

I’m not going to stand up here and 
make excuses for those soldiers. I’m not 
going to stand up here and apologize for 
those soldiers. If what they did is proven 
in a court of law, that is incompatible 
with the values we stand for as a profes-
sional military force and its values that 
we don’t stand for as human beings.57

As Kimmitt promised, the military 
prosecuted and imprisoned offending sol-

diers and discharged them from the Army. 
Confluently, Secretary of Defense Donald 
Rumsfeld testified before House and Sen-
ate committees and underscored the mes-
sage that conduct at Abu Ghraib had been 
“fundamentally un-American.”58 The U.S. 
military ensured that the events were placed 
in context, as did Rumsfeld. Military police 
lacked proper training, for which there was 
no excuse. Still, they confronted a difficult, 
hazardous situation. Documents revealed 
that inmates vomited after meals, sharpened 
toothbrushes into makeshift weapons, and 
initiated attacks on soldiers and riots. One 
detainee regularly covered himself in his 
own feces.59 

Abu Ghraib seriously damaged U.S. 
credibility everywhere. But instead of bury-
ing the facts and lying about them, prompt 
action to get the facts out and ensure that au-
diences heard all sides of events limited the 
damage.

In contrast, the Jessica D. Lynch fiasco 
was a poorly handled mess, but it aimed 
at influencing audience response. Private 
First Class Lynch was a soldier fighting in 
the 2003 Iraq War who went missing in ac-
tion and was presumed a prisoner of war 
(POW). Actually, she sustained injuries when 
her Humvee crashed after her convoy had 
taken several wrong turns. Her gun jammed 
with sand, so she could not use it. She was 
taken prisoner and taken to a hospital in 
an-Nasiriyah, where Iraqi doctors and nurs-
es treated her well. An alarmed U.S. military 
dispatched special operations personnel to 
rescue her from what they surmised were 
life-threatening circumstances. They stormed 
the hospital at which she was recuperating 
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and in no danger, a point she made in dis-
missing any talk that she had been a hero.60 
Public affairs personnel had glorified the in-
cident to the media as an example of heroic 
rescue by courageous operators worthy of an 
action thriller. The story backfired when the 
truth came out, and public affairs personnel 
looked silly.

The point—for those who think that in 
practice the Pentagon treats public affairs as 
an exercise in putting out just the facts rather 
than capitalizing on perceived opportunities 
to drive narratives, themes, and messages—
is this: in both the Abu Ghraib scandal and 
Lynch episode, public affairs officers acted to 
influence audiences as surely as any psycho-
logical operation or political campaign. 

Here is the reality: public affairs have 
both the right and the duty to influence tar-
get audiences. Communication consultants 
and directors for political figures and pri-
vate companies understand that. Respect 
the precept that truth is our ally. The media’s 
role is to provide a channel through which 
to reach target audiences. However, govern-
ment makes policy, and its servants should 
explain, defend, and advance the policy. If 
unable to competently perform that job, the 
solution is to fire the incompetents and hire 
public affairs officers who can do it properly 
and effectively. 

During the November 2004 Fallujah bat-
tle, the commanders understood that com-
munications needed to be tightly organized. 
The public affairs and psychological opera-
tions teams were unified. It was a smart deci-
sion that drew misplaced criticism from those 
who did not understand communication 
strategy or information warfare. 

Bottom line: do not allow Pentagon defi-
nitions or bureaucratic turf sensitivity to 
obstruct good communication strategy.

2. Anticipate how kinetic and information activ-
ity will resonate locally where an operation 
unfolds, as well as more broadly. Com-
manders understood that winning the battle 
required securing political support nationally 
among insiders and the Iraqi public, within 
the international community, among part-
ners, and among local citizens affected by the 
fighting. This time they defined the goals of 
the operation and calibrated kinetic action to 
satisfy that requirement. There is no formu-
la, but the care taken to address each target 
audience and to satisfy its concerns helped 
achieve victory.

3. The language used to define operations and 
actions matters. Originally, commanders 
named the second battle Operation Phantom 
Fury. Iraqi Prime Minister Ayad Allawi argued 
that the operation needed a name that would 
resonate politically with the population. It was 
renamed al-Fajr (New Dawn). The aim, Allawi 
said, was to seize and maintain control of the 
narrative in the media coverage throughout 
the Arab world and throughout the country, 
so that everyone would understand what the 
Coalition was doing, why it was necessary, 
and why Iraqis benefitted from the operation. 
New dawn was a phrase more likely to reso-
nate with Iraqis. It helped drive the message 
that ejecting insurgents from Fallujah would 
produce a better quality of life and security 
inside the city, free from the fear of terrorists.61 
Although the second battle elicited a national 
blowback, that situation stemmed from earlier 
strategic failures. Allawi made a good sugges-
tion and commanders wisely heeded it. 
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Information operations expert Jack Guy, 
who has advised on the ground in Iraq and 
Afghanistan, adds this observation: “Locals 
always have good ideas (to a point) that 
are often better than the American-Iraqis,  
American-Afghans, or American-other na-
tionals we hire for specific situations. The 
caveat is that too much time in the U.S. may 
deteriorate their sense of home and render 
their counsel counterproductive.”62

4. Inspire support from local allies by showing 
them you will win. Coalition forces needed 
Iraqi forces to participate in the operation. 
Concerns abounded about how they would 
perform. Coalition forces addressed that 
partly by taking pains to show their Iraqi 
allies the extent of Coalition forces and lo-
gistical support. It proved a huge confidence 
builder.63 The lesson is that one should nev-
er presume that allied units will believe that 
siding with U.S. forces will help ensure vic-
tory. Take action that inspires moral will and 
loyalty.64 Show that playing on your team 
will pay off.65 

5. Use local forces when possible in attacking 
local, high-visibility, and sensitive targets. 
Giving the lead to local units fighting in the 
cause of their own nation and for their own 
people is smart.66 They know their culture, 
their people, what is important to them, how 
to best communicate effectively with them, 
and they speak the same language as fellow 
citizens. From the United States’ standpoint, 
if we are helping people to protect their na-
tion, they ought to bear responsibility for 
taking the lead in providing such protection.

6. Encourage local leaders to take the lead and 
do the talking. Allawi was wisely designated 
as the key spokesperson. General Petraeus 

has stressed the importance of giving the lead 
to local leaders. Quoting T. E. Lawrence, he 
noted: “Better the Arabs do it tolerably than 
that you do it perfectly. It is their war, and 
you are to help them, not win it for them.”67 
Allawi was better than tolerably good during 
this battle. He was tough, courageous, talent-
ed, and effective.

7. Understand foreign populations’ ability to 
see through a communication ruse. Nove-
list Louis L’Amour wrote that just because 
someone does not speak English does not 
mean they do not have good ideas.68 In other 
words, do not confuse failure to speak En-
glish well for stupidity. 

In Afghanistan, the Marines in Nawa 
District positioned District Governor Abdul 
Manaf to front for them in dispensing aid. 
Manaf was more than happy to play the role, 
which made him seem big and important. 
Rajiv Chandrasekaran reported that this ac-
tion thrilled the Marines and USAID, who 
thought the Afghan government was trying 
to help them.69 Locals saw through the ruse, 
and it undercut the credibility of the effort. 
The lesson is obvious: do not think that peo-
ple who talk, walk, dress, act, and look dif-
ferently are fools.

8. Achieving information dominance is crit-
ical. Winning the information battle was a 
make-or-break issue in Fallujah. Command-
ers thought in terms of an information oper-
ations threshold: the point at which enemy 
information-based operations aimed at inter-
national, regional, and local media coverage 
might undermine the Coalition forces’ abil-
ity to conduct unconstrained combat opera-
tions.70 Coalition forces embedded more than 
90 journalists representing more than 60 me-
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dia outlets to help disseminate and drive the 
Coalition narrative, themes, and messages.

Coalition forces worked vigorously to 
communicate that they would make every 
effort to avoid civilian casualties. One tactic 
was to frighten civilians into leaving while 
reminding them they owed the insurgents 
no loyalty.71 Coalition forces understood that 
al-Qaeda would stoop to any level to accuse 
them of firing at civilians, even though, as in 
Afghanistan, they never hesitated to hide in 
buildings inhabited by women and children 
or use them for shields.72

9. Deny the enemy opportunities to spread 
false propaganda. Coalition forces moved at 
the outset of the operation to seize the hos-
pital, denying insurgents a second opportu-
nity to use it as a center for its information 
warfare.73

10. Employ combat cameras to obtain footage 
that supports and helps drive your narrative 
factually. In conducting the operation to seize 
the hospital, Coalition forces deployed one 
combat cameraman and two advisors out-
fitted with helmet-mounted video cameras 
to tape the operation. The helmet-mounted 
video was used to feed the media. Corre-
spondent Kirk Spitzer was embedded with 
the force, providing a third-party source to 
footage. He broadcasted video clips via sat-
ellite to the CBS news facility in London for 
rebroadcast by CBS in New York. Other com-
bat cameramen captured other aspects of the 
action.74 These efforts ensured that the imag-
es of the action communicated through the 
media put out the facts, not distorted enemy 
propaganda.

11. Show the media the torture houses used 
by the enemy and characterize them with 

language that drives the message about 
enemy barbarity. Coalition forces showed 
embedded media the torture, slaughter, and 
execution houses, and consciously employed 
that language to characterize what the media 
was seeing.75 That helped define the players, 
justify Coalition action, maintain the high 
ground, and discredit the enemy. This media 
blitz was coordinated tactically, operational-
ly, and strategically—meeting the definition 
of a good information operation.

12. Let the media, not the government, tell the 
story. U.S. government sources—military 
and civilian—are less credible to audiences 
than the media. Provide the media with the 
information, characterize it in a manner con-
sistent with desired narrative, story, theme, 
and message—then let the media tell it. The 
identity of the messenger makes a difference, 
as audiences judge credibility. The media is 
more credible than any government or army. 
Coalition forces did that well.76

13. Develop a message that resonates with ci-
vilian populations affected by an operation. 
Civilians did not want better water plants, 
bland assurances about a better life, or mon-
ey. They wanted jobs. Messaging directed 
toward Iraqis stressed that aligning with the 
Coalition would produce government that 
created good jobs.77

14. Mount a campaign to secure buy-in from lo-
cal populations as well as regional leaders. 
Allawi helped muster support from regional 
leaders such as Egypt’s President Hosni Mu-
barak and Jordan’s King Abdullah II while 
informing Iraqis about the impending as-
sault. He made clear the target was terrorists, 
not the people of Fallujah. He made clear that 
nonmilitary options had been exhausted.78
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15. Avoid the trap of using enemy brutality as 
the justification for kinetic action; focus on 
positive benefits to civilians. In Fallujah, 
some pressed for messaging about insur-
gent atrocities against locals. However, that 
message was not credible, although it might 
be in a different situation. In Fallujah, the 
U.S. military felt that showing pictures of 
dead civilians could backfire. People might 
see it as proof of Coalition brutality, not in-
surgent terrorism.79 The key here is to let lo-
cal (host nation) media play an active role in 
messaging.

16. Advise civilians how to protect themselves. 
During the first battle, civilians filled Fallujah. 
During the second, Coalition forces caused 
most to evacuate. Those who remained be-
hind were advised to stay out of the way and 
off the streets, not to call out, and not to carry 
a weapon. Painstaking efforts were made to 
avoid civilian casualties.80

Civilian casualties are a challenge in any 
conflict. Major General Richard F. Natons-
ki and other commanders understood that. 
Former Assistant Secretary of Defense Bing 
West — a former U.S. Marine — dwells on it 
incisively in The Wrong War, a controversial, 
unsparing critique of the U.S. effort in Af-
ghanistan and the doctrine of COIN.81 West 
argues that “war required agonizing deci-
sions between protecting your own soldiers 
and placing civilians at risk.”82 In Afghani-
stan, West argues, civilian casualties alien-
ated a population that was happy to accept 
U.S. aid and in many ways became depen-
dent on it. Yet, it declined to support U.S. or 
ISAF troops and often turned on them, no 
matter how hard they worked to help and 
protect the local population.

Dexter Filkins reported the same thing 
about Iraq.83 Soon after Saddam Hussein 
was ousted, Filkins found himself with Ali, 
a medical assistant who had been hauling 
dead and wounded from buildings that 
the Americans had bombed. “I saw how 
the Americans bombed our civilians with 
my own eyes,” he quotes Ali as saying. Ali 
told him that had “forfeited his support” 
for Americans, despite having no love for 
Saddam.84

It bears noting that COIN supporters 
suggest that West misinterprets the doc-
trine, which they argue is about control and 
convincing the population that you are go-
ing to win rather than winning hearts and 
minds, as they feel West believes.85

17. Look for ways to instill paranoia among the 
enemy. Action, not just words, is integral 
to communication strategy. Coalition forc-
es heightened enemy paranoia by killing 
high-value targets. Any action that height-
ens anxiety among the enemy may interfere 
with its judgment and cause it to commit 
mistakes. Uncertainty and fear are critical to 
instilling paranoia.

18. Evaluate how local, tactical victory may af-
fect a national narrative and its impact on 
national strategy. Coalition forces scored 
a decisive military victory, but this success 
provoked a national backlash. Sunnis saw 
in the sacking of Fallujah a new narrative of 
American brutality and occupation that jus-
tified national resistance.86 In the aftermath, 
violence in Iraq intensified; the challenge 
grew harder, not easier.

Afghanistan. At the time of this writing, the Unit-
ed States and the Taliban have signed a peace  
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accord. Nevertheless, understanding how groups 
like the Taliban function is essential in countering 
such enemies. The Taliban uses many tactics, in-
cluding print, to communicate its messages. They 
warn against cooperating with the Afghan gov-
ernment or the Coalition. They employ videos to 
influence the media and internet users. They also 
use traffic stops to help identify collaborators 
and intimidate potential government allies. Kill-
ing government officials and allies gives teeth to 
Taliban communications and illustrates the con-
fluence of words and action in forging communi-
cation strategy. Jack Guy makes the point that “the 
Taliban plan their activities for the effects they 
want to achieve and will commit forces against 
overwhelming odds to do so. They intuitively un-
derstand information warfare.”87

Somalia. General Mohamed Farrah Aidid ad-
vised General Anthony C. Zinni that before visit-

ing tribal leaders he should arrive with food and 
medicine rather than guns, so that the first time 
they see U.S. forces they associate Americans as 
different from other militias and gun toters. Do 
not surprise anyone, he warned; prepare the way. 
Surprise visits by armed groups can communicate 
intent for conflict in an area in which a party can 
be a friend one day and an enemy the next. Gen-
eral Zinni heeded his advice. Aidid’s point about 
friends becoming enemies was borne out when 
Task Force Ranger was sent to arrest him later 
on, igniting the incident referred to as Blackhawk 
Down. The point is to understand the culture and 
the agendas of a culture’s leader. Agendas shift. 
When it served Aidid to be friendly with Amer-
icans, he showed friendship. When his agenda 
clashed with the American agenda, he did not 
hesitate to shift posture and proved himself an 
able adversary.
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C h a p t e r  4

Knowing foreign partners, allies, and those with whom you must deal and understanding their interests 
and agendas matters as much as dealing with other parties in the U.S. government. Effective partner forces 
can provide “manpower, local knowledge, and political legitimacy.”1 The most effective partnerships re-
quire “trusting relationships built over time around shared goals,” a point essential to special operations 
forces as well as general purpose forces.2

Know Your Foreign Partners
U.S. policy generally favors strong partnerships with allies in countering violent extremism, providing 
for common defense, and battling transnational crime. We operate through NATO, the United Nations 
(UN), and country-level organizations. Often, our interests and theirs coincide; at other times, they do 
not. The conflict in Afghanistan has dramatically shown how differently our NATO partners viewed 
their mission. It has affected their rules of engagement, strategic considerations, definition of success, 
allocation of resources, and other key decisions.

In Iraq, General McChrystal built an impressive killing machine in his SOF-led Task Force 145 (2006). 
Yet substantial tensions arose between the United States and the British Special Air Service (SAS) con-
tingent, which held a different view of strategy and treatment of prisoners.3

Communication strategy must understand how partners view a situation or partnership and realisti-
cally calibrate it to the realities.

Here are key questions to ask about foreign partners:  
• What is the basis for the partnership?
• What are the key interests for each party?
• What are their overt and covert agendas, and how do they affect partnership dynamics? How 

can you influence them to effect a positive strategic outcome?
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• How indispensable to the United 
States is the partnership?

• How does the United States operate in 
practice to foster or maintain the part-
nership?

• What leverage does the United States 
have to secure support for U.S. strate-
gic views or interests?

• What weaknesses from the U.S. view-
point characterize the partnership?

• Is the partner really a partner, or is it 
a partnership in name only? To what 
extent, and how, do you envision the 
partner making their contribution to a 
joint effort?

• Have U.S. troops trained regularly with 
the partner’s military? Do we have on-
going mission training?

Modern Examples
Afghanistan. This book does not aim to catalog 
the complex, complicated challenges that the Af-
ghan conflict has presented. However, it is worth 
citing one glaring example to illustrate the poten-
tial pitfalls of dealing with foreign partners: for-
mer President Hamid Karzai. At the time of this 
writing, Ashraf Ghani and Abdullah Abdullah are 
fighting over the 2020 presidency. But our expe-
rience with Karzai offers key lessons. In theory, 
he was a U.S. partner and ally, yet he publicly ac-
cused the United States of harassing and tortur-
ing civilians; colluded with the Taliban through 
daily talks; and employed rhetoric that vilified 
the United States.4 Karzai was widely viewed as 
corrupt while blaming foreigners for all corrup-
tion and exempting his own family members from 
such charges.5 He turned out or subverted com-
petent local leaders in favor of his own hacks.6 It 
is apparent that Karzai stole the 2009 presiden-

tial election.7 Although the official U.S. policy 
in Afghanistan favored COIN, Bing West points 
out that Karzai blocked efforts to organize local 
militias, while for their part, Afghans often did 
not organize to defend themselves.8 Karzai op-
posed efforts to build up local government.9 He 
demanded the United States commit American 
troops to costly battles in strategically irrelevant 
places simply to advance his election prospects.10

One must, however, recognize two realities. 
First, Karzai’s rhetoric was often meant for home 
consumption and directed to his Pashtun base. He 
is a Pashtun in a Northern Alliance capital. That 
was and remains a key issue for target audience 
analysis. Second, the Afghan Local Police (ALP) 
was roundly disliked by the Afghan National Se-
curity Forces (ANSF) as it smacked of the militias 
that supported warlords after the downfall of the 
Taliban, and the ANSF did not want to deal with 
that threat again.

Politicians like Karzai can turn any partnership 
into a catastrophe. He was not the first. He will 
not be the last. Forging a communication strategy 
requires asking hard questions about so-called 
allies to understand the realities of the relation-
ship and to calibrate strategy to those realities and 
U.S. policy. Too often that has not happened in Af-
ghanistan. It is a vital lesson.

Lessons: 
1. Do not presume that the interests or agendas 

of foreign partners and the United States 
align or are consistent. In Afghanistan, the 
mercurial Karzai held a different worldview 
from that of most U.S. policy makers, and it 
affected commanders and action officers at 
every level, as well as their ability to forge an 
effective communication strategy. National 
security journalist Fred Kaplan raised this 
issue, citing Dr. Stephen D. Biddle, who 
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posited the powerful question: What strategy 
is prudent when a host government has a 
different view from the United States of its 
best interests — as Karzai did? What if the 
host government’s agenda favors a particular 
group, not the national population?11 Strategy 
must assess the existence and significance of 
such differences and adjust to them.

2. Do not presume foreign partners’ actions 
will not subvert U.S. actions. Figure out what 
they might support and calibrate commu-
nication to that. A key message commanders 
such as General McChrystal tried to com-
municate to Afghans was that U.S. forces 
would stand with them, offering protection 
and opportunity. Karzai’s actions in foisting 
his patronage pack on villages and provinces, 
his corruption, his autocratic approach 
aimed at centering power in his hands, and 
his ineffective leadership undercut U.S. in-
tentions.12 You cannot change people like 
Karzai. His successor, Ashraf Ghani, is 
viewed as more honest but the government 
remains corrupt despite efforts to clean it up.13 
However, you can identify specific actions 
or operations that such partners cannot or 
will not subvert and build strategies around 
those.

3. Recognize that coalitions shift. Today’s 
partner may be tomorrow’s adversary. Co-
alitions are often fragile, and agendas that 
bring together parties — state and nonstate 
actors alike — may collapse. While in office, 
Karzai was alternately friendly and hostile 
to the United States in his public statements. 
Pakistan has played both sides despite the 
billions in foreign assistance that the United 
States has provided. Think ahead to how 
events or actions can affect the dynamics of 

an existing partnership, how to maintain one, 
and how to address frictions and possible 
future conflicting agendas.

4. Be prepared to forge a coalition on an issue if 
it does not already exist. Seek out commonal-
ities. Build a community of interests. Maintain 
and strengthen the coalition through informa-
tion, travel, engagement, and networking.14

Pakistan. The politics of Pakistan are complex, 
nuanced, and riddled with fear, insecurity, and a 
culture of conspiracy, paranoia, and treachery. Pa-
kistanis are proud and feel the United States has 
treated Pakistan like a second-class friend, and 
charge that the United States has abandoned it 
at critical junctures. This book offers no venue to 
dissect or debate U.S.-Pakistan policy. But it is ap-
parent that in fighting violent extremists, Pakistan 
has played on both sides—at one turn, accepting 
U.S. aid dollars and helping track down al-Qaeda 
operatives, at another helping the Taliban fight the 
United States. Pakistan has lied about its nuclear 
weapons program, which may fall at risk should 
the Taliban expand its influence and power inside 
Pakistan—which it fully intends to do.15  

Communication strategies that affect parties 
such as Pakistan or members of its military re-
quire sensitivity. When the United States killed 
Osama bin Laden, there was debate about how 
to handle Pakistani chief of Army Staff Ashraf 
Parvez Kayani and what to say. The Pakistanis 
were in a tough position. If they said they did not 
know bin Laden was hiding there, they looked 
incompetent; if they did know, they were com-
plicit. It is not surprising that Pakistan’s National 
Assembly conducted a special hearing to find out 
why it was caught by surprise.16 The fact is, the 
United States and Pakistan had different inter-
ests. The United States said it would track down 
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bin Laden no matter how long it took and accom-
plished that mission. From Pakistan’s viewpoint, 
the United States breached its sovereignty and 
made it look bad. 

Lesson: Every level of engagement with such 
nations requires words, actions, and signals 
that communicate what you want, what you 
are doing, and why you are doing it and fac-
tors in their viewpoints, recognizing that they 
may differ or prove incompatible with yours.

Know Your U.S. Government Partners
Understand the role played by the different U.S. en-
tities that have a stake in what you are doing. That 
includes U.S. government-funded entities (e.g.,  
USAID), and recognized U.S. entities with no gov-
ernment affiliation, including private businesses 
and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). 

Key Questions:
• Do the different parts of the U.S. gov-

ernment engaged in an operation or 
conflict share the same or a compatible 
vision? 

• Do they agree on the same strategy and 
tactics?

• Is their risk assessment consistent or 
compatible with yours?

Afghanistan. U.S. Marines secured independence 
from the command as a condition of agreeing to de-
ploy to Afghanistan on a requested schedule. Even 
as the commander of U.S. forces, General McChrys-
tal lacked authority to order them where to deploy. 
In committing troops to the theater, Lieutenant 
General James T. Conway obtained authority to 
maintain operational control over the Marines.17 
NATO forces operated under their own rules of 
engagement.18 Different commanders in Afghani-
stan held different views about whether COIN or a 

kill/capture counterterrorism strategy made more 
sense. They all followed their own best judgment.19 

USAID in Afghanistan had its own priorities. 
These often collided with the military’s COIN strat-
egy. Experts saw cotton as an ideal crop to replace 
heroin poppies, but USAID refused action to cap-
italize on that.20 American officials, including the 
Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), have 
held a different view than the military and other 
U.S. security operations on how to deal with drug 
trafficking.21 The merits of that debate lie elsewhere. 
The point is that communication strategy needs to 
account for the conflicting views among stakehold-
ers whose partnership and cooperation are vital 
to achieving victory. In Afghanistan, the military, 
USAID, diplomats, and the DEA had different, 
often contradictory, priorities. Those wanting to 
fight drugs clashed with the military, because the 
warlords whom the military found useful allies 
were involved in the drug trade.22 When experts 
suggested that cotton was one profitable crop that 
could earn farmers enough income to make wean-
ing them off of growing poppies plausible, USAID 
clashed with proponents because its bureaucracy 
proved too inflexible to make it happen and its 
leadership worried that such action would lead to 
clashes with U.S. political champions of the domes-
tic textile industry.23 The conflicts between various 
U.S. government parties presented a strong imped-
iment to waging effective warfare against the Tal-
iban.

As noted previously, U.S. ambassador Karl 
Eikenberry and the military command viewed the 
strategic situation in Afghanistan differently and 
advocated different strategies. Richard Holbrooke, 
President Barack Obama’s envoy to Afghanistan, 
wanted to negotiate a settlement with the Taliban, 
effect political reconciliation, and apprehend high-
level drug dealers.24 The military believed that was 
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unrealistic. When Holbrooke proposed a strategy to 
pursue reconciliation, General David Petraeus re-
portedly replied, “That’s a 15-second conversation. 
Not now.”25 Vali Nasr, one of Holbrooke’s senior 
aides, wrote that the White House acceded to the 
military and “did not want to try anything as au-
dacious as diplomacy.”26 

Lesson: these conversations represent the 
need for a strong strategic communication 
plan at the National Security Council level 
that the White House chief of staff oversees, 
to ensure consistent action across the govern-
ment, including the Department of State’s 
USAID, which, as journalist Rajiv Chandrase-
karan makes clear, merits infamy for ignoring 
good advice and following its own bureau-
cratic impulses.

In Iraq, the use of private security con-
tractors by the U.S. government and private 
companies created so many challenges that 
the Iraqi government eventually moved to 
limit their activities. The most famous pri-
vate contractor, Blackwater (now renamed 
Academi) was banned after Blackwater per-

sonnel guarding a U.S. embassy convoy killed 
14 civilians in Baghdad in 2007.27 The Iraqis 
banned foreign security contractors from the 
12 major oil fields being developed by inter-
national companies, placing pressure on U.S. 
forces, arguing that the companies, using 
heavily armed mercenaries, were reckless op-
erators who killed innocent civilians and es-
caped justice.28 The first battle of Fallujah was 
ignited when four U.S. contractors were mur-
dered as their convoy drove through down-
town Fallujah. The lesson is that the priorities 
of private companies — Blackwater, for exam-
ple, provided security to Bremer and the U.S. 
embassy — and the American military might 
overlap, but operational differences and dif-
ferent resources led to significant problems 
in conducting information warfare. The ap-
proach to any situation is to assess who the 
players are and to ascertain which ones, es-
pecially if associated with the United States, 
can inadvertently cross-pressure a communi-
cation strategy. 

1. Thomas and Dougherty, Beyond the Ramparts, 12.
2. Thomas and Dougherty, Beyond the Ramparts, 12. Thomas 

and Dougherty argue that in Afghanistan, village stability 
operations (VSOs) have proven successful. These rely on 
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building local security capacity, strengthening local civilian 
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action by locals against the Taliban. One lesson Chandrase-
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C h a p t e r  5

The social norms, values, customs, shared beliefs, and behaviors in a society all can influence how people 
make judgments about right and wrong, assess what is important, and suggest what to do and what not 
to do, as well as how and with whom.1

Establishing an understanding of a target audience’s culture needs to be done at the outset of any 
operation. It is vital, as former U.S. ambassador to Latvia Brian E. Carlson has observed, to understand 
whether or how a topic that interests the United States engages a foreign audience and, if so, how and in 
what manner. That understanding helps to define how you will prioritize resources, what you both will 
and will not say or do, and the time frame and operational phases within which you will act.2

“Who are they?” Carlson asks as he analyzes cultures. “What do they think about a subject on which 
you wish to engage? Why do they think or feel that way? What do key words mean to them? Where do 
they get information on this subject? Who do they trust? Who do they listen to or follow? Are there gate-
keepers whose ‘permission’ is required before the audience will act or change behavior?”3

In examining narratives to articulate for target audiences, psychological operations (psyops) experts 
Major Gregory S. Seese and Patrick Hanlon insightfully point out that understanding any target audience 
and influencing its behavior requires forging a narrative keyed to seven elements: 1) how the audience’s 
community was created; 2) what it believes; 3) what symbolizes it; 4) how it routinely behaves or re-
sponds to certain situations; 5) the words its members use to describe themselves and what they do; 6) 
who they are and never want to become; and 7) who leads them.4

Historical Example
Pearl Harbor. Just as with bin Laden, Admiral Isoroku Yamamato and the Japanese misjudged Ameri-
ca’s character and will to fight. Pearl Harbor was Japan’s version of a shock and awe strategy. Hoping 
to cripple the United States’ spirit and frighten Americans by communicating the message that Ja-

RECOGNIZE TARGET AUDIENCE CULTURE  
AS AN OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
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pan was all-powerful, Japan expected Americans 
to pressure their government to negotiate a set-
tlement with Japan. At no point did it occur to Ja-
pan that Americans would stand and fight. That 
was critical to Japan’s strategic thinking, as many 
Japanese leaders doubted they could win a pro-
longed war. Their misjudgment provoked World 
War II. The Japanese mistake came from drawing 
the wrong lesson from Japan’s 1905 war with Rus-
sia, when the same strategy succeeded. 

One notes again that at the outset of World 
War II, President Franklin Roosevelt confronted 
precisely the same challenge, as he maneuvered 
through sophisticated communication strategy—
manifest in his words and deeds—to create a situ-
ation in which Japan fired the first shot, insulating 
Roosevelt from any charge that he had provid-
ed a pretext that forced Japan into conflict. Roos-
evelt knew that Americans needed to be united, 
but uniting the country, in his view, would have 
been impossible unless peace proponents agreed 
that America was the aggrieved party.5

Modern Examples
Somalia and General Anthony Zinni. Never pre-
sume you know what is best for people in another 
society. Do not apply Western values or world-
views. Look at the world through the eyes of the 
foreign audiences you deal with. Operating suc-
cessfully in a clan-dominated society such as So-
malia, General Zinni pointed out that knowing 
how they operate and interact with one anoth-
er is vital. Somalis have no concept of individual 
responsibility. Only the clan can accept responsi-
bility.6 That had important consequences when a 
decision was made to announce a $25,000 reward 
for Mohamed Farrah Aidid’s capture. It was fool-
ish. Somalis interpreted it as a declaration of war 
on an entire clan, not a plan to constrain one indi-

vidual. The avoidable Blackhawk Down incident 
flowed directly from the failure of leaders subse-
quent to Zinni to recognize that reality.

Lesson: When entering a different cultural 
environment, set aside Western preconcep-
tions. Think differently. Think about the local 
culture, history, and norms, and how actions 
will affect people and their anticipated re-
sponse. Do not think like an American. Think 
like someone who lives and breathes the cul-
ture of the target audience.   

11 September 2001 and Osama bin Laden. Osa-
ma bin Laden thought that attacking the Twin 
Towers in New York City would galvanize Ameri-
cans to pressure the U.S. government to get out of 
what bin Laden defined as Muslim lands. Instead, 
bin Laden provoked an all-out war that led to his 
death.7 He drew the wrong lesson from the Octo-
ber 1983 attack on U.S. Marines in Beirut, which 
killed 241 American servicemembers and caused 
President Ronald W. Reagan to withdraw the U.S. 
military from the city.8 Bin Laden deluded himself 
into believing that pressuring the United States by 
inflicting casualties on its troops or killing civil-
ians would cause the nation to back away from 
a fight. Instead, Americans embarked on a no-
holds-barred effort to hunt him. Far from achiev-
ing his goal, bin Laden became the most-wanted 
criminal on the planet while alienating his Tali-
ban hosts, whom he double-crossed after promis-
ing Taliban leader Mullah Mohammed Omar not 
to take action that would cause problems for him.9 
Americans did track down bin Laden and kill 
him, fulfilling a pledge to do so, no matter where 
he was or how long it took.10

Lesson: Use communication strategy to make 
clear to an adversary that the cost of oppos-
ing or attacking your forces exceeds any de-



sired benefit. Communication strategy must 
anticipate how adversaries may perceive —
and misjudge — your intentions. That hinges 
on developing as complete an understanding 
of an adversary as possible. Effective commu-
nication strategy can play a pivotal role in de-
terring or preventing conflict.
Corollary: Increasingly, the emergence of hy-
brid warfare is leading to the use of weap-
onized social media to advance political or 
military objectives. In 2016, Russia meddled 
in U.S. elections. One option that President 
Barack Obama considered and declined to ap-
prove was using computer malware for offen-
sive or retaliatory action. The option remains 
on the table in surmounting future challenges. 
A critical challenge lies in the danger of rapid 
escalation. Prudent use of malware may well 
argue for communicating with an adversary 
ahead of time as to the risks it exposes itself to 
through cyber warfare. For example, the Unit-
ed States in theory might caution Russia that 
hacking into election machinery to alter out-
comes or voter registration rolls may prompt 
an attack on a Russian power grid or some 
other target. It is important to define limits on 
the use of cyber tools, because the escalatory 
risks can prove enormous. In that context, cy-
ber tools should be seen as potential elements 
of information warfare.11

Somalia and Ethiopia, 2006. First, the United States 
supported brutal warlords in Somalia because they 
postured themselves as anti–al-Qaeda. But the 
warlords alienated Somalis and the Mogadishu 
business community, accomplishing this under the 
auspices of a so-called Alliance for the Restoration 
of Peace and Counter-Terrorism. Supporting war-
lords backfired on the United States, however. So-

malis responded by establishing the Islamic Courts 
Union (ICU). The ICU quashed the warlords and 
restored order, amid a raft of hostility toward the 
United States.12 

Then the United States supported Ethiopia’s in-
vasion of Somalia to oust the ICU. Relations be-
tween Ethiopia and Somalia had been tense for 
many years. Many believe that the United States 
misread the situation and the Somali population’s 
likely response to intervention.13 Ousting the ICU 
gave rise to Al-Shabaab, an al-Qaeda affiliate that 
used antiforeigner sentiment to recruit and mobilize 
an extremist army that terrorized and brutalized the 
population.14

Lessons:
1. Facts on the ground trump any commu-

nication strategy; and actions are a key 
element of strategic communication. 
Backing the warlords was a mistake. Be 
careful about the allies you choose and 
how populations perceive these allies and 
your actions, whether direct or indirect.

2. Ill-judged action may worsen the situa-
tion. The Ethiopian troops were accused 
of brutality in their own right, compound-
ing Somali hostility and compromising 
any chance that an antiextremist message 
to the mostly Sufi Somalis might resonate. 
Analogy: At this writing, Syria is torn 
by civil war. Its brutality is evident in 
the high numbers of civilians who have 
been killed. One striking feature of the 
conflict is that both Bashar al-Assad’s 
government and certain Sunni rebels ap-
pear to have committed atrocities. Arm-
ing the rebels with heavy weapons may 
have been a good idea, but once ISIS 
appeared on the scene and presented a 
common enemy to other Sunnis, rebels 
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against the regime who ostensibly repre-
sented pro-Western forces intermixed with 
those such as Jabhat al-Nusra (al-Nusra 
Front) or Hay’et Tahrir al-Sham (HTS), 
which identified with al-Qaeda, and the 
parties were known to swap weapons.15

Panama. General Manuel Noriega misread Amer-
ican will when his troops murdered Marine Corps 
First Lieutenant Robert Paz and beat up a Navy 
lieutenant and his wife (who was also sexually 
harassed). Noriega presents an interesting case of 
arrogance blinding a ruthless, street-savvy leader. 
In 1970, Noriega was a rising figure in the Pana-
manian military. Media reports claimed that the 
U.S. government had recruited him as an asset 
but removed him in 1977 after he got involved 
in drug trafficking. According to media reports, 
the United States reengaged after the Sandinistas 
gained power in Nicaragua. Apparently, Noriega 
also acted as a double agent for Cuba and the San-
dinistas, fueling tensions with the United States.

In 1989, Noriega annulled a presidential elec-
tion that Guillermo Endara had won, a move that 
prompted President George H. W. Bush to beef up 
U.S. forces stationed in the Panama Canal Zone. 
On 16 December 1989, an off-duty U.S. Marine 
was shot to death at a Panamanian Defense Force 

roadblock.16 Bush responded by launching Op-
eration Just Cause, which ousted Noriega on the 
grounds that he threatened Americans living in 
Panama and the security of the Panama Canal.17 
Noriega surrendered, was taken to the United 
States and tried for drug trafficking, and was 
handed a 40-year jail sentence.18

Lesson: There is a corollary to 9/11. It is im-
portant to communicate the cost of commit-
ting hostile actions against the United States. 
The use of loudspeakers to blare music at 
Noriega once he sought refuge in an em-
bassy offers a good example of psyops (today 
called MISO) — a communication strategy —
to force a party out from hiding or a refuge. 

2003 Iraq War. This conflict serves as a case study 
for the need to understand how the physical envi-
ronment (geography), history, social organization, 
religion, beliefs and values, and the economy con-
fluently influenced what strategy offered the best 
opportunity for success.19

Lesson: The failure of Coalition forces and 
leaders such as Paul Bremer to understand 
these factors and how the social and political 
dynamics they generated caused frustration 
and nearly the defeat of Coalition forces.
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C h a p t e r  6

This chapter builds on the first five and provides a checklist of the key steps you should consider in 
building an effective strategic communication plan. The author’s political campaign colleague, Joseph 
Gaylord, whom the American Association of Political Consultants has named a campaign manager of 
the year and who was a founder of the National Republican Congressional Committee’s college for 
candidates and campaign managers, merits credit for shaping political consulting industry thinking on 
this topic. 

Twenty-four Characteristics of a Communication Campaign Plan
1. Written down. Plans that are too complicated lead to miscommunication and confusion. Writing 

down a plan instills disciplined, clear thinking. You can revise, enhance, or deviate from it oper-
ationally, but a written plan provides a roadmap for prudent thinking. A written plan can be dis-
tributed to necessary parties to ensure they understand the commander’s intent and operational 
details. It helps avoid confusion or misunderstanding. You can refer to it again and again and re-
duce the risk of word-of-mouth misinterpretations, enhancements, or oversimplification.

2. Engages with stakeholders. Once a plan is written down and distributed, commanders at rel-
evant levels should visit with the operators to make certain they understand, to answer ques-
tions, and to entertain suggestions.1 Input from stakeholders maximizes the opportunity 
to spot and correct flaws, gain new perspectives, learn new options, and improve the plan.

3. Oriented toward winning. General George S. Patton is reputed to have declared: “America loves a 
winner and will not tolerate a loser. This is why America has never, and will never, lose a war.”2 
Vince Lombardi put it this way: “Winning is not a sometime thing; it’s an all time thing. You don’t 
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win once in a while, you don’t do things 
right once in a while, you do them right all 
the time. Winning is a habit. Unfortunately, 
so is losing.”3 A winning attitude inspires 
everyone around you. If you do not play to 
win, do not play. A strategy must exude that 
attitude and always aim to succeed.

4. Realistic. There is no point in executing a 
strategy that sets unrealistic goals. You need 
to assess the strategic situation objectively, 
examine the strengths and weaknesses of 
your narrative, measure how they stack up 
against those of the adversary, and devise 
an actionable, realistic plan. Plans that are 
confusing, unclear, too broad, untimely, or 
impossible to carry out become self-defeating. 
Plans need to be as simple as possible. Using 
a football analogy, Vince Lombardi won 
acclaim for an approach to coaching that 
focused on top-notch execution of what he 
termed the fundamentals in coaching, starting 
with making sure his players got fit and 
mastered the art of blocking and tackling. 
Campaigns that employ too many contin-
gencies and too many elements risk failure 
through lack of coordination, integration, and 
cohesion. 

5. Divisible, with assigned responsibilities. 
Information warfare plans often involve 
many moving pieces at many levels. The 
Fallujah battles offer a good example. Those 
involved in information operations and 
public affairs had to coordinate closely in 
communicating a narrative, story, themes, 
and messages to a broad range of Iraqi citi-
zens — insiders and outsiders to politics and 
the military — local media, the international 
media, the international community, to those 
involved in the operations, and to Coalition 

forces generally. You have to divide the tasks, 
assign them with clear lines of responsibility 
for performance and clear lines of reporting, 
and ensure accountability.

6. Measurable to ensure progress. As much as 
possible, it is essential to know what parts of 
a plan are working, with whom, when, and 
why. Gaining that information enables you 
to either persevere with the current plan or 
improve on it with necessary adjustments to 
ensure success. Detecting problems enables 
you, at a minimum, to know what deficien-
cies are in your plan and hopefully solve 
them.4

In Iraq, Coalition leaders terminated the 
First Battle of Fallujah amid pressure levied 
by Iraqi political leaders and unfavorable 
media. They calculated that the cost of mili-
tary victory outweighed the benefits, and 
as a result insurgents scored an enormous 
propaganda victory. Under new leadership 
later in 2004, the Coalition studied what 
had gone wrong in April and applied those 
lessons to win the second battle of Fallujah 
in November.

The presidential election in 2012 offers 
an appropriate analogy. Voters responded 
positively to candidate Mitt Romney’s 
performance in the first debate and poorly 
to incumbent Barack Obama. Obama went 
into the debate without making a serious 
effort to properly prepare. Obama is an 
extremely intelligent individual, but it strikes 
this author that he fell victim to conceit and 
underestimated his opponent. He did not 
articulate his ideas in a compelling or clear 
manner and did not seem presidential, and 
it appeared as though the debate was a 
nuisance to him.



President George H. W. Bush made 
a similar mistake in debating candidate 
William J. “Bill” Clinton in 1992 when he 
betrayed ignorance about the price of milk 
and kept looking at his watch. The message 
he conveyed was that he was too important 
to bother with explaining his record, views, 
or vision to voters. Bush was commonly 
regarded as one of the most gracious and 
talented individuals to occupy the Oval 
Office, but the president’s behavior during 
this debate turned off voters.

In 2012, Obama’s savvy team recog-
nized that he needed to do better in the next 
two debates. They did not let hubris further 
obstruct the execution of the campaign. That 
held true for the candidate, as well. His team 
objectively assessed what Obama needed to 
do to improve and worked closely with him 
to correct the flaws evident during the first 
debate. Although some on his team main-
tained after the election that the outcome 
was never in doubt, the president took no 
chances. His preparation for the second and 
third debates was intensive, and he more than 
held his own with Romney in them. 

7. Shared with and distributed to relevant 
parties so everyone is on the same page. 
The failure to share key information with 
stakeholders and decision makers can turn 
success into a debacle. It produces gaps in 
information critical for decision making. It 
leaves unanswered key questions that make 
all the difference in whether or how an oper-
ation is carried out.

Consider Operation Eagle Claw, the 
failed Iranian hostage rescue attempt in 
1980. It illustrates the consequences when the 
plan is not shared with every party involved 

and the right questions are not asked—
or answers by those in the know are with-
held in deference to the military hierarchy 
of decision making. This operation lacked 
unified command and an integrated mission 
rehearsal. The operational plan called for six 
helicopters. Lieutenant General Charles H. 
Pitman did the final briefing for Chairman 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General David C. 
Jones. Pitman revealed years later that Jones 
had failed to ask whether the mission could 
be carried out with only five helicopters. 
Pitman failed to volunteer that information. 
That prevented Jones from communicating it 
to the White House and it proved a missing 
piece of information that governed whether 
the White House gave the green light or 
aborted the mission.5 

The author interviewed former National 
Security Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski about 
what the White House knew about the oper-
ational plan. Brzezinski confirmed that he 
had not known the mission required only 
five helicopters. Although at the time of the 
interview and reflecting back on events, he 
was philosophical, at the time of the inci-
dent he had made clear that he would have 
urged President James E. “Jimmy” Carter to 
greenlight the rescue had there been a basis 
for doing so. There was one; he just did not 
know about it.

Ironically — here is a mystery — both the  
Delta Force commander, Army Colonel 
Charles A. Beckwith, and the Desert One 
commander, Air Force Colonel James H. Kyle, 
seemed unaware that the mission could be 
carried out, in Pitman’s view, with just five 
helicopters. Pitman worked with the helicop-
ter teams and in interviews with the author, 
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he was adamant that the rescue attempt using 
only five helicopters had been successfully 
rehearsed. This fact was never disclosed to 
the White House by either Jones or Defense 
Secretary Harold Brown.6 The White House 
deferred to Beckwith, who decided to abort 
the mission. The issue is not whether Beck-
with made the correct decision; it is the fact 
that vital information relevant to how deci-
sion makers viewed their options was not 
shared with them at a critical point. 

Perhaps Beckwith made the right call. 
That debate is for others to resolve. But hypo-
thetically, presuming the mission had gone 
ahead and succeeded, a successful hostage 
rescue might have changed the outcome of 
the 1980 presidential election. It may have 
affected whether U.S. Special Operations 
Command, created in the wake of the oper-
ation’s failure, was established. Sharing 
information with those who matter makes a 
decisive difference.

8. Ensure unity of command and control. In the 
military, unity of command means that forces 
fall under one responsible commander who 
has the authority to direct all forces in pursuit 
of a unified purpose. In the words of one 
soldier, “one mission, one boss.”7 The prin-
ciples of unity of command are well known. 
It produces a better relationship between 
superiors and subordinates; clear authority, 
responsibility, and accountability; reduces 
duplication of work; facilitates rapid decision 
making; fosters good discipline; encourages 
teamwork; boosts morale and inspires a 
positive attitude; and leads to higher produc-
tivity.8 

It seems common sense, but Iraq and 
Afghanistan illustrate where command and 

control was not unified. In Iraq, the ground 
commander, Lieutenant General Ricardo 
Sanchez, did not get on with Coalition Pro-
visional Authority chief Paul Bremer. No one 
is willing to state exactly who empowered 
Bremer to do what. Not surprisingly, Coa-
lition efforts between military and civilian 
officials were poorly coordinated and did 
not work well.

One reason that the Iraq surge worked 
well was that General David Petraeus and 
Ambassador Ryan C. Crocker joined forces 
and worked cohesively as a team to provide 
coordinated leadership.9

In Afghanistan, Ambassador Karl Eiken-
berry was generally at odds with military 
commanders. Journalists Mark Mazzetti 
and Rajiv Chandrasekaran reported strong 
differences between White House officials 
and Afghanistan-Pakistan envoy Richard 
Holbrooke.10 USAID had different ideas 
about civil reconstruction in Afghanistan 
than other officials. The U.S. Marines main-
tained control over their forces independent 
of General McChrystal.11 Chandrasekaran 
reported that Marine independence posed 
challenges in mounting a coordinated, 
winning effort in Afghanistan, although 
on-the-ground experts such as Jack Guy 
reported that he was unaware of Marines 
ever responding negatively to McChrystal, 
a highly admired and respected commander 
whose work in Iraq and the results he and his 
team produced are legendary.12

Eagle Claw was a mess because it lacked 
unity of command, to which the response 
afterwards — a good response — was the es- 
tablishment of the U.S. Special Opera-
tions Command (SOCOM) to cut through 
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inter-Service issues and assure unity of 
command for special operations. Failure to 
mount a cohesive effort for much of the time 
has been a challenge for the United States in 
Afghanistan.

9. Integrated with relevant command authori-
ties. This is a corollary to the above precept. 
Lack of cohesion is self-defeating at all levels.

10. Forward-thinking and avoids fighting the 
preceding campaign. The changes that are 
sweeping the world are effecting a massive 
transformation. Terrorism and violent actors 
have become horizontally dispersed over 
distributed networks. Cyber capabilities, 
such as those employed in Iraq by Task Force 
145 to track down Zarqawi and in Afghan-
istan to find and eliminate bin Laden, have 
transformed the capacities for intelligence, 
surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR), and 
the way warfare is conducted. The emer-
gence of adversarial networks has mandated 
that U.S. forces develop their own networks, 
because it takes a network to beat one. The 
strategy to deal with those foes differed from 
the strategy used in Fallujah, although all 
efforts employed some of the same capabil-
ities.

Future conflicts are likely to be asym-
metrical, not set battles between two armies 
on a conventional battlefield. They will be, 
as British general Rupert Smith astutely 
has written, wars among people.13 Combat-
ants and noncombatants will be physically 
entwined. 

In the future operating terrain, special 
operations forces (SOF) are shifting, as 
Admiral William H. McRaven (Ret) has 
stated, away from direct missions to focus on 
indirect missions.14 Strategies need to account 

for the new operating terrain and the chal-
lenges that new adversaries — or existing ones 
such as al-Qaeda — will present. 

Strategies and tactics need to keep pace 
with how the world is changing and how 
technology is evolving. World War I arguably 
offered the most dramatic example of leader-
ship that failed to keep pace with changing 
technology. Millions of soldiers died or were 
wounded when nineteenth-century tactics 
confronted twentieth-century weapons.

11. Defines the keys to success. Communica-
tion strategy requires the development of a 
narrative, story, themes, and messages. These 
will be addressed below. They require under-
standing what factors provide the cutting 
edge that spells success, such as  
• Integrating narrative, story, themes, 

and messages into the variables that 
frame successful information warfare.

• Identifying the key points that strike 
a responsive chord with target audi-
ences.

• Recognizing that audiences may 
not be a single, unified target. They 
may consist, as Colonel Thomas X. 
Hammes wrote, “of fragmented inter-
est groups that shift sides depend-
ing on how a campaign affects their 
issues.”15

• Identifying the most credible mes-
sengers.

• Identifying the most credible channels 
of communication.

• Anticipating how an adversary will 
articulate messages advocating its 
ideas while discrediting yours.

• Anticipating and preparing to rebut 
adversary actions/responses. 
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• Anticipating media coverage and how 
to address it. Hammes has described 
how, during the First Intifada in 1987, 
the Palestinians relied on the power of 
the international media to neutralize 
Israel’s military power and political 
process.16

• Recognizing that an organization’s or 
nation’s image can be shifted.17

• Recognizing that different sides may 
see a different message, even witness-
ing the same dynamics.18

• Understanding and allocating avail-
able resources to ensure the success of 
your communication strategy.

• Forging a clear plan that lays out your 
communication strategy.

• Defining metrics to evaluate success 
or failure.

• Recognizing that success does not 
require achieving 100 percent of your 
goals. A chance at 51 percent success 
may be all you can achieve, and it may 
be highly desirable.19

12. Defines team management and how the 
plan will be implemented. Effective commu-
nication strategy requires cohesive efforts 
by a team to achieve a clearly defined set of 
objectives. Identify:
• Who is on the team?
• Who is in charge of/leads the team?
• Who does the team leader report to, 

how, and when?
• What are they going to do; what are 

their responsibilities?
• Who will give instructions to vari-

ous members of the team?
• Who will supervise what each team 

member does?

• How will performance be moni-
tored?

• How will corrections or changes to 
strategy be made?

• How will communication within the 
team be facilitated?

• What timeline governs execution of 
the plan?

• How will the plan be integrated 
with efforts by other parties outside 
the team?

• How will monitoring be accom-
plished, and by whom?

• How will metrics be developed and 
applied, and by whom?

13. Defines how information strategy will coor-
dinate with and be integrated into military 
(kinetic) operations. Define how the plan 
integrates communications and kinetic op-
erations. Define the challenges both sides 
confront. 
• What obstacles to success are posed? 
• What information strategy, opera-

tions, and tactics can overcome the 
obstacles, including enemy propa-
ganda? 

• How will these integrate with kinet-
ic operations envisioned by the mil-
itary? 

• Who are the points of contact be-
tween kinetic and information as-
pects of an operation? 

• How will these parties coordinate 
their actions? 

• What processes or channels will be 
used to ensure coordination?

14. Integrates information and intelligence. Ac-
tionable information and intelligence are crit-
ical to communication strategy. Importantly, 
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not all relevant intelligence affecting commu-
nication strategy is classified. Social media 
intelligence and open source data are often 
more valuable. So is grasping how the media 
may cover a story, and anticipating challeng-
es and opportunities.20 Researching opinions 
and knowing what is flowing through the ru-
mor mill matter.21

It is important to get your facts straight. 
The most effective communication strategies 
are rooted in facts and truth. Identify enemy 
lies and distortions; knowing their tactics of-
fers keys to discrediting their narrative, sto-
ries, themes, and messages. In fact, rumors 
may be your medium.

Integrate information about key politi-
cal players: where do they stand on specific 
issues and what are their likely or intended 
roles and responses? Both Fallujah battles 
provide a case study for why this informa-
tion matters.

15. Provides for ongoing iteration and updates 
of information and intelligence. No strategic 
communication plan is set in stone. It should 
evolve and modify as events change. The iter-
ative process requires keeping an open mind, 
reaching out for information, and forging a 
process to ensure that the communication 
team digests and processes new information 
and acts on it.

16. Addresses efforts to overcome language 
barriers. Translation proved a barrier in Iraq 
and Afghanistan. Bing West suggested us-
ing Skype or other technology to link back 
to Americans who are fluent in particular 
languages or dialects with whom forward- 
deployed personnel could connect in real 
time.22 He argues that in Afghanistan, units 
in the field “were not linked in real time with 

equally talented interpreters.”23 The United 
States failed to capitalize on the availabili-
ty of thousands of Afghan-Americans flu-
ent in tribal dialects who could have been 
linked. In his words, when a unit went out-
side the wire, every “farmer could be greet-
ed by a friendly Pashto voice over a headset, 
while the patrol leader on another headset 
asked questions.” In West’s view, the United 
States squandered a significant high-tech ad-
vantage.24 The approach might have enabled 
the military to identify key leaders and play-
ers at the local level and create an actionable 
database about every male in every district. 
Solutions will vary according to time and cir-
cumstances. The key point is that mistakes in 
language translate into miscommunication. 
That can spell disaster in forging a commu-
nication strategy. Identify, anticipate, and de-
vise a plan to surmount this challenge.

17. Cites helpful examples. This book has used 
examples throughout to illustrate challenges 
and solutions. Communication plans should 
do the same. They provide context and help 
the team to make sense of the narrative, sto-
ry, themes, and messages that drive the strat-
egies.

18. Has a vision. What kind of campaign are 
you creating? Is it tailored to the realities of 
the situation? Will it help achieve success? 

19. Defines the key players. Who is indispens-
able to success; important to success; helpful 
to success; unnecessary? Distinguish between 
these groups and tailor strategy and tactics 
for each.

20. Defines the need for collaboration and iden-
tifies collaborators. Whose help do you need 
to make the plan work? How are you going 
to get them on board? Who will be the points 
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of contact? How will communication be fa-
cilitated? How will you establish and main-
tain operational security with them?

21. Defines the obstacles to success. Who pres-
ents them? What is behind the obstacles? 
Where do they occur? How do the obstacles 
manifest themselves? How tough are the ob-
stacles to overcome? Why might the obsta-
cles frustrate achievement of success? What 
has the opponent done in the past, what is he 
doing now ,  and what he is likely to do that 
creates obstacles? What sources and credible 
information inform you about the obstacles?

22. Defines how each action step in the plan 
connects to and helps surmount the iden-
tified obstacles, considers targets of op-
portunity, and makes provision to address 
unanticipated or new obstacles. Message 
discipline and focused messaging connect 
action in a way targeted to surmount obsta-
cles. Events, distractions, and unanticipated 
problems can distort action. Communica-
tion strategy may look easy on paper, but 
execution can prove fragile. Focus on the 
objective and overcoming defined obstacles. 
Deal with other issues separately. Important 
to note is that most influence activities do 
not take place overnight. These programs 
take time, tweaking, and constant evalu-
ation. Senior leaders must recognize that 
reaction to a specific event will normally 
come from the public affairs staff, in con-
junction with the IO plan and operators.

23. Budgets the resources a campaign requires. 
Define financial costs and define the resourc-
es required: people, assets, technology, and 
transportation — everything a plan requires. 
Define communication requirements in 
terms of physical assets to get the job done, 

from cameras and recording devices to cyber 
capabilities.

24. Lays a strong foundation for an information 
campaign. Like building a house, without 
the foundational roots, your plan will wob-
ble and eventually crumble under pressure.  
• Understand what comprises success.
• Create a series of steps that build vis-

ibility and awareness for an issue.
• Take steps to ensure that a target 

audience understands the issue or 
action you are addressing. Only be-
lievable or credible actions or mes-
sages create support, motivation, 
and mobilization of support.

• Define the objectives.
• Conduct thorough target audience 

analysis.
• Get organized.
• Think through the plan carefully.
• Identify where you will acquire the 

knowledge required to forge a win-
ning campaign and how you will ac-
cess it.

• Obtain as many ideas and as much 
input as possible.

• Understand how, if it becomes visi-
ble, different parts of the news media 
will cover the story and how to drive 
a positive message about why and 
what is being done, and the results 
achieved.

• Set a timeline. When do you want 
what portion accomplished?

Narrative, Story, Theme, and Message
Key precept: control the debate and discourse by 
positioning your narrative, from which flow story, 
theme, and message. 
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Narrative provides the broader context.25 For 
example, in World War II, America fought for the 
four freedoms—freedom of speech, freedom of wor-
ship, freedom from want, and freedom from fear. 
The stories that flow from that narrative involve 
character, time, space, events, and objective placed 
in settings and recounted for rhetorical purpos-
es.26 The United States invaded Normandy to free 
Western Europe from the Nazis and open a sec-
ond front to crush Hitler. The themes included the 
notion that American forces stood against tyranny 
and evil, while one message was that America 
would fight until the Nazis were defeated.

In Iraq, al-Qaeda invoked the crusader narra-
tive: Christian crusaders arrived to oppress Mus-
lims, killing more than 200,000 until the heroic 
Saladin drove them out.27 The core narrative was 
that “non-Arab, non-Muslim invaders” steal 
riches from Arab lands “while proclaiming alle-
giance . . . to a more righteous religion.”28 Mod-
ern crusaders, allied with Israel, had returned 
to plunder Iraqi resources, torturing Iraqis and 
keeping them weak, using the government as a 
puppet. Iraqis must do something—rise up in 
opposition and kill Americans. The theme was 
American oppression; the message was that 
Americans would stop at nothing to oppress Islam 
and steal Iraqi wealth.

Similarly, in 1994, Republicans won control of 
the U.S. House of Representatives. They invoked 
a narrative: taxes, spending, and big government 
deprive America of its future. Their story was 
that Democrats wanted to raise taxes to fund big 
spending programs that benefited other people. 
The theme was that Republicans supported a con-
tract with America to save the future. The mes-
sage was that Republicans stood for the middle 
class, less government, lower taxes, and a bal-
anced budget while Democrats stood for special 

interests, big government, higher taxes, and an 
out-of-control deficit.

Each strategic situation was different, but the 
requirements for communication strategy in each 
was the same. Communication strategy needs a 
strong narrative, stories, theme(s) and message(s). 
To define these, ask:

What are the issues? Frame the issues. What is 
this conflict or engagement about? What cause are 
you fighting? People need something to believe 
in—people, ideas, concepts. Information strategy 
should explain these and make them clear to build 
motivation and support.

Who are the players? Who are the stakehold-
ers? Who does the outcome affect? Who are the 
potential winners and losers — and why? For what 
cause or outcome are the players fighting? This in-
cludes the host nation.

What are the motivations and choices? Define 
the stakes and the choices. People must decide. 
A communication plan should make clear what 
winning and losing means to affected audiences. 
Such choices may impact different audiences dif-
ferently.

Example: in countering violent extremism, 
the United States has pushed a message that 
it stands for a future rooted in hope, jobs, 
opportunity, and security while violent ex-
tremists offer one rooted in fear, poverty, re-
pression, and violence.
Example: al-Qaeda in Iraq drew on the nar-
rative of the Crusades to argue that the new 
war was a continuation of an old one, reviv-
ing past ambitions of infidel foreigners to 
subdue Muslims and pillage their wealth. 
Therefore, the stakes were Iraqi pride, cul-
ture, security, religion, and integrity versus 
brutal occupiers who exploited Muslims. The 
Taliban has argued a similar choice.
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Example: during the 2012 presidential cam-
paign, President Obama defined the election 
as a test for whether voters would elect a 
president for the rich and powerful, who ad-
mits he ignores 47 percent of the people, or 
one who will promote social justice and pros-
perity for all Americans.
Example: historian Steven Casey has docu-
mented the remarkable challenges that con-
fronted Franklin Roosevelt in mobilizing 
Americans for war even after Pearl Harbor. 
People were angry at Japan (not Germany), 
but the cry to go after the Japanese was far 
more muted than films portray. As Casey put 
it, the attitude of most Americans was “per-
missive rather than pressuring,” and few 
Americans were “calling vehemently for an 
immediate attack.”29 Even in late 1942, Casey 
observes, Roosevelt worried about uniting 
Americans behind the war effort.30

As late as July 1942, Winston Churchill was 
arguing for an offensive in the Mediterranean. 
The Joint Chiefs of Staff wanted to forget about 
fighting Germany and strike at Japan. Roos-
evelt overruled them and insisted on action 
against Germany in 1942. His firm decision 
making led to Operation Torch, the invasion 
of North Africa.31 But first, he had to persuade 
Americans that Germany was a problem. Peo-
ple recognized that Hitler and the Nazis were 
evil, but that sentiment did not transfer to the 
Germans as a people. Indeed, Roosevelt took 
care to distinguish between the two, but—per-
haps surprisingly — stirring up Americans to 
fight Hitler as an evil monster bent on world 
domination was a challenge.  

His strategy is relevant to operations to-
day. Here is how Roosevelt—a smart leader 
who played his cards close to the vest—went 

about solving the problem. He understood 
that the key to demonizing Hitler lay in 
making his evil understandable. There was 
no CNN at that time, and many Americans 
found the scale of German atrocities that 
were unfolding hard to believe. There was 
surprising (for modern audiences) support 
for a compromise peace if the German Army 
tossed out Hitler and agreed to stop the war 
and discuss peace.32 
How did Roosevelt make the truth understand-

able? In June 1942, he selected a single event, the 
Nazis’ brutal retaliation in Lidice for Reinhard 
Heydrich’s assassination, to illustrate evil. The ad-
ministration’s plan included five elements:33

1. Used prominent, credible voices including Al-
bert Einstein, Thomas Mann, and Rex Stout to 
attest to German barbarity, countering skep-
ticism among many Americans who doubted 
the Germans were capable of such atrocities.

2. Used experts who discussed how the Nazis 
were desecrating religion and using slave 
labor.

3. Avoided exaggeration and let the facts — which 
were compelling — speak for themselves. They 
avoided over-dramatization.

4. Focused on Nazi atrocities against civilians in 
occupied countries. They cited the Nazis’ own 
figures for those executed — in the hundreds, 
rather than the thousands — being slaughtered, 
as the smaller figure would provoke outrage 
and was more comprehensible and believable.

5. Named names, and let the culprits know the 
world was watching. It is surprising how of-
ten those who commit atrocities — including 
al-Qaeda and the Taliban — point the finger 
at other parties. That was also true of the Na-
zis. They tried to conceal, not publicize, their 
worst atrocities.
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All of these strategies are applicable to wars 
such as in Iraq and Afghanistan and conflicts in 
East Africa with terrorist organizations like Al-
Shabaab.

What is your rationale? Define a credible ratio-
nale relevant to target audiences. Credible rationales 
answer the following questions:

1. Why are we doing what we do?
2. How are we doing it?
3. What does it mean to targeted audiences? 

How do they benefit?
4. Why should they support our cause — or at 

least stay neutral and avoid supporting the 
enemy?

Is your message clear? Ensure message clarity 
so that audiences will better hear and understand. 
Apply the tenets of the Maxwell Grid, developed 
by nationally renowned political consultant John 
Maxwell.34 The message grid asks five confluent 
questions:

1. What do we say about ourselves?
2. What do we say about our adversary?
3. What does the adversary say about itself?
4. What does the adversary say about us?
5. Do we do what we say we do?
Compare and contrast judgments. Then make 

judgments as to which messages define a credible 
rationale and provide a foundation for a strong 
narrative, story, theme, and message that support 
a cause. 

Caveat: do not allow ideology fostered by poli-
ticians to blind your strategy to an objective anal-
ysis. U.S. forces entered Iraq in April 2003, and by 
October–November 2003, violence against them 
had begun to escalate. U.S. Central Command 
commander, General John Abizaid, correctly termed 
the situation a classical guerrilla war. Secretary of 
Defense Donald Rumsfeld and his close advi-
sors rejected reality, insisting the violence was a 

product of Baathist “dead-enders” trying to regain 
power or by foreign fighters who had aligned with 
the Baathists.35 Effective communication strategy 
requires a clear-eyed, objective assessment of what 
is happening, not political fantasy.

Does your message resonate? Reason persuades, 
but emotion motivates. The key to motivation is 
using images, symbols, or stories that tap into the 
emotions and experiences in an audience, stimulate 
a response, and channel that response in support of 
your cause.36 This is why thorough target audience 
analysis with ongoing revision is so important.

Example: The “Daisy” television advertise-
ment created for President Lyndon B. John-
son’s reelection campaign in 1964 was shown 
only once to a national U.S. political audi-
ence during a broadcast of “Monday Night 
at the Movies.” It opens with a little girl 
picking petals off a daisy. She counts aloud. 
As her count reaches 10, the image freezes. 
The camera zooms to her eye as an off-screen 
announcer calls the countdown. As it reaches 
one, the viewer is in the center of her pupil, 
where a nuclear explosion is overlaid. The 
voice of Johnson pronounces, as mushroom 
clouds rise, “These are the stakes: to make a 
world in which all God’s children can live, or 
to go into the dark. We must either love each 
other or we must die.”37

The advertisement wrecked the campaign 
of Republican candidate Senator Barry M. 
Goldwater, about whom voters felt uncom-
fortable in the face of accusations that he had 
an itchy finger on the nuclear trigger. The 
creator of the advertisement, formally titled 
“Peace, Little Girl,” Tony Schwartz, said that 
Goldwater could and should have countered 
it by endorsing it and offering to pay for it—
coopting the message.38 Instead, the Gold-
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water campaign cratered, became defensive, 
and never regained lost momentum.

Example: al-Qaeda tried to enforce its rule by 
ruthlessly beheading opponents. The goal was 
to instill fear. It achieved that goal masterfully. 
Unfortunately for the terrorist organization, 
this backfired, rousing the anger and hatred 
of Iraqis and helping motivate them — espe-
cially tribes in al-Anbar Province — to oppose 
them. Similarly, in Somalia, the violence of 
Al-Shabaab perpetrated on Somalis for even 
simple things like ringing a bell — which the 
al-Qaeda group said reminded people of 
Christianity — instead rang a bell in the hearts 
of citizens and helped turn many Somalis 
against it.

Example: prior to the Second Battle of 
Fallujah, U.S. forces took Iraqi counterparts 
to see the iron mountain of logistics built 
up to support the looming November 2004 
attack. The sight had a great emotional impact, 
boosting morale and persuading Iraqis that 
they were on the winning side.
Do you have credible messengers? Fallujah illus-

trates the need to use messengers who have credi-
bility with target audiences. During the November 
2004 battle, Coalition leaders put Iraqi leaders out 
front, to report and to articulate the narrative, story, 
themes, and messages. They correctly judged that 
Iraqis were more credible messengers to Iraqis than 
Americans. The same lesson has been applied in 
the Philippines, where U.S. special operations forces 
have maintained a low profile in favor of Filipinos, 
who have taken the lead in combating violent actors 
like the Abu Sayyaf Group (ASG) and the Moro 
Islamic Liberation Front (MILF) on the island of 
Mindanao and the Sulu Archipelago. Host nation 
spokespersons make the best messengers, in words 
and actions.39

On the other side of the coin, the fact that Zarqa-
wi and a lot of his fighters were foreigners, not Iraq-
is, hurt their credibility in appealing to Iraqis, who 
perceived that despite a common Arab ethnic back-
ground, the foreigners shared different beliefs and 
values. That helped undercut al-Qaeda’s credibility.

Are you using the right channels of communi-
cation? Choose channels of communication that 
your target audience accesses and trusts. The most 
effective way to communicate with target audi-
ences is face-to-face. That helps build bonds of 
trust. You have to have friends before they are 
needed, not just when they come in handy. In 
many cultures around the world, tribal cultures 
facilitate and accentuate the importance of kinship 
ties and personal engagement and communica-
tion. In al-Anbar Province, that engagement was 
integral to the success of U.S. Marines in forging 
bonds of trust with Iraqi tribes. To build the neces-
sary trust, you must:

1. Identify the channels through which target 
audiences receive information. In Africa and 
many developing nations, radio is an import-
ant channel through which people receive 
information. That has been notably true in 
Somalia. But avoid hasty generalization. You 
need to ascertain how credible the radio sta-
tion is. If audiences perceive that it reflects the 
views of a particular party or ideology, they 
will make allowances. The Rwandan geno-
cide proved that radio in the hands of ra-
cial extremists — there, the Hutu — could be a 
deadly weapon.40

2. The internet offers important channels of 
communication. It is especially useful in 
disseminating information to the media. In 
Afghanistan, the Taliban has been adept at 
exploiting the internet to distribute videos 
of its purported successes to online media to 
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reach urban audiences while depending upon 
radio to reach those in rural areas. Looking 
ahead, internet access is exploding exponen-
tially, especially among younger popula-
tions in the southern and eastern regions of 
the globe. There were more than 4.1 billion 
internet users as of December 2018, compared 
to 3.9 billion in mid-2018 and 3.7 billion 
in 2017. Asia has the most internet users, 
accounting for 49 percent of all internet users 
(down from about 50 percent in 2017). Europe 
is a runner-up with 16.8 percent of all internet 
users. China has the most users: 802 million; it 
accounts for one-half of the users worldwide, 
trailed by India, with more than 500 million 
users.41

3. Paid media, speeches, print, flyers, night 
letters (e.g., unsigned leaflets distributed 
clandestinely) — there are endless ways to 
communicate a message. The key is to select 
what works. Be aware of accessible channels, 
evaluate in what context they are most cred-
ible and to whom, figure out how to gain 
access, and employ them properly.

Are you using the right language to communi-
cate your message? Native language is one chal-
lenge. Using the correct words is another and can 
alter receptivity to your message.   

The choice of campaign title for Fallujah in 
November 2004 is a good example. Prime Minister 
Allawi insisted on renaming Operation Phantom 
Fury as al-Fajr, which translates to New Dawn. The 
messages contained within the operation names 
were different. One suggested the use of force to 
achieve objectives while the other indicated that 
the battle was about a better future.

The Global War on Terrorism illustrates how 
an innocent mistake can boomerang. During 
remarks on arrival at the south lawn of the White 

House on 16 September 2001, President George 
W. Bush announced, “This crusade, this war 
on terrorism is going to take a while.”42 Euro-
peans whose support Bush was hoping to elicit 
cringed.43 Al-Qaeda jumped into action, quoting 
his statement frequently and producing a video 
that elicited the narrative of the Crusades to paint 
the invasion of Iraq as a modern sequel to repress 
Islam and loot Muslim lands.44

Does your message enable coalition-building 
and persuade new allies? American political 
leaders tend to articulate messages about foreign 
policy in ways that appeal to domestic audiences. 
But it is essential to appeal to and inspire allies, 
as well. That is a function of words, symbols, and 
actions.

The U.S. Marines in al-Anbar depended on 
deeds more than anything else to build coalitions. 
We have discussed the efforts of the Marines at 
length. Richard Shultz provides the best account 
of how they succeeded in winning the trust of 
Iraqi tribes in al-Anbar, who united with them to 
turn the tide against al-Qaeda.45

President George H. W. Bush demonized 
Saddam Hussein to galvanize support for Opera-
tion Desert Storm but was careful in his statecraft 
with foreign leaders to pledge that once Kuwait 
was liberated and Saddam defeated, American 
forces would halt the war. That commitment, 
expressed in clear language and backed by his 
action, enabled Bush to assemble a broad interna-
tional coalition to take on Saddam. The president’s 
messaging was an adroit use of communica-
tion to arouse support at home — a key center of 
gravity for the war — while also enlisting a very 
wide range of support within the international 
community — also a key center of gravity for the 
war, backed by a UN Security Council resolu-
tion, which conferred legitimacy upon the war.46
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Can you neutralize those who will not support 
your campaign? The first aim of an information 
strategy is to win over people. The second is to 
deny their support to the opposition. Conflicts 
often do not draw every member of a popula-
tion into their midst. Counterinsurgency expert 
David Galula pointed out that insurgents aim to 
win over the population, or at least keep it submis-
sive.47 While Galula focused on counterinsurgency, 
his point applies frequently to political situations. 
While many people refrain from becoming politi-
cally active or taking sides, especially in controver-
sial matters, you do not need the entire population 
to support your cause. One may achieve success by 
persuading specific elements of the population that 
is sitting on the cross-benches. A relatively small 
shift of three to five percent of the population can 
prove decisive to winning a campaign.48

Can you persuade your adversary’s allies 
that you will win and the adversary will lose, to 
neutralize these allies or gain their support? Infor-
mation strategy should motivate those aligned 
with the opposition to move at least to a position 
of neutrality, either on the merits of an argument 
or by persuading audiences that the opposition is 
going to lose. People do not like to be on the losing 
side. In warfare, the stakes for individuals are high 
for their security or survival.49 Motivate means 
motivate to act; behavior, not merely influencing 
attitudes or opinions, is the goal.50 

1. Create effective themes and messages that 
support your objectives. Great intentions fall 
flat without clarity of message to support 
buy-in from target audience(s).
• Describe, define, and differentiate 

your story from your narrative. The 
nature of story was discussed previ-
ously. Good stories explain what is 
being done and why in personal terms; 

they are about actions people take; 
they must communicate that action 
benefits target audiences.

• Messages flow from narrative and 
story. Keep core messages simple 
and concise. The themes to carry 
your messages should support, more 
concisely, what you are doing and why. 
Use the message grid to compare your 
narrative, story, theme, and message 
to the enemy’s and see how they stack 
up. Where is your edge? Where is 
theirs? How do you strengthen yours 
and overcome theirs?  

• Frame the issue. Define what is at 
stake. What are the choices? Who 
wins? Who loses? Define the stakes 
in terms that benefit your cause; 
this will fundamentally affect where 
people stand. The definition of what 
the United States and al-Qaeda each 
stand for is a good example. The issue 
at stake is the future. The choices in-
clude hope or pessimism; wealth or 
poverty; security or fear; and freedom 
or repression.

• Messaging is an iterative process. You 
may start with or give emphasis to a 
particular message, then evolve it or 
shift to other messages. This holds true 
in the language and slogans used to 
help drive themes and messages, even 
though the content remains consistent.

• Create a message timeline. Release 
messages on a defined timeline using 
media best suited for the target audi-
ence. Some are best reserved for later. 
Ensure you have several messages in 
reserve should the campaign require 
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modification or should the first fail to 
resonate. Messaging should be support-
ive to operations and care should be 
taken not to commit message fratricide. 
This is why timelines are so important 
at every level. 

• Define the target audiences. Different 
audiences may respond differently to 
different messages. Be consistent—
especially across a theater of opera-
tions — but tailor messages to strike a 
responsive chord with particular audi-
ences. The inconsistency of tactics in 
Iraq in 2003 – 4 created confused mes-
saging and undercut Coalition credi-
bility to Iraqis.

• Be memorable. Being memorable is 
about being concise and relevant, and 
striking an emotionally responsive 
chord. Think of messages as a bumper 
sticker: short, to the point, easily repeat-
able. In politics, these are sometimes 
referred to as “zingers.” The caveat: 
zingers lose their energy when over-
used. A zinger connected to a deed 
achieves double the impact.

• Respond to attacks. Unanswered neg-
ative messages become truth to audi-
ences, especially if repeated by multiple 
parties in multiple channels over time. 
Answer attacks in the medium in which 
they are launched and respond quickly. 
Thus, if an opponent attacks on radio, 
use radio to answer. If the attack is 
done on social media, respond on social 
media.

2. Mobilize your target audience(s). Identify, 
define, and segment target audiences and ascer-
tain what it will take to get their attention and 

mobilize their support. There is no formula. 
There are multiple methods for targeting, and 
some may need to be used in concert with one 
another. Use multiple channels simultaneously 
and activate networks that enable their use—
personal contact, news media, social media, 
paid media, and print.

3. Understand and potentially employ commu-
nication strategy unconventionally. The Rus-
sian doctrine of reflexive control innovatively 
seeks to employ information to the enemy to 
exert control over him.51 Timothy Thomas cites 
Colonel S. A. Komov’s key elements to infor-
mation warfare that he deemed vital. Each of 
these should be factored into whether they may 
strengthen a communication strategy:
• Distraction, by creating a real or imagi-

nary threat to one of the enemy’s most 
vital locations (flanks, rear, etc.) during 
the preparatory stages of combat oper-
ations, thereby forcing them to recon-
sider the wisdom of their decisions to 
operate along this or that axis; 

• Overload, by frequently sending the 
enemy a large amount of conflicting 
information; 

• Paralysis, by creating the perception 
of a specific threat to a vital interest or 
weak spot; 

• Exhaustion, by compelling the enemy 
to carry out useless operations, thereby 
entering combat with reduced resources; 

• Deception, by forcing the enemy to 
reallocate forces to a threatened region 
during the preparatory stages of combat 
operations; 

• Division, by convincing the enemy that 
he must operate in opposition to coa-
lition interests; 
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• Pacification, by leading the enemy to 
believe that pre-planned operational 
training is occurring rather than offen-
sive preparations, thus reducing their 
vigilance; 

• Deterrence, by creating the perception 
of insurmountable superiority; 

• Provocation, by forc[ing] them into tak-
ing action advantageous to your side; 

• Suggestion, by offering information 
that affects the enemy legally, morally, 
ideologically, or in other areas; and 

• Pressure, by offering information that 
discredits the government in the eyes 
of its population.52 
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1. Although he fared less successfully as a political candi-
date, as Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR), 
Gen Wesley K. Clarke, USA, earned respect from people 
for doing that. The late Col Daniel D. Devlin Sr. cited a case 
in which Clarke and his staff had devised four options and 
laid them out at a meeting, after which, the room cleared; 
Devlin stayed behind. Clarke asked him what was on his 
mind, and Devlin proposed consolidating two of the ideas 
and substituting a new one. A flag officer also in the room 
tried to cut Devlin off, but Clarke told the admiral to be qui-
et and listened patiently as Devlin laid out his suggestion. 
Clarke nodded and said, “That’s a better idea than the one 
I had.” Clarke ordered the admiral to reassemble the staff 
and announced that Devlin had offered an improvement 
that would be incorporated into his plan. Clarke then vis-
ited all of the action officers involved in the operation to 
make certain that his commander’s intent was clear, to sat-
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C h a p t e r  7

Leadership often means the difference between victory and defeat. Britain would have lost World War 
II without Winston Churchill. Germany probably lost the war because Adolf Hitler’s early diplomatic 
victories gave way to blunder after blunder, leadership mistakes compounded by a failure to organize 
a cohesive general staff, and often-freewheeling, tactically talented generals fearful of disclosing to Hit-
ler what they really thought.1 That the American North was led by Abraham Lincoln and the South by 
Jefferson Davis clearly affected the outcome of the American Civil War and the future of U.S. history. 
President Dwight Eisenhower’s knowledge of national security quashed recommendations on several 
occasions to employ nuclear weapons. Whatever the merits of the 2003 Iraq War, it gave rise to the 
emergence of a new generation of highly talented U.S. officers who might not otherwise have had the 
opportunity to become recognized; they made a difference in that conflict.

History offers many illustrations of why and how leadership matters. Napoleon’s admirers thought 
of him as a hero, able to “seize hold of opinions, of opportunities, and of fortune.”2 Napoleon’s close 
collaborator, Claude-Francois de Meneval, declared that the emperor “took not only the initiative in 
thought, but also attended personally to the detail of every piece of business.”3 Armand-Augustin- 
Louis de Caulaincourt, who served as Napoleon’s ambassador to Russia, characterized his leadership 
as the product of applying “all his faculties, all his attention to the action or discussion of the moment,” 
a keen edge, as “few people are entirely absorbed by one thought or one action at one moment.”4 

Napoleon was no shrinking violet about himself. “In war men are nothing, it is one man who is all,” 
he declared.5 Napoleon liked to rant about the moral force of a disciplined army in which one soldier 
could overcome three. He claimed that the secret of success lay in the personal touch between officers 
and their troops.6 He had a point, although Julius Caesar, Alexander the Great, Genghis Khan, and 
George Patton offer strong examples.7 

Today, we do not need heroes of the moment—the ideal to which French revolutionaries aspired—
or the Roman ideal of “great men.” We need smart, disciplined, organized leadership that motivates, 
encourages, and inspires leadership from below. 
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Great leaders motivate by providing a role 
model. They articulate and personify a cause 
and why that cause matters; this inspires people 
to follow. Loyalty to leaders and the ability and 
energy of a leader matter. However, there is a 
reason that causes more often spark revolutions, 
rather than the personal ambitions or personalities 
of those who lead revolutions.

An excellent study of the Fallujah battles by the 
Joint Special Operations University illustrates the 
difference between the Napoleonic approach to 
strategic thinking and the excellence of U.S. mili-
tary leadership—which relied on strong leadership 
from the top, but team collaboration—at its best.

Leadership Models 
In forging an effective campaign team in politics, 
former Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich and 
his senior counselor, Joe Gaylord, set forth a lead-
ership model rooted in four characteristics. Their 
model also applies to information warfare. These 
characteristics look beyond the capacity of those in 
a hierarchical organization, such as the military, to 
pull rank. Such behavior is a poor motivator. The 
best campaign leaders “listen, learn, help and lead.” 
In Campaign Solutions, Gaylord defined what those 
notions mean. The following principles draw on his 
thinking, which Gingrich also preached:

Listen. Ask questions, listen to what people 
say, and understand and appreciate why they 
are saying it. The worst mistake you can make 
is to kowtow to conventional wisdom, or 
presume that solutions that worked in the last 
campaign or war will work in the current one.

Learn. Check what you hear for accuracy 
and meaning, whether the source is a so-called 
expert or insider, a broadcast or print story, a 
discussion with an interested stakeholder, or 
some other source. Always consider the impli-

cations and options of what you learn. This 
book discusses the impact of rumor later, but 
it is important to understand how powerful 
rumor can be in molding or shaping attitudes 
and opinions. Rumor, often derived from 
street talk or perhaps undependable human 
intelligence (HUMINT) or signals intelligence 
(SIGINT), is inherently questionable, but this 
does not render it valueless.8 

During the Iraq War, a classified email 
newsletter, The Baghdad Mosquito, distrib-
uted to an elite group of military officers and 
policy planners provided interesting insights 
collected from a weekly panel of prominent 
Iraqi locals who reported to the Coalition 
Provisional Authority on a variety of social, 
economic, and political issues.9 It was useful 
to read the language in which issues were 
discussed as well as to pick up possible intel-
ligence in formulating strategies and the 
language employed in delivering themes 
and messages. 

Blogger Rusty Barber noted that rumors 
reported at one point included:
• “Ice vendors in Baghdad are selling ice 

blocks made of contaminated water.”
• “Iraqis now call the current Baghdad 

security ‘Enforcing the Terrorism.’ ”
• “Citizens, especially Sunnis, cannot go 

to Sadr City to pick up their ration card 
items as it is too dangerous of a journey. 
This was purposely done so that their 
rations can be sold by individuals who 
will funnel funds to the Mahdi Army.”10

Obviously, more concrete intelligence 
derived from HUMINT or cyber tools, and 
the analysis derived from those, factor into 
assessments on the accuracy of information. 
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General McChrystal described in detail the 
efforts of Task Force 714 in evaluating intel-
ligence that enabled Coalition forces to track 
down and eliminate terrorist Abu Musab al 
Zarqawi.11

Help. Leadership requires the articulation of 
vision and offering direction. It is about en-
couraging a communication team to think un-
conventionally and make clear that all ideas 
are welcome. Any indication that an idea or 
suggestion would be scoffed at, especially by 
a higher-ranking authority, has a chilling ef-
fect. No team can afford that; in military and 
government hierarchies, in particular, that is a 
sensitive issue. A mid-level State Department 
official once stated to the author that putting 
forth a major idea that is rejected could impair 
prospects for promotion. That attitude is pre-
cisely the mindset that kills creative thinking.
Lead. Leading follows listening, learning, 
and helping. Gaylord correctly states that you 
need to say to the team: “Here’s my vision, 
my suggested strategy, projects, and tactics. 
But what do you think? So, then the cycle of 
listen-learn-help-lead begins again.”12 

Leadership Traps to Avoid 
Effective leadership requires avoiding four major 
traps.

1. Thin skin. In any large or small organization, 
people will have different ideas. Do not be 
afraid of criticism. Those who devise plans 
easily lose objectivity about them. Criticism 
should be welcomed, evaluated, and factored 
into planning, especially when it comes from 
members of the same strategy team.

2. Big head. Self-confidence inspires others 
to see you as a strong leader. Arrogance 
suggests that you are self-centered. Gaylord 

puts it this way: “If you hear that you are 
coming across as too full of yourself, it’s time 
for a reality check. Ask friends or staff why 
you are perceived that way. Or maybe it’s just 
something in your manner that can be easily 
corrected.”13

3. Weak vision. An effective communica-
tion strategy requires knowing and under-
standing what constitutes success and forging 
a vision that can achieve it. The United States’ 
early efforts in Iraq after toppling Saddam 
and during much of the Afghanistan conflict 
have drawn wide criticism for lacking a clear 
vision of what U.S. forces wanted to achieve. 
No communication strategy can effectively 
support unclear policy decisions about 
mission or the commander’s intent. 

4. Lack of courage. You must be able to chal-
lenge or offer alternatives to conventional 
wisdom or higher authority’s ideas. The 
best communication strategies can provoke 
vicious turf battles or cause conflict with other 
commanders or authorities who see their own 
ideas undercut, diminished, or challenged. 

In Iraq, Paul Bremer banned all but the lowest 
members of Saddam’s Baath Party from holding 
government jobs and disbanded the Iraqi Army 
just as U.S. officers had painstakingly succeeded 
in setting the stage to reassemble it.14 It took a 
strong leader like General David Petraeus to stand 
Bremer down, as he persuaded him that the order 
banning Baathists—which would even cover 
teachers and throw tens of thousands of Iraqis out 
of work—would shatter the efforts and progress 
Petraeus and his team were making in Mosul.

Tact and discretion are hallmarks of dealing 
with high authorities. But the death knell for forg-
ing and executing any strategy is succumbing to 
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the fear of challenging conventional wisdom or 
doctrine. Figure out how to adroitly promote your 
ideas and persuade relevant authorities to buy 
into them.

Turf Among Leaders
Protection of turf often raises concerns and 
obstructs the exchange and flow of information. In 
Iraq, General McChrystal reported, a disconnect 
between senders and receivers presented serious 
issues in gaining a clear picture of the enemy and 
inspired internal distrust within our own forces.15 
Outstations rarely saw the benefits of intelli-
gence collected, while analysts lacked context 
to evaluate it. Breaking down walls of mistrust 
and ensuring that information and analysis is 
shared is critical for communication strategy, as 
well as broader military, political, and diplomatic 
strategy. The fusion of efforts by the Central Intel-
ligence Agency, National Security Agency, Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, Defense Intelligence 
Agency, National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency 
and other elements of the military was essential to 
the remarkable success that his forces achieved.16

Integrate Communication Strategy  
with Kinetic Strategy
As noted earlier, you must align communication 
and kinetic strategies. The failure to integrate 
information strategies properly into the assault 
on Fallujah—a failure attributable to Lieutenant 
General Sanchez and Paul Bremer—is a perfect 
example of this precept. Let us examine the First 
Battle of Fallujah. Triggered by the murder of four 
U.S. contractors in the city, there followed two 
battles for the city, in April and November 2004. 

The U.S. Marine-led attack on the city was insti-
gated to signal resolve.17 The first battle provided 
propaganda victory to the insurgents and, as Dr. 
Carter Malkasian of the Center for Naval Analyses 
wrote, “renders a cautionary lesson on using mili-
tary force to signal resolve in an unconventional 
conflict.”18 

One reason that Operation Eagle Claw, aimed 
at rescuing hostages, failed in Iran was compe-
tition among Services that led to the establish-
ment of the U.S. Special Operations Command to 
ensure cohesion. U.S. Africa Command and U.S. 
Southern Command represent efforts to integrate 
civilian and military leadership. 

An ongoing struggle persists within the 
Department of Defense between the public affairs 
officers, who incorrectly perceive themselves as 
the stewards of communication and apply their 
espoused notion of “informing but not influ-
encing” inconsistently, and the psychological 
operations (or, military information support oper-
ations) personnel over whether or where to draw 
the line between their activities. It is a draining, 
useless debate. Both should aim to influence 
target audiences. 

Similarly, DOD often takes the position that the 
State Department holds the lead on communica-
tion strategy. But the State Department has shown 
time and again its reluctance to engage target 
audiences outside the category of statecraft and 
public diplomacy, through which foreign publics 
are engaged, informed, and influenced. This reluc-
tance stems partly from the cultural hesitations 
within that department; it is also partly due to 
resources. These issues need to be worked out for 
any strategy that raises issues of turf.
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C h a p t e r  8

Communication strategy is about more than words. Deeds, images, and symbols are equally important. 
All need to be consistent in messaging.

Ensure Actions Support Messages
Actions should support rhetoric and message. Contradiction—planned or unanticipated—will undermine 
your credibility.

Example: Afghanistan. USAID promised that reconstruction in Afghanistan could proceed rapidly 
and effectively. Its failure to do so contradicted assurance that the United States could succeed in rebuild-
ing the country. Whether a shift to that goal around 2006 made sense is irrelevant to this topic. USAID 
wanted quick results in Afghanistan to show success, so it built schools and clinics, but failed to fund 
teachers and doctors. USAID funded a highway from Kabul to Kandahar, but failed to ensure it was 
built with a deep enough layer of asphalt to withstand snow; consequently, heavy snows and subse-
quent melts washed away parts of the road. The gap between promise and accomplishment eroded the 
credibility of a strategy intended to show that U.S. efforts were improving the quality of life for people.1 

General McChrystal found that Afghan leaders desired commitment more than additional troops. 
They lacked faith in their own government and had a “primal fear” of abandonment.2 Going to Helmand 
Province, General McChrystal described a key meeting with Marjah elders who had come to discuss the 
impending operation; they wanted to avoid civilian casualties and to clean out corrupt police and offi-
cials. “Finally, if you come, you must stay. If you don’t, the Taliban will return and we will all be killed,” 
they told McChrystal.3 General McChrystal reassured them, “Your conditions represent our intentions 
for this operation.” The general later wrote: “And they did.”4 Doubtless McChrystal was sincere, yet the 
situation raises a serious question: How could commitment square with the U.S. withdrawal of most 
troops by 2014? One can understand the elders’ concerns. The Taliban has been ruthless in killing allies or 
collaborators of the government or U.S./ISAF forces. The question was not resolved well in Afghanistan. 

DOS AND DON’TS IN ACTIONS AND MESSAGING
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Lesson: failure to maintain commitments, 
especially where they affect the lives and 
deaths of people, will shred credibility. Jour-
nalist Ann Jones, who was embedded with 
U.S. troops in Afghanistan, argues that many 
Afghans became deeply hostile over the per-
ception of broken promises about aid, civilian 
casualties, and a corrupt Afghan govern-
ment.5 
Example: Iraq, 1975, and Operation Desert 

Storm. As U.S. secretary of state, Henry Kissinger 
colluded with the former shah of Iran to encour-
age the Kurds to rise up in Iraq against Saddam 
Hussein and channeled $15 million to their fight 
for self-determination. But when Iran and Iraq re-
solved a border dispute, Saddam yanked his sup-
port and then launched a ruthless campaign to 
crush the Kurds. Kissinger pithily advised a con-
gressional committee: “Covert action should not be 
confused with missionary work.”6 Americans have 
short memories, but people in countries affected by 
American actions have long ones. The Iraqis, nota-
bly the Shiites, remembered the failure of American 
forces to support them when these forces stood by 
as the Shiites rose up against Saddam after Oper-
ation Desert Storm only to be slaughtered by his 
forces while U.S. forces failed to provide support. 
One should not be surprised that many Iraqi Shiites 
are skeptical about trusting the United States 

Example: Syria, 2019. Once again, the Kurds feel 
threatened by the potential desertion of U.S. troops 
with whom they fought against ISIS and whose 
support has been vital to inflicting battlefield de-
feats on the terrorist movement. As this book goes 
to press, the Kurds will look back on what they 
view as Kissinger’s betrayal and contemplate 
whether in 2019, a U.S. draw-down from Syria will 
expose their 60,000 fighters, who aligned with this 
country, to an onslaught from Turkey.7

Know Your Weak Points and Vulnerabilities  
Can communication strategy make a real difference? 
Bing West argues in The Wrong War that the political 
and cultural dynamics of Afghanistan rendered the 
war unwinnable for U.S. strategies.8 Others sharply 
dispute West’s views about that doctrine. This book 
is not the venue to resolve the debate, however the 
question West poses is real: Is success for an opera-
tion or conflict plausible or worth the cost?9

As you evaluate an area of operations and form 
a communication strategy, remember to: 

• Watch out for gaffes. Ambassador Karl 
Eikenberry made a district visit and 
walked past the district governor, him-
self a former convicted criminal who 
had done time in a German prison for 
attempting to murder his stepson, and 
embraced a former police chief whom 
locals viewed as a corrupt pedophile. 
Rajiv Chandrasekaran said, “Marjah resi-
dents couldn’t understand what message 
the top American diplomat in Afghani-
stan was trying to send them.”10

• Be cognizant of local leader agendas. 
Local leaders pushing their own agendas 
will play off different parts of the U.S. 
government to promote their interests at 
American expense. In Afghanistan, many 
U.S. officials wanted to crack down on 
corrupt leaders, such as Ahmed Wali 
Karzai, who stymied officials by lever-
aging relationships with the military or 
other parts of the U.S. government.11 As 
the U.S. Army’s 82d Airborne Division 
entered Iraq in 2003, it reached out to local 
leaders in an effort to find allies. Under-
standing who had influence and their 
agendas proved very challenging.12 Key 
leader engagement (KLE) is important 



to information operations. Competent 
preparation for these encounters is almost 
as important as following up the impact 
of the meetings in affecting action.

Know Your Strengths  
and How to Leverage Them
Recognize and understand what assets you possess 
to forge and execute a communication strategy. 
Such assets can include people, channels, equip-
ment, and affiliated influence. 

Realistically assess your credibility among the 
target audience you are attempting to persuade. 
Credibility flows from developing an image that 
resonates positively with a target audience. Partly 
that is about capturing and holding the moral high 
ground. One cannot overstress the importance of 
communicating moral strength. No one illustrated 
that better than President Roosevelt, for whom—
as historian Nigel Hamilton records in his superb 
study of Roosevelt’s presidential decision making—
the moral basis for a coalition that brought together 
as many allies as possible was vital to ensuring 
unity at home and among allies. He consistently 
invoked morality as a fundamental rationale for 
the Allied effort and drew that as a key distinction 
between what the Allies and the Axis fought for.13 

Partly, it is about explaining who you are, what 
you are doing, why you are doing something, and 
what it means to a target audience. Image is about 
far more than slogans, slick photographs, or great 
media. It is about communicating with target audi-
ences a strong sense of integrity about yourself and 
your cause.

Apply the cultural knowledge you developed in 
selecting which strengths to emphasize. Have a re-
alistic assessment of what you are capable of doing 
to build credibility and the available options that 
strengthen your position.

Example: Barack Obama’s 2012 U.S. presiden-
tial campaign. Obama had the power of incum-
bency and thus the tools of the presidency to raise 
money, create headlines, get a message out, and 
to drive that message. Obama’s use of paid me-
dia returned marginal dividends, but his uniquely 
sophisticated use of social media — especially 
Facebook —to identify and mobilize voters was 
unprecedented.14 The campaign drew from top 
minds in the private sector as well as political pro-
fessionals to forge its strategy. 

The Obama campaign monitored its voter con-
tact tactics to increase effectiveness. Political strat-
egist and voter contact expert Walter D. Clinton, 
who consulted for the campaign, said that “never 
in my 40 years’ experience have I seen this com-
bination of true grassroots techniques driven by 
modern technology. It made a decisive difference 
in mobilizing the president’s base constituency. 
It expanded and energized that base, and it suc-
ceeded, amid a very close election, in motivating 
voters who otherwise would have stayed home to 
get out and vote for the president.”15 

The carefully crafted — and well-tested —mes-
sages and repetitive contacts through multiple 
channels motivated people to vote and played a 
key role in helping the Obama campaign to gain 
three quarters of the billion dollars it raised from 
small donors contacted online. 

Example: 2003 Iraq War. In Iraq, the Coalition 
had access to major media, social media, and paid 
media. It capitalized on the rumor mill. It net-
worked extensively through engagement with lo-
cal and national leaders, following the precepts 
that General Petraeus set forth in his 14 observa-
tions on engagement there. The action steps he 
defined were integrated with Coalition commu-
nication strategy.16 The victory in the Second Bat-
tle of Fallujah and the success of the surge — even 
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though the longer-term political outcome in Iraq 
remains unresolved — emanated from adroit lever-
age of these strengths. 

• U.S. communication strategy acquires 
unique strength from support available 
through kinetic force. As seen above, 
this was crucial to inspiring enthusiasm 
among Iraqi soldiers as Operation al-Fajr 
was launched to take Fallujah back from 
insurgents.

• The United States achieved success in 
Operation Desert Storm by assembling 
a coalition of many nations. President 
George H. W. Bush capitalized on the 
perception that the United States was the 
world’s only superpower while seizing 
the moral high ground, posturing Amer-
ican forces as liberators fighting an 
evil tyrant, and communicating—and 
honoring—specific constraints on the 
strategic and tactical goals that the Coali-
tion would achieve. 

Precise, measured employment of integrated 
communication and kinetic strategy produced a 
brilliant achievement, marred only by the mistake 
in encouraging the Shiites to rise up without pro-
viding them support when Saddam Hussein un-
leashed a murderous assault against them. 

Lesson: do not encourage allies to act in the 
perception that you will support them unless 
you are prepared to do so.

Avoid Inflating Claims
Maintaining credibility is crucial to information 
operations. That requires avoiding statements or 
pronouncements that inflate the success of oper-
ations. Here are key examples that illustrate this 
precept.

Example: Vietnam. During the Vietnam War, 
the U.S. government constantly talked up the pros-
pects of success. U.S. Army commander General 
William C. Westmoreland claimed he could see the 
“light at the end of the tunnel.”17 The inflated claims 
came back to haunt President Johnson after the 1968 
Tet offensive, which prompted the nation’s presti-
gious news anchor, Walter Cronkite, to conclude 
that the time had come for the U.S. to get out of 
Vietnam. Cronkite called the war a draw and fate-
fully pronounced: “We have been too often disap-
pointed by the optimism of the American leaders, 
both in Vietnam and Washington, to have faith any 
longer in the silver linings they find in the darkest 
clouds.”18 Having inflated expectations, Westmore-
land and Johnson found their credibility shattered. 
Johnson was forced to abandon ambitions for a 
second term.  

Military personnel, diplomats, politicians and 
journalists will long debate the merits and poten-
tial for winning that war. Yet, the irony of Cronkite’s 
pronouncement is that Tet produced a stunning 
victory. But it was reported as a debacle. The impact 
on public opinion and loss of public support for the 
war is hard to overstate.

Our military was understandably frustrated. 
Initially caught off-guard, the U.S. military recov-
ered swiftly and dealt the enemy a devastating 
blow.19 Yet, while a military defeat, information 
aspects made Tet a huge political victory. A key 
Communist objective had been to persuade Amer-
icans that the war was not winnable; Communists 
achieved that goal.20 

Tet provided a keen lesson for General David 
Petraeus, an avid student of military history. 
Taking command in Iraq in 2007, he downplayed 
expectations while executing a brilliant kinetic 
and communication strategy that reversed a mili-
tary situation.21 General Stanley McChrystal was 
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equally careful when taking command in Afghan-
istan. Both commanders understood that winning 
involved hard fighting, and in no small measure 
depended on how audiences judge events. They 
recognized the impact of perceptions and commu-
nication strategy in shaping or changing behavior.

Example: Afghanistan. An operation in the 
Taliban stronghold of Marjah, Operation Moshtarak 
(together in the Afghan Dari dialect), launched by 
U.S. Marines and ISAF forces was ballyhooed as 
a model for future success and a new beginning 
in Afghanistan, winning the hearts and minds of 
Afghans. General McChrystal declared, “We’ve got 
a government in a box, ready to roll in.”22

But Marjah proved painstaking and difficult. 
Some viewed the operation a failure, others saw it 
as a draw, while still others branded it a misleading 
exercise in media hype and misinformation.23 
Marjah consisted of farmers’ homes and markets 
in an agricultural area. The Associated Press pub-
lished an article stating that “ ‘Marine comman-
ders’ . . . expected 400 to 1,000 insurgents to be 
‘holed up’ in the ‘southern Afghan town of 80,000 
people,’ ” and that Marjah was “the ‘linchpin of 
the militants’ logistical and opium-smuggling net-
work.’ ” ABC News characterized the place as the 
“city of Marjah” and heavily populated.24 Expecta-
tions were quickly frustrated. Finding mixed suc-
cess, Jamestown Foundation expert Michael Innes 
wrote that “perhaps most frustrating for many 
observers is the manner in which political pressures 
have apparently skewed expectations of progress,” 
with the definition of success shaped by “require-
ments set in the political capitals of NATO member 
states.”25

When General McChrystal shifted focus to Kan-
dahar, he recognized that expectations for Marjah 
had been unrealistic. His communication strategy 
for Kandahar wisely lowered expectations.26

Project Confidence
Ensure that you clearly communicate that you 
know what you are doing and will prevail. If tar-
get audiences — as well as partners, allies, and 
your own people — do not believe you will win, 
chances are good that you will fail. Great commu-
nication strategists exhibit imagination, boldness, 
and a willingness to take risks. Confidence is man-
ifested in confluent ways:

• A clearly-stated, easily understood sto-
ry, narrative, theme, and message. Con-
fusion or lack of clarity suggests you do 
not know what you are doing or lack the 
confidence that an operation or campaign 
will succeed. 

• Message discipline. One of the most 
difficult things in campaigns or opera-
tions to do well is maintain message dis-
cipline. That means ensuring that actions 
and messages, whether communicated 
through language or other means, remain 
consistent and mutually supportive.

• Accessibility to media. You do not need 
to explain strategy or tactics to the media. 
Doing so may not be prudent. However, 
the media will cover events; that is its job. 
It is critical that you get out the points 
that define your message and drive them. 
Hiding from the media suggests lack of 
confidence and is likely to inspire stories 
that a strategy is beset with problems. 

• Accessibility to partners and allies. They 
want to know what you are doing, how, 
why, and what it means to them. Staying 
ahead of the curve in engaging with them 
shows confidence and is more likely to 
inspire their support and cooperation.

• Communication with your own team, 
from top to bottom. People need to un-
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derstand a commander’s intent and how 
a strategy, plan, and operation execute 
that intent. 

• Decisive action consistent with mes-
saging. Backing up communication with 
decisive action that supports a message 
makes it meaningful, gives it teeth, and 
reinforces your trustworthiness.

• Competent, confident, and accessible 
leaders. Providing visible leadership 
from commanders and spokespersons 
that exude leadership in appearance, 
posture, voice, composure, expression, 
and action.

Example: Winston Churchill. Churchill stands 
out for his ability to use communication to define 
his leadership and the cause for which he stood. 
He took office as prime minister at age 65 af-
ter having been a public figure for decades. His 
speeches were immaculately crafted on note cards 
and carefully thought through before he delivered 
them. Every speech aimed to shape the public’s 
mood or attitude toward a subject. Everything 
about the way he presented himself was master-
fully calculated for effect. His command of lan-
guage and projection of strength and resiliency 
gave voice to an entire nation during its darkest 
hours. Churchill’s message that England would 
not give in but would stand, fight, and prevail 
was clear, uncompromising, and exuded the confi-
dence of the resolute.27

Example: John F. Kennedy. Kennedy had a 
knack for compartmentalizing his private and 
public life. Historians such as British journalist 
Henry J. Farlie and Frederick Kempe have criti-
cized his leadership.28 Still, as a public figure, 
Kennedy transformed the American political land-
scape. His formidable communication skills and 
style changed expectations for American lead-

ers at home and abroad. His inspiring speech in 
Berlin in 1963 exuded command and confidence, 
illustrated the power of speech in projecting resil-
ience and strength, and reminds us what Amer-
ican values and strong leadership mean to those 
for whom freedom is about life and death.29 In 
a modern era of cynical skepticism, Kennedy’s 
speech reminds us of how well the right U.S. lead-
ership, communicated in vivid, concrete, relevant 
language that specifically addresses the concerns 
and sentiments of an audience, can resonate.

Example: Ronald Reagan. After his near- 
assassination, President Ronald Reagan’s poise, 
grace, and wit restored confidence to a shaken 
nation. Few understood how close death had come. 
His charisma shined during his two most famous 
speeches: Normandy, where he praised the heroes 
of Operation Overlord while calling for a strong 
Atlantic alliance against Communism; and his 
1986 eulogy to the seven Challenger astronauts.30 
Author, journalist, and presidential speechwriter 
Peggy Noonan wrote both of these elegant speeches, 
but Reagan’s vibrancy, conviction, and confidence 
brought them to life and forged a connection with 
his auditors. Reagan pursued a broad strategy of 
projecting strength, calm, resolution, and vision 
in efforts to strengthen the United States, revive 
confidence after the failed presidency of the Carter 
administration, and defeat Communism. As with 
Churchill and Kennedy, Reagan spoke not merely 
for himself. Each gave powerful voice to the feelings 
and emotions of their citizens. 

Example: Julius Caesar. Historically, no leader 
has exceeded Caesar’s skills at communication 
strategy on or off the battlefield, despite the fact 
that his final accession to power blinded him to 
ground realities and led to his assassination. As a 
commander, Caesar experienced the same hardships 
as his troops.31 He led from the front in tough bat-
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tles against formidable opponents and shared the 
profit of plunder with his men, who acclaimed him 
imperator (commander).32 Many celebrated examples 
define his leadership and communication strategy. 

It bears stressing: as with many great leaders, 
Caesar’s effectiveness as a communicator and in 
forging communication strategy flowed from his 
strength and character. He was conscious of his 
image. Historian Adrian Goldsworthy notes that 
images of Caesar on busts or coins “radiate power, 
experience and monumental self-confidence, and at 
least hint at the force of personality of the man.”33

Unlike Napoleon, who never faced a general 
equal to his ability when he was on his game, 
Caesar confronted several capable leaders, includ-
ing Pompey the Great, who was widely viewed 
as the outstanding military leader of the day; his 
immensely able chief deputy Titus Labienus, who 
defected to Pompey after both fell out with Caesar; 
and the charismatic Gallic chieftain Vercingetorix.34 

Caesar’s career is full of telling examples. In his 
first major battle in Gaul against the Helvetii, he 
confronted a superior force that had proven itself 
by defeating German tribes in different battles. Not 
surprisingly, this formidable adversary inspired 
anxiety. Caesar needed to keep his troops calm and 
stiffen their resolve. He adopted a simple strategy 
to communicate his own resolve and courage and to 
inspire his legions. He sent his horse away to signal 
that he would fight on foot alongside every soldier, 
exposing himself to the same danger, and delivered 
a speech that roused his men to action. This was 
even more significant than it might seem. Sueto-
nius records that Caesar rode a “very remarkable 
horse, with feet almost like those of a man, the hoofs 
being divided in such a manner as to have some 
resemblance to toes . . . and the soothsayers having 
interpreted these circumstances into an omen that its 
owner would be master of the world.”35 The horse, 

historian Philip Freeman says, “adored Caesar and 
would not allow anyone else to ride it.”36

In thinking about information strategy, Caesar 
was always conscious of the need to communicate 
clearly with troops under his command or, in those 
chaotic days of the Roman Republic, the voters 
whose support he sought. He used his commen-
taries and medals to gain visibility and credibility. 
He understood the importance of communication 
strategy. He was an excellent strategist and he exe-
cuted strategy adroitly.37

Be Creative—Especially  
with Younger Audiences
The differences among audiences of various ages re-
quire that you gear messages differently for differ-
ent generations. Young audiences reject hard sales 
pitches or lectures. The U.S. military is infamous 
for its almost liturgical reverence for PowerPoint 
presentations. Its “just the facts, ma’am” approach 
to dealing with the media resonates haphazardly. 

Younger audiences seek to engage and to in-
teract—with one another as well as with you. As 
author Clay Shirky pointed out in Here Comes Ev-
erybody, technology has triggered the emergence of 
new social media and fundamentally altered the 
way that young audiences communicate and think 
about communicating.38 It is now a two-way street. 
Newspapers, radio, and television were one-way 
communication: one party communicating a mes-
sage to many. Letters, facsimiles, and telephones 
are one-to-one direct communication technologies, 
which paved the way for interactive engagement 
using social media.

U.S. politics offers a striking example of how 
the generational divide affects this equation. When 
it came to reaching the crucial 18- to 29-year-old 
demographic, the 2012 Barack Obama presiden-
tial campaign came to a startling realization: that 
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fully 50 percent of its targets in this key demo-
graphic proved unreachable by telephone, a tradi-
tional method of direct voter contact. However, 85 
percent of them were friends with an Obama 2012 
campaign supporter who was also a Facebook 
app user. The Obama campaign responded by 
launching “targeted sharing” to Facebook friends 
who were voters in swing states. The campaign 
contacted 600,000 people, who in turn reached 5 
million voters. Twenty percent of those 5 million 
took some action, such as registering to vote.39 

Few nations are as wired as the United States. 
Internet usage abroad is limited, but it is rapidly 
growing. The impact of internet usage was mani-
fest in the Egyptian and Tunisian revolutions. All 
sides in the Syrian Civil War—the world’s first true 
cyberwar—use the internet and cellular technology 
extensively for strategy, operations, tactics, commu-
nication, and command and control. Younger gener-
ations, even in less affluent countries, connect on 
the internet or social media through smart phones. 

Jack Guy has advised top military leaders exten-
sively in Afghanistan. He notes that in a nation of 
30 million people, there are more than 16 million 
mobile phones, supported by four major mobile 
phone purveyors. Mobile phones are the fastest 
growing industry in the country. The impact of this 
technology on the economy as well as on youth, 
who are networked globally, has proven essential 
in keeping the Kabul government alive.40

One sees this shift toward engagement in 
commercial marketing. Consumer and business 
buyers, notes author Shama Kabani, want to make 
up their own minds about what they need. The key 
to selling is to engage with consumers and help 
them search for and find the answers they want.41 
Commercial marketing differs from political and 
national security communication strategy in many 
ways, but on this point the parallel is real.

News media that capitalizes on the tools of 
the internet enables many to communicate with 
many in real time. This evolution has dramatically 
reshaped the social and political dynamics that 
define the environments in which communication 
strategy is forged and executed.

Two prominent strategies that eschewed tradi-
tional media and capitalized on new media illus-
trate the broader precept.

Example: Egypt. The 2011 Arab Spring uprisings 
in Egypt were engineered by a group of young, 
tech-savvy individuals who had grown weary 
of Hosni Mubarak’s repressive political system 
rooted in “force and favors.” Upheaval in Tunisia 
had forced President Zine al-Abidine Ben Ali to flee 
on 14 January 2011 in the wake of mass popular 
protests.42 Revolution erupted in Egypt on 25 
January 2011 as thousands protested the Mubarak 
regime.43 

But the revolution really began several years 
before, on 23 March 2008, when young Egyptian 
activists calling themselves the April 6 Youth Move-
ment launched a Facebook page to support a textile 
workers’ strike. Within a few weeks, 70,000 indi-
viduals had joined the call for strikes. Three years 
later, the organizers were ready to move against 
Mubarak’s regime. They forged a strategy to over-
come state security tactics traditionally employed 
to preempt protests by organizing cells of 30 – 50 
activists. Each would group in a preselected spot 
in Cairo. Each cell had a single person to direct 
members to the main rendezvous point. A viral 
video featuring Egyptian activist Asmaa Mahfouz 
told the youth: “Don’t be afraid of the govern-
ment.”44 

That was critical: once demonstrators got over 
fears about the government and its security appa-
ratus, the revolution moved forward. Protes-
tors in Ukraine, the Philippines, and elsewhere 
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had used social media for command and control 
and to provide protestors information to evade 
security points. But the Tahrir Square protests 
were a triumph of information strategy. The 
strategy tapped into deep resentment against the 
regime; employed interactive social media tools 
like Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter to provide 
information and direction; and combined with 
satellite television broadcast from Al Jazeera to 
achieve a critical mass that forced the army to 
stage an unstated coup that ousted Mubarak.45 

The Egyptian regime, led by the late President 
Mohamed Morsi and controlled by the Muslim 
Brotherhood, proved to be just as or more author-
itarian than Mubarak’s, but in ousting the prior 
regime, the April 6 Movement’s leadership showed 
that while improvising in an atmosphere of uncer-
tainty and heightened tension, a cohesive commu-
nication strategy can mobilize a population and 
more or less peacefully oust a regime. The leaders 
creatively used their tools to change behavior and 
got results.

Future engagements and conflicts seem less 
likely to entail all-out war, such as in Iraq or Af-
ghanistan. Look instead for asymmetrical engage-
ments that entwine information strategies and 
tactics in dealing with repressive state regimes or 
armed adversaries. 

Key Lessons: 
• Strategy needs to creatively determine 

what channels your audiences are tuning 
into, or you will miss the opportunity to 
reach them; and

• New tools of social media have trans-
formed the way people communicate. 
Instead of top-down communication 
through vertical hierarchies of command 
and control, knowledge is increasingly 
shared horizontally and democratically. 

Everyone — within specific target audiences —
can have a say in the discourse. Yes, state moni-
toring can penetrate veils of anonymity. Still, the 
internet facilitates anonymous discourse, which 
expands the sources and diversity of discourse. It 
also lessens control over accuracy of the informa-
tion communicated, opening discourse to accidental 
or deliberate misinformation. This transformation 
in how and through what channels information is 
distributed places a premium on creative thinking.

Example: Syria. The Syrian Civil War is compli-
cated and a detailed analysis lies beyond the scope 
of this book. What is relevant is that both the regime 
and the rebels have capitalized imaginatively on 
social media to achieve confluent goals: 

• Communicating narrative, story, mes-
sage, and themes to Syrian and interna-
tional audiences; 

• Collecting information and intelligence, 
including through cyber hacking; 

• Disrupting adversary communication 
and tactics;

• Gaining momentum while slowing down 
that of the opposition; 

• Pumping up morale by communicating 
success; and

• Establishing command and control. 
Key lesson: This bloody conflict demonstrates 

that technology is an enabler of, but not a substitute 
for, thinking and smart ideas.

Example: Hong Kong, 2019. As this is written, 
protests occurring in Hong Kong illustrate two sides 
of information warfare. Protestors seek autonomy 
from authoritarian rule in Beijing while mainland 
China seeks to repress dissent. Each has employed 
different tactics of information warfare to achieve 
its desired end state. 

China makes extensive use of surveillance tech-
nology. Young people have led the protests, which 
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started out as a rejection of a proposed extradition 
law that would allow suspects to be sent to China 
for trial. Protestors have shown pluck and ingenu-
ity in safeguarding their identities from potential 
retaliation by authorities who employ mass data 
collection, thousands of security cameras, television 
news footage, and sophisticated facial recognition 
technology. Chinese authorities have used facial rec-
ognition technology to log more than 6.7 million 
coordinates of the movement by individuals within 
a span of 24 hours. Authorities have a tool that cap-
tures and analyzes body shapes and how people 
walk to identify individuals.46 

In the meantime, China is waging a disinfor-
mation war against the protestors, portraying to 
mainland Chinese and the world images of police 
violence as emanating from protestors. State tele-
vision showed an image of a woman counting out 
cash on a Hong Kong sidewalk—implying that the 
protestors are paid provocateurs. China’s strategic 
goal is to provoke nationalist and anti–Western 
sentiment. It uses state and social media, distorting 
the context of images and videos, to communicate 
its message that the demonstrators are a portent of 
terrorism.47 

Despite its aggressive tactics, China’s handling of 
Hong Kong reveals the flaws in its heavy-handed 
approach. Its campaign appears to be backfiring. 
The state news agency Xinhua and the tabloid Global 
Times resorted to adopting cultural revolution rhet-
oric in characterizing protestors as a “ ‘Gang of 
Four’ endangering Hong Kong.” But arguing that 
the protests are ignited by malign external forces 
is undercutting Chinese diplomacy abroad. Twitter 
and Facebook terminated hundreds of accounts that 
appeared to be part of a “coordinated state-backed 
operation” seeking to sow discord in Hong Kong.48

Protestors cover their faces with masks. They 
decline to give names. They purchase single-trip 

train tickets with cash rather than using their stored-
value electronic cash cards that forward information 
on travel and locations to a central repository.49 They 
have deleted all of their Chinese phone applica-
tions, such as WeChat, Aipay, and the shopping app 
Taobao. They use virtual private networks (VPNs) 
on smartphones to use with the secure messaging 
app Telegram to hide from cyber monitors. They 
use only secure digital messaging apps and have 
gone completely analog in movements. They take 
no selfies or photographs of the chaos. While well- 
coordinated, the protestors remain intentionally 
leaderless. They share protest tips and security 
measures with people they had met just hours before. 
They use Telegram to plan meet-ups, and change 
user names on the app so that it sounds nothing like 
their actual names. They change the phone number 
associated with the app. They use SIM cards without 
a contract. They avoid snapping close-up images, 
limiting photography to wide shots.50

How the protests and Beijing’s response play out 
may provide insight into opportunities for turning 
China’s Three Warfares concept, discussed in chapter 
12, against it, to undercut its efforts to strengthen 
global credibility as part of its 2049 plan to make 
China the world’s dominant state.

Capitalize on Your Resources
Understanding what resources are available to a 
campaign and when to use these resources is inte-
gral to success. Resources do not refer solely to 
money. Human resources are just as critical as finan-
cial resources; it is human capabilities, suitability to 
meet the requirements of a campaign, enthusiasm, 
morale, confidence, and energy that form the team 
and support elements that develop and execute a 
winning strategy.

There is almost never enough time, money, or 
human resources to do everything a mission or plan 
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requires. The test for developing a worthy strategy 
is not whether you can be creative or effective at 
any cost; it is whether you can devise a workable 
strategy within the limits imposed, internally 
(within a command), or externally (by events or an 
adversary). If a mission requires meeting a certain 
threshold that cannot realistically be reached, it is 
important to stand tall and say so. However, that 
does not ensure success, as illustrated by General 

James Conway and the Marines’ warning to Paul 
Bremer and Lieutenant General Sanchez that the 
battleground for the First Battle of Fallujah lacked 
proper resources and preparation. Al-Qaeda won 
that battle. The problem, however, was corrected for 
the second battle, and the Coalition employed every 
available resource deemed necessary to prevail, 
which enabled Coalition forces to win.
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What channels are available to reach your intended audiences? Some audiences depend on television 
(e.g., those viewing Al Jazeera or Al Arabiya). Others prefer word of mouth (e.g., Somalia). Still oth-
ers have restricted access to the internet. Government censorship or filtering impacts how audiences 
receive information. This chapter provides an overview of social media—what it is, how it can and 
should be used, and when it can be an effective part of your communication strategy.   

Thomas Elkjer Nissen of the Royal Danish Defence College in Copenhagen has articulated the 
emerging role of social media in engagements and conflicts and how it is being weaponized.1 He 
demonstrates how, during the past 15 years, social network media has “become an integral part of the 
conflict environment” and progressed ever since Kosovo in 1999.2 It includes counterinsurgency cam-
paigns in Afghanistan and Iraq, conflicts between Israel and the Palestinians, and clashes in Lebanon, 
Afghanistan, Iraq, and Syria. Social media now plays an important role in the politics of nearly every 
nation, and its utility has been demonstrated by forces that represent democratic and authoritarian 
powers.3

As Rupert Smith pointed out, the internet has connected audiences globally, rendering every home 
with a television or computer a battlefield for control over the narrative.4 Journalist David Patrikarakos 
has offered excellent illustrations for how Palestinians and Israelis have employed Twitter to control 
the narrative, and in doing so, achieving international strategic effects.5 Retired Marine Corps colonel 
Thomas X. Hammes also wrote brilliantly about the impact of information warfare.6 In examining how 
social media has been weaponized, Nissen and others have defined many of its tactics and potential in 
influencing perceptions and opinions in the battlespace. As Nissen notes and David Kilcullen, former 
advisor to General David Petraeus, has pointed out, all of this occurs as the character of conflict has 
grown more urban, enabled by technology, and—by becoming more accessible to broad swaths of par-
ties — empowering. That is rendering war more about local power, money, and control.7 

INCLUDING SOCIAL MEDIA IN YOUR STRATEGY
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The bottom line is that social media networks 
play an increasingly pivotal role in contemporary 
conflicts. Regardless of the specific social media 
platform, they are “all online technologies and 
practices that people use to share content, opin-
ions, insights, experiences, perspectives, and 
media themselves.”8 

In the past few years, and notably since 2016, 
any analysis of the use of social media must 
account for the increasingly pervasive use of 
so-called fake news (i.e., propaganda) that has 
permeated much of the discourse about the use 
of social media. The intervention by Russia in the 
U.S. elections in 2016 has provided strong impetus 
and awareness of disinformation tactics.9 The 
increasing use of bots and fake accounts for social 
media posts complicates the challenge.10 The onset 
of artificial intelligence will further intensify the 
challenge.

A detailed discussion of social strategies and 
tactics lies beyond the scope of this book, but 
operators need to comprehend the utility of social 
media networks and technologies and how to 
capitalize on them, recognizing that they continue 
to rapidly evolve. 

Social Media: What Is It?
Social media refers to internet-hosted digital tools 
used for sharing and collaboratively creating 
information by individuals and communities.11 It 
empowers individuals to participate in dialogue.12 
A staggering 4.333 billion people in the world 
were active internet users as of July 2019, encom-
passing 56 percent of the global population.13 
While technical definitions of social media vary, 
most agree that it is online media whose primary 
purpose is reader/viewer cocreation or reader/
viewer interaction. This includes most blogs and 
all forums, microblogs (e.g., Twitter), discussion 

boards, websites, and sharing sites (e.g., YouTube, 
Pinterest, Instagram, Facebook). Any website that 
invites viewers to interact with the site and with 
other visitors falls into the broad definition of social 
media. 

Social media offers many benefits for individuals 
and organizations, but there are drawbacks. The 
ability to reach global audiences is both a blessing 
and a curse; it also enables the uninformed (and 
others) to widely propagate narratives that bear 
little relation to the truth, distorting debate and 
spreading misinformation.

Traditional media, whether print or digital, such 
as daily newspapers or television, offers a more 
tightly controlled information environment. It is a 
one-way street; information flows in one direction 
only, with publishers and broadcasters serving as 
gatekeepers to decide what is disseminated. Social 
media is a multidirectional highway, but one that 
lacks proper lanes, speed limits, and dead ends.    

Scholars Jennifer Aaker and Andy Smith label 
the successful use of social media the “Dragonfly 
Effect.” Their model is based on the mechanical 
functions of a dragonfly’s four wings. Each wing 
serves a different purpose, but they all must move 
in harmony. An effective social media communica-
tions campaign should emulate this. 

• Focus on a single, measurable goal.
• Grab attention—cut through the noise 

that clutters other social media chatter. 
• Hook the audience with a personal 

connection or higher emotion to engage 
an audience more fully.

• Take action that moves audiences from 
being listeners to team members. If 
you have a call-in number, make sure 
you have someone there to answer the 
phone who can do something with the 
call.14



The theory applies to military operations or 
strategy. All four components (wings) are vital to 
effective communication.

Difference from Traditional Media
Social media differs from traditional media in 
its interactive component and user-generated 
content. Social media comes in different forms, 
including blogs, microblogs, wikis, forums, 
podcasts, social networking sites, and virtual 
worlds.  

• Blogs are websites that allow users a 
venue for publishing their points of 
view, allowing readers to comment, 
and carrying on conversations using 
the commenting feature. This medium 
has become popular in target countries 
where media environments are tightly 
monitored and controlled.

• Microblogs are websites similar to blogs, 
but with user-generated content limited 
to 140 characters. This medium allows 
users to quickly and efficiently dissem-
inate information to large networks in 
short segments. Twitter is an example.

• Wikis are informal information sites that 
allow users to create and edit content 
on webpages. Wikipedia is the classic 
example.

• Forums are online discussion sites that 
often include reposting of traditional 
media content. Many forums are pass-
word protected or require registration 
to participate and/or view discussions. 

• Podcasts are online digital audio or 
video media files.

• Social networking sites such as MySpace 
and Facebook allow users to list inter-
ests and link to friends, sometimes 

annotating these links by designating 
trust levels or qualitative ratings for 
selected friends.

• Virtual worlds are computer-based 
simulated environments that allow 
users to socialize via online personali-
ties (avatars).

Social media generally reaches fewer people 
than well-circulated newspapers or magazines, 
but social media platforms are extremely dynamic. 
New topics constantly emerge and are readily 
overtaken by even newer topics. Different types of 
social media will rise and fall in popularity, making 
it challenging to maintain visibility of some sites 
and issues.15  

A Historic Geographic Shift
The global online population is shifting dramat-
ically and growing fast. Today about one-third 
of the world’s population is online.16 New users 
tend to be young and from the developing world. 
Nearly one-half the online population is under 
age 25. Users in the developing world increased 
from 44 percent to 62 percent from 2006 to 2011.17

The most striking shift  has come from 
burgeoning populations in the southern and 
eastern parts of the globe. In 2011, Atlantic and 
European populations accounted for only 35 
percent of online users. The Asia-Pacific region 
boasted 45 percent of users even though only 24 
percent of those populations had access to the 
internet.18  

Most of the new users will use mobile devices 
as 3G services spread throughout the Asia-Pacific 
region.19 Many developed nations there already 
boast a 90-percent penetration rate. Globally, there 
are 3.3 billion smartphone users in the world 
today, and 5.13 billion people have mobile devices 
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in 2019. There are nearly 9 billion mobile connec-
tions among a world population of 7.7 billion.20

Going Viral
Communication specialists deftly use social media 
outlets to propagate a narrative. You need to watch 
for the pitfalls of doing so. Those who obtain 
information through social media do not always 
distinguish between a trained communications 
expert and a novice blogger. When a story becomes 
popular online, it can spread like an uncontrolled 
virus and reach audiences beyond the world of 
social media. That is called going viral.

Narratives that go viral elude an obvious 
pattern. They vary in content and format. Some 
are video clips, texts, games, images, webpages, 
emails, or audio recording. Some are hilarious 
anecdotes of animal behavior, political mishaps, 
songs, or even online ads.

Using Social Media  
to Influence Target Audiences 
When does it make sense to use social media? It 
depends on the target audience. Those with limited 
access to the internet or heavily state-controlled 
internet usage may still find it is a key source for 

KEY SOCIAL MEDIA TYPES  

Social media is evolving, with new tools,  
services, and consumers: 
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• Blogs (WordPress, Blogger)

• Conversation applications  
(Facebook Messenger)

• Crowdsourcing (Tweetbrain,  
YahooAnswers)

• Discussion forums

• Gamification

• Geolocation

• Image content sharing services  
(Pinterest, Instagram)

• Microblogs (Twitter)

• Mobile calling (callwave)

• Multimedia

• News aggregators (digg)

• Photograph sharing (Flickr, Picasa)

• Podcasts

• Search (Google, Ask, Bing)

• Social bookmarking

• Social knowledge

• Social networking (Facebook,  
MySpace, LinkedIn) 

• Video sharing networks (YouTube)

• Virtual worlds (Second Life,  
Kaneva)

• Wikis (Wikipedia)



command and control, collecting or receiving infor-
mation or intelligence, surveillance, or reconnais-
sance. Rebels fighting Bashar al-Assad’s government 
found themselves in that position.

Where internet connectivity is more widespread, 
social media can be vital to reaching key decision 
makers. Social media can add depth, reach, and 
perspective to a campaign that use of traditional 
media sources cannot equal.   

Social media invites shorter texts. Language is 
often less formal and often grammatically deficient. 
That is not necessarily bad. In Twitterville, Shel Israel 
comments that “Twitter lets us behave online more 
closely to how we do in the tangible world.”21 David 
Patrikarakos has offered keen insights into how 
Twitter is reshaping conflict, empowering individ-
uals, and breaking down traditional barriers that 
existed when institutions acted as gateways to infor-
mation. The impact, for example, that a single Pales-
tinian tweeter, Farah Baker, had on shaping public 
perceptions was so strong that it sent the imagi-
native Israelis scrambling to match her messaging 
with their own ingenuity. In Ukraine, the power of 
Facebook has proven indispensable to marshalling 
support for anti-Russian forces.22

The internet can be weaponized to commu-
nicate a message through action. In 2015, Russia 
launched BlackEnergy, a malware program. It struck 
the power grids of the Ivano-Frankivsk region of 
western Ukraine, knocking out electrical grids 
during a cold period. Former FBI agent and social 
media expert Clint Watts accurately points out that 
such attacks sought to damage infrastructure and 
undermine Eastern European countries through 
humiliation and confusion. The actions communi-
cated a message about power and the price of oppo-
sition, and it inflicted harm.23

Understand how target audiences consume social 
media information and engage by using social 

media tools. Persuasive messaging must blend into 
the social media environment. Tone, language (e.g., 
colloquial speak), acceptable misspellings for short-
ening phrases (e.g., Twitter users’ preference), and 
the frequent inclusion of website links embedded in 
social media text are important.  

Watts has offered compelling insights into the use 
of weaponized social media that operators may have 
to contend with. Effective social media armies, he 
contends, consist of three types of accounts:

• Hecklers: these identify and drive wedge 
issues into target audiences, talking up 
online allies and arming them with 
propaganda that confirms audience 
member beliefs. They also target social 
media adversaries to arouse hostility 
against them. Hecklers, he says, do not 
hack computers. They hack minds. They 
seek to change audience perceptions on 
issues or personalities. They try to batter 
adversaries off social media.

• Honeypots: these aim to lure unsus-
pecting targets into engagement that 
may cause them to divulge location or 
personal information that forms valuable 
intelligence. This is the type of tactic that 
an enemy can be expected to use against 
soldiers. You might receive a Facebook 
message from an account that appears 
to belong to a gorgeous woman or hand-
some man. The profile image will seem 
real, but it may be an avatar—an artifi-
cially generated image. The account’s 
goal is to gain insights and intelligence. 

• Hackers: sometimes highly networked 
with honeypot accounts, these attackers 
may deliver malware to elicit valuable 
personal information. The danger that 
hacking or honeypots pose for field oper-
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ators is that if they can penetrate fire-
walls or overcome passwords and steal 
personal information, they may find a 
fact they can use to blackmail you.24 

Such tactics require commanders and opera-
tors to learn and apply basic lessons of cybersecu-
rity defenses, starting with password security and 
staying on the alert to guard against spearphishing—
getting tricked by attackers when receiving appar-
ently legitimate emails into giving away passwords 
or other personal or sensitive information.25

Bots present an increasing threat. German 
researchers concluded that bots are “capable of mas-
sively distributing propaganda in social and online 
media” and can be “partly responsible for election 
results.”26

Bots enable operators to flood voter perceptions 
with false or misleading assertions. They can over-
whelm the capacity of humans to respond. Aided 
by a coming era of artificial intelligence (AI), the 
dangers posed by bots will escalate. Foreign ser-
vice officer Matt Chessen has articulated the dan-
gers of a dystopian social media environment that 
this poses in his report The Madcom Future, which 
this book’s author recommends to every reader.27 
Chessen points out that soon enough, the image of 
a close friend you may see on your cell phone, tab-
let, or computer may be an avatar yet know more 
about you than any friend — or even you —know. 

The potential for use offensively and defensively 
in tactics and operations is enormous. It is vital for 
operators to learn how to use them tactically. Your 
cell phone or tablet is a mobile office, if used cor-
rectly. Just ensure that proper steps for encryption 
are taken to preserve security at rest, in transit, and 
at destination and that use of mobile devices or 
computers comports with the security guidelines 
that govern your operations. Never presume the 

adversary is less sophisticated than your side. ISIS 
demonstrated a high order, and state proxies or 
states aligned against us are supple, flexible, agile, 
and imaginative.

Social Media as an Intelligence Tool
Social media intelligence (SOCMINT) and open 
source intelligence (OSINT) are invaluable in devel-
oping situational awareness and strategy. For exam-
ple, tracking social unrest in social media channels 
provides key data points:

• What are the topics being discussed?  
• Who are the key messengers?
• Where are they spreading these mes-

sages?
• Are there discernible networks?
• How are they doing it?
• What is the reaction to these messages 

and messengers?
• Are there countermessages emerging?

Intelligence analysts and military operators can 
use social media analysis in a variety of ways to aid 
them in fulfilling their missions.

• Early detection and assessment of emerg-
ing issues

• Identification and tracking of key com-
munications by influential individuals, 
organizations, and their networks

• Analysis of recurring communications 
and messages and how they shape at-
titudes and behaviors to push perceiv-
ers to act

Social media enables you to monitor unofficial 
online dialogue. It helps detect emerging narra-
tives and key voices that have resonance, which can 
enable an intelligence analyst to track discourse on 
issues and key messages in open source media and 
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to apply emerging technology to assess the reso-
nance of each. It helps develop countermessaging 
and countermessengers. It enables you to help ana-
lyze an entire media campaign related to a military 
operation: editorials, authors, media type, etc.

Measuring how audiences are exposed to certain 
messaging—favorable or unfavorable to your mil-
itary strategy and desired outcome—aids in deter-
mining support or opposition to on-the-ground 
tactical military efforts.

Direction of Social Media
Technology is advancing what is possible in social 
media. Various platforms illustrate how the social 
media landscape is rapidly changing and affecting 
the capacity of parties to articulate story, narrative, 
theme, and message, as well as to recruit and mobi-
lize.28

• Twitter has acquired unprecedented in-
fluence. Diverse parties including ISIL, 
Israel, Palestine, Russia, and famously, 
President Donald J. Trump, have em-
ployed it extensively and demonstrat-
ed its impact.

• Facebook is closing in on the 2 billion- 
user mark each month. ISIS used it, 
YouTube, and Twitter extensively to 
intimidate enemies and to recruit, mobi-
lize, and drive its narratives.29 Yet, the 
example of Facebook shows how rap-
idly situations evolve. In late November 
2017, Facebook reported that it was suc-
cessfully removing 99 percent of content 
related to militant groups tied to the 
Islamic State and al-Qaeda, blunting 
their ability to exploit the platform.30 
Some have argued that Facebook appeals 
to older generations, but political cam-
paigns as well as violent extremist groups 

such as ISIS have made strong efforts to 
capitalize on it.

• YouTube is used by 1.3 billion people. 
About 300 hours of YouTube content 
are uploaded to the site every minute. 
Nearly 5 billion videos are watched on 
it every day. About 80 percent of those 
age 18 – 49 watch it, and 60 percent prefer 
online video platforms to live television.31

• Instagram enables you to post photo-
graphs with a caption. It is especially 
popular with younger audiences.

• Chirp is an enhanced shared media, 
offering a free, open-source tool for pro-
gramming amateur radio. 

• Flayvr is a photo and video sharing 
program. It is a gallery app that organizes 
photographs and videos into moments.

• Conversations is a tool to integrate social 
media and interoffice communications 
into business operations.

Emerging Technologies  
and Their Impact on Operations 
The internet and social media rank among key 
drivers that influence people around the world. 
They fuel emotions, shape perception, and pro-
vide understanding into what motivates and 
shapes behavior. Technology is enabling us to un-
derstand the emotional affinity between language 
and target audiences, and how language can be 
used to motivate audiences to act. This technology 
moves us beyond measuring sentiment—whether 
a party holds a favorable or unfavorable view to-
ward statements, ideas, or people—into under-
standing emotional triggers that can be integrated 
into strategy, operations, and tactics.

These drivers affect every country and culture. 
They affect messages articulated by influencers. 
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Emerging technologies are enabling us to help 
measure how influencers affect outcomes. The in-
formation derived can support

• Operational plans
• Current and emergent operations
• Strategic planning operational teams
• A better understanding of intelligence 

and enemy objectives
• Strategic appreciation of ground realities
• Commanders’ strategic planning process
• Understanding to help identify and 

counter adversarial story, narrative, 
themes, and message

• Measuring the impact of influencers and 
operations on target audiences

Emerging Capabilities
New automated technologies have had a dramatic 
effect on the collection of information and intelli-
gence.32

• Technology enables real-time search-
based capabilities on most social media 
outlets; adversary communications in 
print, broadcast, and online; image/
object data extraction; social network 
mapping; sentiment detection; automatic 
translation; and internet infrastructure 
monitoring.

• Social media collection includes custom 
drawing and indexing of sources on both 
the light web and dark web.33 

• Information can be collected on internet 
providers, domains, uniform resource 
identifiers (URI), and autonomous sys-
tem numbers (ASNs) for organizations 
and individuals, as well as on passive 
domain name systems (DNS). 

• Advanced machine learning algorithms 
and natural language processing tech-

nology can help measure emotions 
and motivations. It can ingest any text 
content: emails, instant messages, social 
media, online news, print newspapers, 
and television and radio broadcasts. It 
can analyze audience response within 
minutes.

• Technology can be used to measure the 
effectiveness of messaging on target 
audiences; rank the persuasive influ-
ence of individual groups on specific 
subjects; and identify extremists not in 
contact with known radicals, foreign ter-
rorist organizations, or criminal organi-
zations.

• Technology enables advance warning of 
social unrest disruptions.

The ideal technology would enable measuring 
the persuasive impact on audiences in any medium. 
Changes in an individual’s emotional response to 
events, messages, or people can be important securi-
ty indicators. Gathering metrics that enable analysts 
to establish an individual’s emotional baselines and 
to receive alerts when those emotions depart signifi-
cantly from the norm is important. Such technology 
uses emotional metrics that correlate strongly with 
the likelihood of violent action. Certain emotional 
affinity scores correlate strongly, for example, with 
the recruitment into violent extremist organizations. 

The approach employs four vectors. Rooted in 
the science of Plutchik’s Wheel of Emotions, two 
are emotional: grief to ecstasy and loathing to admi-
ration. Two are motivational, observes George Bee-
be, a leading former social media analytics expert 
with the CIA: apathy to attention and calm to panic.34 
The intersection of emotional and motivational re-
sponses generates inclination toward behavior and 
changes in that behavior.35
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Changing Communication Response Times 
The speed at which information is put out and the 
need to respond affects the pace at which military 
commanders must respond in real-time. That has 
changed the way communication strategy must be 
thought through and executed.

Social media amplifies the widespread inten-
tional use of disinformation. Misdirection is not new. 
What is new is the proliferation of disinformation 
unwittingly by online users who trust their social 
media networks and aid in the widespread dissem-
ination of false information.

Afghanistan-based Taliban elements have used 
social media outlets to spread disinformation. 
Through Facebook and Twitter, Taliban members 
have used social media for recruitment and to spread 
false or misleading information. In 2012, NATO 
forces voiced concern about keeping pace with the 
Taliban’s use of social media, which outpaces that 
of NATO and U.S. forces in the information warfare 
campaign.36  

Countering anticipated disinformation cam-
paigns in social media must form part of your com-
munication strategy.

1. Be prepared to disseminate countermessages 
through preidentified online supporters. 

2. Assess the damage. How far has the disinfor-
mation spread, for example, beyond online 
media into traditional channels?  

3. Assess the strength of your message against 
the disinformation through the use of mon-
itoring tools. Whose narrative is dominant: 
yours or the enemy’s?

4. Recognize lessons from any disinformation 
campaign to plan ahead in future campaigns.

Tactically Using Social Media 
Social media is a game changer. Using it well may 
spell the difference between victory and defeat for 

an operation. Small Wars Journal author Jeff Gilmore 
raise key points regarding the power and value of 
social media as it impacts several feared dictators:

1. Dictators live in fear of the power that is rep-
resented by social media:
• China and Iran banned certain social 

media sites (e.g., Facebook) due to 
loss of information control.

• If social media scares these estab-
lished forces, why does the U.S. 
military not more fully invest in em-
bracing the power of social media 
tools?37

2. Nonprofit organizations and cause-driven 
entities flood the system with core messag-
es and track the receptivity to their online 
themes, adjusting as necessary.38   
• Militaries can draw a lesson from 

their work. Anticipating counter-
strategy messaging is one part of the 
solution. A second is having the ca-
pacity to nimbly respond in a social 
media environment with core mes-
saging, using effective messengers 
without bottleneck delays in the ap-
proving authority channels. Close 
coordination with public affairs can 
help ensure this is achieved.

Examples of Military Application  
of Social Media Outlets
Social media users have used such channels as a 
personal outlet for commenting or venting, not 
fully appreciating the potential impact their com-
ments or postings could have.  

In Abbottabad, Pakistan, in early May 2010, 
a computer programmer began tweeting about 
the noisy helicopter above his quiet town. This 
tweeter, Sohaib Athar, was unknowingly tweet-
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ing live accounts of the takedown of Osama bin 
Laden. His simple tweets describing a helicopter 
above Abbottabad at 0200 quickly generated more 
than 14,000 followers.39 The tweets captured an in-
nocent blogger’s curiosity about the purpose and 
ownership of the helicopters.  

Militaries have used social media to help man-
age wartime public perception. The Israel Defense 
Forces (IDF) launched a media campaign follow-
ing its November 2012 military operation in Gaza: 
Pillar of Defense. It included a constant stream of 
updated postings on Facebook, Twitter, and You-
Tube during Israeli airstrikes. Israel used these 
outlets to promote its cause and generate support. 
One Twitter account, @IDFSpokesperson, urged 
followers to retweet its core message if they sup-
ported the Israeli airstrikes. The IDF used a sim-
ilar tactic with Facebook, requesting viewers to 
share a flier-style image with other friends to sig-
nify support for Israeli actions.40

Hamas responded with its own Twitter mes-
saging. User @AlqassamBrigade declared, “Our 
blessed hands will reach your leaders and soldiers 
wherever they are.”41 This message was less about 
influencing social media consumers than making 
a threat against Israeli military action. 

In Ukraine, David Patrikarakos described how 
anti-Russian Ukrainian civilians used Facebook 
to recruit volunteers and supply its forces against 
pro-Russian forces and Russian troops.42 The suc-
cess of Egyptian protestors in igniting the Arab 
Spring by using Facebook to organize and demon-
strate was political, but the flexibility and agility 
of the tool offers a lesson for operators.43

Weaponized social media is already playing a 
pivotal role in engagements. Its potential is grow-
ing and evolving. Operators and commanders 
need to understand how adversaries use it and 
how to capitalize on its potential to advance their 
own strategies, operations, and tactics.
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Information warfare and communication strategy must consider how dramatically the information 
environment has changed during just the past five years—and how it seems likely to change during 
the next five to 15 years. These changes are confluent and affect one another.1 The 2018 National Defense 
Strategy recognizes that “rapid technological change” is impacting an “increasingly complex security 
environment.”2 

Demographic Changes
Most countries are experiencing major cultural changes that are reshaping their political environment. 
In the United States, the demographics and ethnicity of the voting public have shifted—and will con-
tinue to do so — with the influx of Latin Americans. Two of every five babies born in this country today 
are Latino. We saw the impact of ethnic and generation delineation in the 2012 elections. Upheavals 
also are affecting other nations. Younger generations drove the Arab Spring, which reconfigured the 
political dynamics in North Africa and the Middle East. Japanese and Russian populations are aging, 
a shift that may seem to have no immediate impact but offers longer-term consequences. Asian nations 
teem with younger generations who see their future differently than their parents did; they hold differ-
ent worldviews and expectations. Information strategy, at a strategic or tactical level, must account for 
the impacts of these changes.

Cultural Change
Understanding a culture (cultural awareness) is vital, but a key element in that understanding lies in 
grasping that change is occurring and in recognizing the nature of the changes, as well as how these 
are reshaping the environment for any communication strategy. Consider social gatherings in the Unit-
ed States. Compared to a decade ago, one is more likely to see same-sex partners than someone lighting 
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up a cigarette. One can argue, as Joseph Gaylord 
does, that U.S. culture today has grown coarser in 
the language that individuals use with one anoth-
er. His insight certainly holds true if one examines 
mass entertainment, such as the lyrics to music 
or film and television. In Afghanistan, champi-
ons of success claim that civil society is emerging 
as vibrant and viable, demanding transparen-
cy in government, respect for the rights of wom-
en, competency, and integrity.3 Whether one views 
this as a cultural or political change, to the extent 
the assertion is valid, it represents a different envi-
ronment for communication strategy.4

Political Change 
The efforts of the United States and its allies to 
counter violent extremism, the threat of which con-
tinues to mutate and evolve, requires new strat-
egies. Al-Qaeda has surfaced as a more urgent 
threat in Mali and Sahel nations in Africa. The Arab 
Spring is causing major shifts in North Africa and 
the Middle East. The conflict in Afghanistan, up-
heaval in Pakistan, concerns about Iran’s aggressive 
foreign policy, and the emergence of India and Chi-
na in new ways onto the world stage are reshaping 
the political environments in their regions. 

Colombia offered a dramatic example of how a 
single political event could reshape the political en-
vironment of a country. Oscar Morales watched a 
news report that portrayed the brutal treatment of 
hostages by the rebel group Revolutionary Armed 
Forces of Colombia (FARC), especially the story 
of a baby born in captivity to a woman it had kid-
napped. Morales created a Facebook group called 
One Million Voices against FARC with the mes-
sage “No more kidnapping, no more lies, no more 
death, no more FARC.” It gained 100,000 members 
in a week. Email, Google Docs, instant messaging 
platforms, and Skype — all free tools — were used 

to rally and communicate with organizers around 
the world. Planning information was placed on 
Facebook, but organizers built a public webpage to 
reach beyond Facebook users. The message went 
out in 17 different languages. 

Morales’s efforts produced protests in 45 Co-
lombian cities and towns, with 1.5 million protes-
tors coming out in Bogota alone.5 The impact was 
historic. Until then, Colombians faulted the gov-
ernment for failing to protect citizens against kid-
napping. Afterward, they shifted the blame to 
FARC for conducting kidnapping. The shift vast-
ly bolstered the government’s battle against FARC.  

Morales’s strategy might have been impossible 
a decade ago. It illustrates how interactive engage-
ment over the internet and through social media 
is empowering individuals in new and powerful 
ways. The 2011 Tahrir Square protests in Cairo were 
a logical extension of what Morales accomplished. 
Most observers had long thought that President 
Hosni Mubarak held tight control over Egyptian 
politics. He had exploited the controlled use of civ-
il society organizations as a safety valve for people 
to express opinions and discontent.6 But as econom-
ic problems and anger about corruption worsened, 
Tunisia’s 2010 – 11 Jasmine Revolution against its 
own president inspired a similar rebellion in Egypt. 
The trigger was pulled on 6 June 2010, when po-
lice seized and beat to death 28-year-old Khaled 
Said as he entered an internet café in Alexandria. 
Protests broke out and continued throughout the 
summer. In January 2011, thousands of protestors 
poured into Tahrir Square, the symbolic heart of 
Cairo. Mubarak lost control of the situation and, 
while ostensibly resigning, was effectively ousted 
by his colleagues in Egypt’s military.7 Protest lead-
ers employed Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, and text 
messages to initiate and coordinate protests, report 
on events, and foster interaction between protestors 
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and other social sectors of the Egyptian society and 
the international community as well as mass media. 

Luis Fernando Baron has insightfully observed 
that social media tools were central “in the process 
of framing the public messages that emphasized 
a) the ability and opportunity for the Egyptians to 
produce social change, b) the importance of mobi-
lization and taking to the streets, c) the protests 
as legitimate ways to obtain political reforms, 
and d) young Egyptians as leading that historical 
process.”8

Unfolding events deprived pro-democracy forc-
es of their revolution when the Muslim Brother-
hood won new elections and promptly exposed 
themselves as hostile to religious tolerance and 
democratic freedoms. Popular anger enabled Gen-
eral Abdel Fattah al-Sisi to seize power and win 
new elections. He remains president of Egypt to-
day. These developments show that popular move-
ments can effectively use social media to overthrow 
an authoritarian regime, even though success may 
be short-lived.

Media Change
The media has changed significantly in the past 
few decades. As Clay Shirky observed, the ad-
vent of social media has produced a new world 
in which everyone may be a journalist, publish-
er, or producer. Social media outlets have under-
cut the power of television and radio stations or 
networks and of publishers to act as gatekeepers 
and filters for what audiences hear. Indeed, as the 
media cries out for protection of journalists sus-
pected of obtaining leaked classified information, 
one must now ask: Who qualifies as a journalist? 
Is it restricted to New York Times employees and 
the like? Why is a person employed as a journal-
ist more worthy of legal protections than a nonpro-
fessional blogger or occasional internet user who 

posts to social media? Those who object to giving 
bloggers the professional status of journalists ar-
gue that traditional journalists are trained to inves-
tigate and report and to abide by higher standards 
of integrity and professionalism. The U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit has ruled that blog-
gers have legal status and are afforded protections 
as journalists in terms of First Amendment rights.9 
But all one needs to do is take a cursory look at the 
current social media environment to recognize that 
many bloggers will repeat rumors without taking 
the time to investigate and find the levels of cor-
roboration that a traditional media outlet requires.

These changes have created greater opportuni-
ties to reach greater audiences. In some places—in-
cluding the United States—they are also creating 
greater isolation, as people seek news outlets that 
reflect their perspectives, engage with individuals 
who share common interests or views, and shut 
out other voices. The impact of social media is dis-
cussed below. But one bottom line is that the in-
ternet and sites such as YouTube have empowered 
individuals as producers and journalists.

Daniel Leonard Bernardi, Pauline Hope Cheong, 
Chris Lundry, and Scott W. Ruston have produced 
an excellent study of how rumors affect the me-
dia environment.10 They point out that the internet 
enables people to enter discourse using low-cost 
technology to recast media stories through inter-
pretation or mash-ups, adopting or adapting news 
content, spreading rumors that affect public per-
ceptions and the credibility of players in a polit-
ical crisis — in Singapore, for example, the escape 
of terrorist Mas Selamat Kastari from a high- 
security prison. 

Producer/journalist Neville Bolt raises a sim-
ilar argument in noting that the gatekeepers (i.e., 
the institutional press) have lost their traditional 
power to determine what is news and the infor-
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mation that is fed to the public by traditional news 
organizations. In past eras, they served to filter 
out stories that could not be corroborated. The ar-
gument in favor of the way this operated is that 
it produced a media environment in which read-
ers or viewers debated the implications of stories 
in which content was accepted as fact rather than 
challenging whether a story had its facts straight at 
all.11 One sees this in U.S. politics every day, as op-
posing political players accuse each other and the 
news media of disseminating the now-ubiquitous 
“fake news.” It is an unwelcome development, but 
we need to deal with its reality and the implica-
tions that require communicators to get their facts 
straight, explain the facts clearly, and provide ap-
propriate documentation. These efforts may not 
keep adversaries from denouncing what is said 
as false, but taking the time to bolster the credibil-
ity of factual assertions can make the difference in 
whether audiences find a communication credible, 
believable, and persuadable.

Political Party Changes
In the United States, the changes in the political 
and cultural landscape have created polarization 
and partisanship that has spilled over into the me-
dia. Political changes in other parts of the world 
also are having an impact on those nations. Fi-
nancial problems besetting the European Union 
threaten its existence and its capacity or willing-
ness to partner with the United States on security 
issues that affect our interests. The U.S. drawdown 
or withdrawal from places such as Afghanistan 

and Syria, and the backlash in Iraq against Iranian 
ambitions — it is not clear what will actually tran-
spire — will have regional consequences and seem 
likely to reshape the interests and postures of polit-
ical parties there. Communication strategy needs to 
understand what changes are occurring and their 
impacts.

Changes occur constantly in different countries. 
The 2018 elections in Pakistan produced a new 
government led by Imran Khan. The former prime 
minister, Nawaz Sharif, is the subject of criminal 
charges. The military’s chief of Army Staff, Qamar 
Javed Bajwa, and the army have taken firm control 
of security policies. That has shifted the dynam-
ics of Pakistani politics and affects how the United 
States should engage with Pakistan, although the 
role Pakistan is playing in Afghanistan frustrates —
perhaps unfairly — many U.S. policy makers. The 
conflict with terrorist organizations in the Sahel 
and other African nations is reshaping the dynam-
ics of that region. The point is that communication 
strategy, the key tool in information warfare, must 
account for the current political situation in a place 
but also peer over the horizon to anticipated shifts.

Technology Changes 
The bottom line is that social media relates to rapid 
technology changes and how those changes affect 
communication strategy and may affect it further 
with future — currently unknown —changes. These 
changes also impact how we need to think about 
dissemination and receipt of information. 
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C h a p t e r  1 1

Assessing the effectiveness of a communication campaign is important and should be part of any plan 
to apply lessons learned. 

Key Questions
• What did the strategy achieve in changing behavior? 
• What was the most powerful factor about the campaign that influenced behavior?
• What impact did the campaign have on molding, shaping, and influencing attitudes, opinions, 

and beliefs? Most critical, did that impact have a causal connection on the behavior of target 
audiences? Why or why not?

• Operational design for the military envisions the creation of certain conditions that satisfy a 
desired end state. What role did the campaign play in realizing that end state?

• Did it measurably neutralize or paralyze the enemy’s ability to exert command and control?
• Did it measurably deny the enemy’s ability to achieve its objectives?
• Did it change the minds of adversarial policy decision makers, and if so in what way?
• Did it cause adversaries to believe that they are losing or will be defeated? If so, on what basis?
• Did it affect the kinetic performance or information warfare of the other side? If so, how, when, 

and what was the impact?
• Did it create confusion, distraction, or deception in the mind of the enemy? If so, how, when, 

and what was the impact?
• Did the campaign reframe an issue raised by the enemy in terms favorable to your side?1

• Did the campaign succeed in properly branding the enemy in terms favorable to your position?2

• Did the campaign discredit and marginalize the enemy and its rationale?
• Did the campaign make effective use of symbolism?3

• Did the campaign avoid tactics that enabled the enemy to use symbolism against you?4

DETERMINING CAMPAIGN EFFECTIVENESS
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• Did the campaign identify our narra-
tive, story, themes, and messages with 
citizens, effectively communicating why 
we are acting and that our actions ben-
efit them? Did the campaign provide a 
frame of reference that made such com-
munication comprehensible?5

• Were the considerations identified ear-
lier in this book satisfied (knowing the 
culture, enemy, strategic situation, etc.)?

• Did the campaign enable your side to 
claim and maintain the moral high 
ground?

• Did the campaign take into account how 
the enemy was organized to fight and its 
rules of engagement?

• Did the campaign stir up division among 
enemy forces?

• Did the campaign effectively trumpet 
success?

• Did the campaign engage fully with 
target audiences to achieve its goals? If 
not, what more should have been done? 
What should have been done differently?

• Did the campaign expose deceptive or 
fraudulent tactics of the enemy in a cred-
ible way? For example, in the April 2004 
Fallujah battle, al-Qaeda manipulated Al 
Jazeera to convey a false image of what 
was happening. In the campaign you 
executed, did that occur? Was the enemy 
tactic countered, and if so, how success-
fully—and why and how?

• Did the campaign expose and capitalize 
on enemy hypocrisy, whether inconsis-
tent statements or actions?

• Did the campaign identify and capitalize 
on enemy statements and actions to turn 
them against the enemy and discredit it?

• How rapidly did the campaign respond 
to unfolding events?

• Did the campaign identify and capital-
ize on targets of opportunity?

• Did the campaign win over allies in local 
or foreign governments, including part-
ner allies like NATO countries who may 
form a part of a broader coalition?

• Did the campaign mobilize an active 
minority within a target population who 
helped the United States succeed?

• What does the data show in comparing 
performance metrics (e.g., how many: 
clicks did a webpage receive, viewings 
did an ad receive, mentions did a news 
media story make of the message) ver-
sus qualitative metrics (how well did the 
campaign actually work: the answers to 
the questions above)?

• What traps were avoided? For example, 
in Iraq, storekeepers told U.S. military 
translators they were glad to see them, 
then told reporters such as Anthony 
Shadid they could not wait to see infi-
dels out of the country or killed. 

Factors that Help Measure Effectiveness
• Decide what must be monitored and 

monitor those things. In Iraq, insur-
gents measured effectiveness partly by 
monitoring Iraqi, U.S., and international 
media. Those that succeeded were emu-
lated. Those that failed ceased to be used. 
It is vital to monitor what an enemy 
asserts and what and how its claims are 
covered, as that will give insight into 
how they are framing issues and results. 
It affords a base for comparison as we 
judge whether our own information tac-



tics preempt or counter what the adver-
sary says.

• The number of attacks on civilian or mil-
itary targets. 

• Polling/focus groups/mall intercepts 
that reflect attitude and opinions of the 
population as 1) their security, 2) gov-
ernment credibility, 3) U.S./Coalition 
assistance, 4) tactics, 5) adversaries, and 
6) optimism.

• Intelligence data from all sources on rel-
evant points, especially in assessing the 
adversary’s order of battle, tactics, aims; 
actions of the populace; what the gov-
ernment is doing and needs to do; and 
other factors that will vary from situation 
to situation.

• Willingness of key influencers to enter 
governing coalitions or to support our 
cause.

• Willingness of influencers to cooperate 
in providing intelligence.

• Willingness of influencers to cooperate 
in kinetic action against the adversary.

• Military casualties. 
• Civilian casualties; this clearly affects our 

ability to convince the populace that we 
are helping not hurting and that we can 
prevail.

• Media coverage outside the United States 
conveys a sense of how our narrative res-
onates abroad, especially among coalition 
partners and allies. 

• Polling data inside the United States 
provides quantitative data and insight 
into where voters stand and how well the 
administration’s narrative of events and 
its messages that flow from that narrative 
resonate and reverberate. That affects our 

will—a key center of gravity—and our 
range of options.

• Media coverage inside the United States 
influences attitudes and opinions at 
home, and is a key element in winning 
the will of the people.

• Polling data among coalition partners is 
important because it provides quantita-
tive data and insight into how well our 
narrative and messages that flow from 
it resonate and reverberate among those 
audiences.

• In dealing with Muslim audiences, cov-
erage by Arab media is increasingly 
important as an indicator of feelings 
on the so-called Arab Street and among 
influencers. Many Arabs view issues in 
a transnational, cultural context rather 
than purely a national one.

• Statements by Muslim influencers pro-
vide insights into the thinking of elites in 
nations in which democracy is fledgling 
or nonexistent.

• Information obtained on what is being 
said at the grassroots in ways particular 
to different cultures. This is an intelli-
gence function.

• Public statements by key political and 
opinion leaders. Examine what politi-
cians say in public more than what they 
say in private. 

• Comparison between what political and 
opinion leaders say in English and what 
they say in their own language; these 
may be contradictory.

• Comparison between stories carried by 
local newspapers in their native lan-
guage and what a translated version of 
the paper may say.
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• The number, frequency, and quality of 
defections from adversary groups are an 
indication of adversary morale and the 
impact of our own narrative and tactics.

How to Measure Effectiveness  
and Target Audience Analysis
The science of measuring the effectiveness of action 
and target audience analysis is evolving. No single 
tool applies the same to each situation. Those inter-
ested in learning more about the sophistication of 
cutting-edge techniques should read Sasha Issen-
berg’s The Victory Lab: The Secret Science of Winning 
Campaigns, noted above, which carries the history up 
to but not including President Barack Obama’s 2012 
reelection, when social media analytics and target 
audience analysis were carried to even higher levels.6 

Traditional methods of audience analysis remain 
important, and the techniques and approaches that 
Obama’s campaign employed to identify, persuade, 
or mobilize potential supporters should be used in 
tandem with them. These may or may not apply 
as well to foreign audiences, especially in zones of 
conflict. Conducting cultural anthropology to under-
stand the social, economic, political, and historical 
dynamics is crucial for foreign target audiences. And 
do not forget the incomparable Yogi Berra, who is 
reputed to have said, “I observe a lot by watching.”7 
One might add listening and engaging to that task. 
What is learned on the ground through under-
standing and engaging with target audiences can 
provide a fountainhead of vital, relevant information.

The point is: judge and assess each situation on 
its own merits in light of the audience, and require-
ments, means, and objectives.

1. Polling8

What is it? Polling, says pollster Celinda 
Lake, “is a scientific backing of public 
opinion. Polling surveys public opin-

ion by interviewing a random sample 
of people. A sample is drawn from the 
population universe tested. Each respon-
dent is chosen by chance. Everyone in a 
scientific sample has an equal chance of 
being selected. Polls examine statistical 
data across different demographic and 
regional groups. Attention is paid to un-
biased wording of questions.”9

Objectives. Assess public opinion on 
an issue or, as relevant, political leader 
or candidate. Determine which mes-
sages work or do not work. Segment 
audiences and examine the impact on 
attitudes and opinions among base 
audiences (those whose opinions are 
hard and fast) and swing or persuad-
able audiences (those whose opinions 
can be moved). Lake says, “Polling is 
often used to create a roadmap to victory 
or for groups on issues. Knowing your 
base and persuasion targets is critically 
important.”10

Determine resonance. Two messages 
may appear to generate the same sup-
port. But one needs to know if one gains 
support among swing voters and if 
one simply solidifies a base. President 
Barack Obama’s 2012 reelection cam-
paign made wide use of social media to 
communicate messages. A large number 
of potential messages were tested. The 
instinctive judgments of political experts 
proved wrong. Opinion testing helped 
identify what struck a responsive chord.
Avoid mistakes. Good polling helps as-
certain both what must be said in com-
municating a message and what must 
not be said.
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Quantitative findings. Used in conjunc-
tion with other methods of sampling 
opinion, polls help quantify findings 
and to project those findings onto the 
population at large whose attitudes and 
opinions one wishes to test. 
Picture in time. Polling provides a pic-
ture in time of the dynamics of a stra-
tegic situation. You want to know what 
works and what does not; to compare 
competitive strategies; understand what 
people, groups, messages, and ideas are 
credible; and help define a communica-
tion objective. Positive responses today 
may be reversed tomorrow, or as politi-
cal campaign professionals would say, 
a 10-point lead two months before an 
election does not guarantee victory, just 
as a 10-point deficit does not guarantee 
defeat.
Caveat. There is controversy about how 
reliable polling is in conflict zones or in 
repressive regimes. Pollsters generally 
insist populations can be accurately 
polled. But in Afghanistan, some have 
questioned whether polling that sug-
gests a positive response to U.S. pres-
ence is entirely accurate. Years ago, in 
Nicaragua, the Sandinista leader Daniel 
Ortega felt pressured to finally hold an 
election. He took a survey to find out 
how the vote would turn out. The poll, 
conducted by a highly respected U.S. 
polling firm, suggested he would win. 
He called the election and lost. Many 
believe that the poll was accurate in 
recording what respondents said—but 
that fearing the phone calls came from 
Sandinistas, people who disliked Ortega 

lied about their true feelings. Respon-
dents often try to please the interviewers 
and often worry about confidentiality.
Caveat. Response rates vary. In Muslim 
countries, women often will have low-
er response rates than men.
Caveat. Use polls and other forms of 
opinion testing to confirm judgments, 
not as a substitute for them, even where 
the data may run counter to instinctive 
judgments.
Caveat. Polling should not be a covert 
activity. But do not release poll results 
to the press without carefully consider-
ing the impact — especially of a future 
poll that contradicts the data in the one 
you are releasing.

2. Focus groups
What are they? A focus group provides 
qualitative research aimed at under-
standing the language in which people 
express ideas and nuances, the con-
nections, the way people think about 
things, the information they have, and 
how they respond to new images and 
information. Focus groups allow peo-
ple to explain the how and why. They 
can elaborate when a survey response 
would have been “I don’t know” or “I’m 
not sure.”
How many participants? Usually 10 – 12 
people discussing topics presented to 
them. They typically last about two 
hours. There are different views on how 
best to conduct them, and the right an-
swer may vary from culture to culture. 
Homogeneity. It is important to ensure 
homogeneity within the group along de-
mographic and attitudinal dimensions 
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that are correlated to the topic to encour-
age full participation.
Separations. Separate participants by 
gender, race, tribe, etc. to ensure open 
and honest discussions and to be sen-
sitive to cultural issues.
Moderators. Match moderators to 
groups for a more open discussion. Top 
experts such as Celinda Lake, Douglas 
E. Schoen, and Ron Faucheux take care 
to match moderators to group partici-
pants and to create safe spaces in which 
people can freely express themselves. 
For example, use women to moderate a 
focus group for women; use an Afghan 
male to moderate a focus group of Af-
ghan males.
Objectives. Explore participants’ con-
cerns in their own words, determine 
their intensity of interest, and discov-
er the sources of their ideas and opin-
ions. They can help ensure that questions 
posed in a public opinion survey are 
asked in the right way using the best 
language.
Channels for conducting them. In per-
son, online, or by telephone.

3. Individual interview
What is it? In-depth one-on-one inter-
views with 40 – 100 people about select-
ed topics. This is a very effective way to 
gauge the attitudes, opinions, and be-
liefs of influencers. These interviews can 
last up to an hour (compared to 20 min-
utes for a telephone poll, although per-
sonal interviews can be much longer). 
They are more expensive but provide the 
depth required to obtain relevant infor-
mation about complex topics.

How are they conducted? Usually by 
phone but, if possible, in-person inter-
views are better.

4. Mall testing11

What is it? A form of individual inter-
viewing that explores attitudes, opin-
ions, and beliefs in a setting conducive 
to open expression of reactions to tele-
vision, radio, or print ads or ideas pre-
sented to individuals. Increasingly, mall 
testing can also be done online.
How is it done? Individuals enter a pri-
vate booth or a private area, where in 
seclusion a message is presented, and 
they provide responses.
Advantage. Schoen points out that these 
tests avoid the groupthink that can 
take over a focus group.12 (Online fo-
cus groups can avoid some of that prob-
lem.) Mall testing produces an objective 
set of responses.

5. Dial testing
What is it? Dial testing is a focus group 
that uses dials or meters to record au-
dience reaction to speeches, interviews, 
advertisements and any public messag-
es. The results enable you to evaluate 
the impact, resonance, and effectiveness 
with target audiences of that discourse.
How is it done? In-person and online 
dial testing is a methodology to obtain 
moment-to-moment reactions to stimu-
lus like ads, speeches, statements, debat-
ing, and messaging. Dials can elicit both 
conscious and unconscious responses. 
Dial groups typically include 25 – 1,000 
people online. That enables researchers 
to examine divisions by demographic 
and attitudinal groups.
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Advantage. Moment-by-moment re-
search is a good way to measure the 
effectiveness of specific words and 
phrases in your message, as well as the 
tone and style of the messenger deliv-
ering the message. Two cautions: first, 
make sure all the participants have a 
clear, common understanding of the rat-
ing system used; second, beware of the 
amount of time between what is said 
and the respondent’s reaction. If you do 
not attend to these carefully, it will be 
hard to get an accurate measure of re-
actions. 

6. Message development and research 
What is it? “A good research plan re-

quires both quantitative and qualitative 
research to develop and test messages. 
You need both if you want the preci-
sion that good message development 
requires.”13

Advantage. Polling and research disci-
plines the message development process. 
When someone asks, “Why should we 
use this phrase instead of that phrase?,” 
research provides a data-backed answer.

7. Ad and message testing
What is it? Qualitative research is an art 
and science. You have to know how to 
listen and how to determine what is im-
portant if you want to draw the right 
conclusions.
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1. In countering violent extremism, this is about changing the 
narrative, story, theme, and message. For example, many 
objected to the term militant jihadism to describe violent Isla-
mists, as jihad is a positive word for most Muslims. Instead, 
frame the conflict as a fight to defeat a death cult of political 
fanatics who murder innocent civilians while trying to hi-
jack a religion to suit a political agenda. Do not characterize 
them as “warriors.” Gen Wesley Clark and Kal Raustiala, 
director of the Burkle Center, offered the same point in an 
excellent opinion piece, “Why Terrorists Aren’t Soldiers,” 
New York Times, 8 August 2007.

2. In Malaysia, framing the issue properly was Britain’s key to 
victory. The decision of British Gen Sir Gerald Templer to 
change the vocabulary made a significant difference in deal-
ing with rainforest people, who had been referred to as sakai 
(slave). British troops were ordered to refer to them as orang 
ulu (people of the campaign). Steve Tatham, retired British 
officer and former British defense attaché and commander 
of British forces in Afghanistan, interview with author, 15 

January 2015. See also Steve Tatham, Losing Arab Hearts and 
Minds: The Coalition, Al Jazeera and Muslim Public Opinion 
(London: Front Street Press, 2006); and Nagl, Learning to Eat 
Soup with a Knife. More critically, the British rebranded the 
Malayan Races Liberation Army as the Communist Terrorist 
Organization. That cut the legs out from under their na-
tionalist appeal. Indeed, a key to defeating the Communists 
was to show the populace that the Communists, led by the 
Chinese, were not Malays and did not have their interests 
at heart. See Nagl, Learning to Eat Soup with a Knife.

3. There is no formula, but this tactic requires identifying 
symbols that resonate with a local population and employ-
ing them to support our efforts and discredit those of an 
adversary. It may mean ensuring that new initiatives are 
announced by local leaders with no U.S. representatives 
in sight. It may mean using adversary weapons employed 
to murder innocent civilians as icons to define what they 
really stand for. It may mean observing a visible protocol 
in dealing with tribal leaders that respects local tradition 
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that al-Qaeda, which in Iraq has used violence in efforts to 
enforce its own ideology, has eschewed. 

4. During Operation Desert Storm, U.S. troops were appar-
ently based away from population centers. The current Iraq 
conflict presents a different war. Images that insurgents 
have broadcast on the internet portraying Americans as 
crusaders bent on destroying Islam are powerful. Precau-
tion is vital to minimize exposure, perhaps by restricting 
religious symbols to U.S. camps and banning them from 
tanks, weapons, or uniforms.

5. This was difficult to accomplish in rural Afghanistan early 
in the war. Rural Afghans had no frame of reference to un-
derstand what the Twin Towers were. 

6. Issenberg focuses on what the 2008 Obama campaign 
viewed as the challenge of attempting to identify which vot-
ers might oppose him because of his race. They thought it a 
revelation when they realized valuable information could 
be obtained by asking voters—who might be untruthful 
as to their own voting intentions—whether they thought 
their neighbors would support a black candidate. Obama’s 
campaign was only 20 years behind such thinking and re-
search conducted in Louisiana politics on the issue. See also 
Jim Rutenberg, “Data You Can Believe in,” New York Times 
Magazine, 20 June 2013. 

7. Michele Gorman, “Yogi Berra’s Most Memorable Sayings,” 
Newsweek, 23 September 2015.

8. Some of this analysis draws on interviews and longtime 
working relationships with three nationally respected U.S. 
pollsters: Celinda Lake, president of Lake Research Part-
ners; Dr. Ronald Faucheux, president and CEO of Fauchaux 
Strategies; and Dr. Douglas E. Schoen, chief executive officer 
of Schoen Consulting.

9. Celinda Lake, interview with author, June 2013, hereafter 
Lake interview.

10. Lake interview.
11. See Farwell, Persuasion and Power, 51. Douglas E. Schoen 

and Mark Penn are credited with pioneering the technique 
for politics. Both served as pollsters for President Clinton. 
Schoen serves as a pollster and strategic adviser to New 
York Mayor Mike Bloomberg. 

12. Farwell, Persuasion and Power, 51.
13. Dr. Ronald A. Faucheux, president and CEO of Faucheux 

Strategies (a national, nonpartisan polling firm with national 
and international clients), interview with author, July 2019. 
Previously, Dr. Faucheux was president of Clarus Research 
Group, a Washington-based polling and research firm.
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C h a p t e r  1 2

This chapter differs from the preceding in that it aims to explain new approaches that Russia and China 
embrace in using strategic communication as part of information warfare to achieve political and mil-
itary objectives. Different parties label this set of emerging ideas as new generation warfare, hybrid 
warfare, and gray zone warfare. The elements of information warfare apply to each but there is a lot of 
confusion about them; the discourse is complicated and nuanced, and a detailed analysis lies beyond 
the scope of this book. This chapter seeks to clarify the core precepts associated with Russian, Chinese, 
NATO, and U.S. views. 

For the purpose of this book, strategic communication is defined as the use of words, actions, images, 
or symbols to mold or influence the attitudes and opinions of target audiences as a means to shape 
their behavior to advance interests or policies or to achieve objectives or a defined end state.1 The 
Pentagon’s notion of strategic communication focuses on process and understanding how to forge a 
strategy and it is not very useful to this discussion. It is important to recognize that a distinction can be 
drawn between information warfare and strategic communication. Warfare connotes the presence of 
violence.

Most descriptions of what American experts term hybrid warfare entail violence, not merely infor-
mation. NATO’s definition embraces violence, but its notion of hybrid warfare is so broad it can be 
construed to include almost anything. The New York Times has published a commentary arguing that 
the Russian chief of the General Staff, Army general Valery V. Gerasimov, has pitched information 
operations as a form of warfare.2 The Russian military does not embrace a notion of hybrid warfare/
new generation warfare, but its political and academic commentators do. Russia expert Ofer Frid-
man, director of operations at the King’s Centre for Strategic Communications, King’s College Lon-
don, has set the record straight, pointing out that Gerasimov has never enunciated a new military 
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doctrine. His speeches and writing discuss non-
military means — including “ ‘hybrid methods . . . 
to achieve political goals with a minimal military 
influence on the enemy . . . by undermining its 
military and economic potential by information 
and psychological pressure, the active support of 
the internal opposition, partisan and subversive 
methods.’ ”3 But he wrote in the context of justi-
fying an increase in Russia’s capacity to wage ki-
netic warfare by strengthening its armed forces.4 

Russia’s Hybrid Warfare Approach
Russians invoke the term hybrid warfare, which 
they have taken from the American use, but their 
notion of it is distinct. Fridman, Mark Galeotti, 
and Oscar Jonsson have conducted in-depth stud-
ies into the complexities of Russian thinking and 
their works on the topic are invaluable. Russian 
commentators have developed different interpre-
tations of hybrid warfare, but the Russian military 
does not embrace a nonkinetic notion of warfare.

The Russian military refers to new generation 
warfare. It may employ information and strategic 
communication before, during, and after an oper-
ation, but Russia sees information as a tool to sup-
port military action. For Russia, new generation 
warfare entails the use of armed force. There is no 
warfare that is won purely by nonmilitary means, 
because—in this view—that is not war. Qiao Li-
ang and Wang Xiangsui’s theory of unrestricted 
warfare similarly envisions a mix of military force 
with indirect nonmilitary means as one strategy to 
achieve the goals of an armed struggle.5

General Gerasimov’s commentaries and 
speeches underscore that point. Gerasimov called 
for new ideas in the context of recent military ex-
perience. He identified information warfare as 
one form of strategic activities that armed forces 
should pursue. He argued that Russian adversar-

ies possess a hybrid capability that could be used 
to destabilize Russia, so Moscow needed its own 
hybrid capability using military and nonmilitary 
responses to counter internal and external threats. 
The internet is one tool of hybrid capabilities.6 The 
perspective from which Gerasimov wrote is de-
fensive.7 

Russian military thought draws a distinction 
between the notion of gibridnaya voyna (hybrid 
warfare) and the use of military means in a full-
scale military operation that may entail use of in-
formation and strategic communication to achieve 
an end. While not part of Russian military doc-
trine, hybrid warfare represents, to some degree, 
the Kremlin’s strategic behavior. The Kremlin 
clearly employs nonmilitary means to disrupt and 
undercut social and political cohesion in the West.

 Russia’s notion of new generation warfare 
implies violence, economic pressure, subversion, 
and diplomacy through strategic communication 
as defined earlier. Its scope entails psychological 
warfare and can be viewed as a form of political 
warfare. Fridman notes that gibridnaya voyna “fo-
cuses on ways that political players undermine 
their adversaries by eroding their domestic and 
international political legitimacy and stability by 
employing a mix of predominately nonmilitary in-
direct means and methods.”8 

Gibridnaya voyna embraces color revolutions 
staged in former Russian states that Russia be-
lieves the West has organized as part of a long-
range scheme to oust Vladimir Putin and his 
regime from power.

China’s Three Warfares Approach
Today, China employs a doctrine of “Three War-
fares,” that includes legal warfare, media pub-
lic opinion warfare, and psychological warfare.9 
While this approach dominates its current strate-



gic thinking, in the late 1990s, Colonels Qiao Lang 
and Wang Xiangsu offered useful insights as to 
the potential for information strategy as part of 
a notion of unrestricted warfare that respects no 
rules or limits.10 Such warfare uses information 
and public opinion to achieve strategic goals.11 
Many believe China practices that approach 
through its trade, cyber, financial, and other pol-
icy initiatives. These reflect China’s desire to ma-
neuver for psychological advantage and to use 
information warfare as a tool in multidimensional 
spaces to paralyze an adversary, gain the upper 
hand in a game with no rules, and force an enemy 
to submit to one’s will.12 

China’s Central Military Commission endorsed 
the Three Warfares approach in 2003, recogniz-
ing that nuclear weapons are essentially unusable 
and that kinetic force offers undesired solutions. 
A lot has been written on the Three Warfares, but 
this section draws heavily on a 2013 Pentagon 
study, China: The Three Warfares.13 Its analysis of 
the Three Warfares is excellent. Many of the rec-
ommendations also offered in the 500-plus-page 
study raise controversial questions and are debat-
able. The study itself best explains the Three War-
fares approach.

China’s Three Warfares is war by other means. 
It consists of three confluent thrusts.

• Psychological warfare seeks to influence 
and/or disrupt an opponent’s decision- 
making capability, to create doubts, fo-
ment antileadership sentiments, to de-
ceive opponents and to attempt to 
diminish the will to fight among oppo-
nents. It employs diplomatic pressure, 
rumor, false narratives, and harassment 
to express displeasure, assert hegemo-
ny, and convey threats. China’s econo-
my is utilized to particular effect: China 

threatens sale of U.S. debt; pressures U.S. 
businesses invested in China’s market; 
employs boycotts; restricts critical ex-
ports (rare minerals); restricts imports; 
threatens predatory practices to expand 
market share, etc.14 

• Media warfare (also known as public 
opinion warfare) is a “constant, on- 
going activity aimed at long-term in-
fluence of perceptions and attitudes.” 
It leverages all instruments that inform 
and influence public opinion including 
films, television programs, books, the 
internet, and the global media network 
(particularly Xinhua and CCTV) and 
is undertaken nationally by the PLA, 
locally by the People’s Armed Police, 
and is directed against domestic popu-
lations in target countries. Media war-
fare aims to preserve friendly morale; 
generate public support at home and 
abroad; weaken an enemy’s will to 
fight; and alter an enemy’s situational 
assessment. It is used to gain “domi-
nance over the venue for implementing 
psychological and legal warfare.”15

• Legal warfare (or “lawfare”) exploits 
the legal system to achieve politi-
cal or commercial objectives. It has a 
prominent role in the warfare trilogy. 
Lawfare has a range of applications. 
They range from conjuring law to in-
form claims to territory and resources, 
to employing bogus maps to “justify” 
claims. In a distorted application of 
domestic law, for example, Beijing des-
ignated the village of Sansha on the 
Paracel Islands as a Hainan Prefecture 
to extend China’s administrative writ 
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into the South China Sea. China also 
uses UNCLOS provisions and other 
legal conventions for unintended pur-
poses.16

China’s approach is rooted in nationalism and 
its concept of sovereignty. It assigns to itself a 
superior status among nations — a radically dif-
ferent notion than sovereignty as envisioned by 
the Peace of Westphalia in 1648. It is designed to 
counter the projection of U.S. power. The United 
States is among four key audiences that China tar-
gets as part of its broader military strategy of an-
tiaccess/area denial (A2/AD) in the South China 
Sea. The United States embraces the notion of a 
maritime commons and free passage as an anchor 
of its strategic position in Asia. China would re-
strict U.S. power projection by setting the terms 
for U.S. access. 

It applies its doctrine to employ coercive eco-
nomic inducements to nations in the region to 
counter U.S. naval presence. China justifies its po-
sition through a restrictive interpretation of the 
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea 
(UNCLOS), adopted and signed in 1982.17 Its ob-
jective is to counter U.S. surveillance operations 
and routine U.S. Navy deployments. The Three 
Warfares are used to expand China’s global reach, 
fueled by its resources and energy demands. The 
doctrine aims to neutralize concerns and gain 
support among regional governments, business 
communities, and the public for its ambitions. 
The Three Warfares seeks to hinder U.S. offshore 
control strategy, establishing a naval blockade to 
create a no-man’s sea between the China main-
land coast and the first island chain. Its success re-
lies on the cooperation of third parties. It aims to 
condition public opinion in states including the 
Philippines, Indonesia, Brunei, and Malaysia to 

inhibit those governments from providing the fa-
cilities and support needed to service U.S. naval 
operations in the South China Sea and to deny the 
United States a favorable regional political envi-
ronment.

The report China: The Three Warfares, written 
for the Department of Defense Office of Net As-
sessment, describes how the Three Warfares has 
been used as an offensive weapon not previously 
considered in the West. It offers an asymmetrical 
approach that stands outside most U.S. military 
thinking and challenges the United States to think 
anew about what approaches, consistent with 
American values, are likely to prove most effec-
tive as China seeks to establish itself as the pre-
mier power in the twenty-first century.18

China’s Three Warfares concept is what should 
alarm the United States and other members of 
the international community. It eschews violence 
or kinetic operations, setting it apart from most 
definitions of warfare. One has to assess it in the 
context of a sophisticated, long-term strategy to 
integrate Europe, Africa, and Asia as an economic 
system with China at its center.19 The concept is 
part of a grand strategy that includes enticing 
less-affluent nations as well as Europe into its 
Road and Belt Initiative, a Trojan horse that loans 
money to nations for infrastructure—but requires 
the debtor to use the borrowed money to employ 
Chinese workers, not works of the debtor nation. 

Nations such as Sri Lanka and Pakistan have 
discovered to their regret that the loans create a 
debt trap, potentially reducing them to a form of 
economic slavery as a tributary state. One needs 
to be clear-sighted about China’s goals. China 
talks about them openly. It rejects Western consti-
tutional democracy. It rejects the notion of univer-
sal values, such as human rights. It rejects a world 
order comprised of sovereign states who treat one 
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another as partners in favor of one that it dom-
inates. It would end a rule-based international 
order. It stands for suppressing freedom of expres-
sion at home. 

China expert Jonathan Ward observes that 
abroad it actively attacks Western values, target-
ing Chinese students overseas to sustain party 
doctrine.20 It uses brutal concentration camps to 
suppress Islam. China seeks to establish itself as 
economically supreme in the world, possessing 
the overwhelming share of global gross domestic 
product. The Chinese system embraces an author-
itarian model that functions through a vision of 
comprehensive social management. It talks about 
asserting sovereignty over its own territory, but 
the parameters of that territory keep expanding. 
It shows no respect for the intellectual property of 
other nations. Reportedly, China is guilty of half 
the illegal fishing and half the human trafficking 
in the world.21 While eschewing military force, 
it employs economic coercion to force nations to 
submit to its will.22

China propagates a strategy that touts five 
principles: 1) respect for territorial integrity; 2) 
mutual nonaggression; 3) mutual noninterference 
in internal affairs; 4) equality and mutual bene-
fit; and 5) peaceful coexistence.23 At the core of its 
national goals is, as Graham Allison sums up, “a 
civilizational creed that sees China as the center of 
the universe.”24 The principles may sound reason-
able on their face. China invokes them to justify 
its actions. In fact, they represent a sophisticated 
form of diplomatic sophistry.

These points vastly oversimplify a compli-
cated relationship with China. What policies the 
United States should pursue must be left to politi-
cal policy makers; this book expresses no opinion 
on that. But China’s ambitions, its sophisticated 
Three Warfares concept—which is also an out-

growth of precepts discussed in Unrestricted War-
fare—define obvious challenges for the United 
States.

There is no simple counter, although one may 
argue that while rooting the precepts in U.S. val-
ues, we should adapt the Three Warfares concept 
and add a fourth concept to it: diplomatic warfare. 
Each of these requires strategies, operations, and 
tactics rooted in actionable legal authorities, re-
sources, and doctrine that the United States cur-
rently lacks. 

China poses such a threat. The United States 
needs to decide and understand what its rela-
tionship with China can or should be and how to 
use strategic communication to achieve desired 
goals. The year 2049 lies not far over the hori-
zon. U.S. security interests mandate confronting 
this challenge, forging international alliances and 
partnerships to address it as an international com-
munity — and to do so smartly and immediately.

NATO’s Definition of Hybrid Warfare
NATO’s definition of hybrid warfare means ev-
erything and nothing, rendering it more or less 
unproductive. It defines hybrid warfare to in-
clude “propaganda, deception, sabotage and 
other non-military tactics,” characterized by in-
creased “speed, scale and intensity, facilitated by 
rapid technological change and global intercon-
nectivity.”25 NATO’s commander, General Philip 
M. Breedlove, USAF, defines it as “a continuum 
of threat, including unconventional and conven-
tional methods” that “bridges the divide between 
the hard and soft power.”26

In 2010, NATO defined hybrid threats as 
“those posed by adversaries, with the ability to 
simultaneously employ conventional and non- 
conventional means adaptively in pursuit of their 
objectives.” In setting forth a strategic approach, 
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NATO states that hybrid threats will apply pres-
sure, across the entire spectrum of conflict, with 
action that may originate between the boundaries 
artificially separating its constituents. They may 
consist of a combination of every aspect of war-
fare and compound the activities of multiple ac-
tors. Experience from current operational theaters 
has demonstrated that adversaries can now con-
duct hostile actions through a broad array of con-
ventional or unconventional means and methods, 
and have a favourable outcome against a force 
that is superior, both technologically and militar-
ily.27

NATO sets forth a “comprehensive approach” 
and a “framework response.” As Ofer Fridman 
observes, its approach covers everything: military 
and nonmilitary, covert and overt, “combined to 
achieve certain political goals.”28 These set forth 
general precepts for how NATO should address 
hybrid threats, but it is hardly an action plan, a 
cohesive doctrine, or a strategy. NATO needs to 
think through its notions of hybrid warfare and 
information warfare, including the relationship to 
both of strategic communication.

American Notions of  
Gray Zone and Hybrid Warfare
Many American military officers use the term gray 
zone warfare to describe warfare that combines 
kinetic and nonkinetic means. General Joseph L. 
Votel, USA, and his colleagues have described the 
gray zone in these terms: “The Gray Zone is char-
acterized by intense political, economic, informa-
tional, and military competition more fervent in 
nature than normal steady-state diplomacy, yet 
short of conventional war.”29

They describe gray zone warfare as uncon-
ventional warfare that involves an indirect appli-
cation of power to leverage foreign population 

groups to advance or maintain U.S. interests. It is 
discretionary and clandestine. It may be covert. 
It can be, Votel et al. argue, subtle or aggressive. 
The United States employed unconventional war-
fare to support the mujahideen (those engaged in 
jihad) in Afghanistan in their battle against the 
Soviet 40th Army. The concept animated Kurd-
ish Peshmerga forces in northern Iraq during the 
2003 invasion of that country. Tactics Votel et al. 
identify include mobilizing “mass protests, work 
slowdowns or stoppages, boycotts, infiltration of 
government offices, and the formation of front 
groups.” These, they contend, can undermine 
“the military, economic, psychological, or political 
strength or morale of the government or occupa-
tion authority.”30

Other tactics include sabotage against military 
or industrial facilities, economic resources or other 
targets. Guerrilla warfare operations are carried 
out against military or security forces to reduce 
their effectiveness or hurt their morale. Much of 
Votel and his colleagues’ writing focuses on exam-
ples from World War II and the Cold War. A core 
challenge is that the United States’ military strat-
egies, operations, and tactics need to be rooted in 
the core American values of freedom, respect for 
life, embrace of democratic processes, fair play, 
justice embodied in the rule of law, and the goal 
of achieving peace and stability in the world. Gray 
zone warfare is a label, not a defined concept. One 
challenge confronting the U.S. Department of De-
fense is to develop concepts, doctrines, and ac-
tionable strategies to define and make the concept 
actionable.

The more common term for this is hybrid war-
fare, a term attributed to Frank Hoffman of the 
National Defense University, currently serving as 
a special advisor to the secretary of defense and 
the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Hoff-
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man’s thinking is informed by the work of multi-
ple scholars, including Michael Evans, Colin Gray, 
Stephen Bank, John Arquilla, Bruce Hoffman, and 
John Robb.31 

Hoffman articulates two related concepts: hy-
brid warfare and hybrid threats. Hybrid warfare 
“incorporate[s] a range of different modes of war-
fare, including conventional capabilities, irregu-
lar tactics and formations, terrorist acts including 
indiscriminate violence and coercion, and crim-
inal disorder.”32 Hybrid threats encompass “any 
adversary that simultaneously and adaptively 
employs a fused mix of conventional weapons, 
irregular tactics, terrorism and criminal behavior 
in the battle space to obtain their political objec-
tives.”33

Hoffman’s focus is tactical and operational. He 
considers himself an operator, not an academic, 
and his approach aims to support operators. He 
argues that convergence characterizes the evolv-
ing character of conflict that includes the con-
vergence of the physical and psychological, the 
kinetic and nonkinetic, and combatants and non-
combatants. So, too, we see the convergence of 
military force and the interagency community, of 
states and nonstate actors, and of the capabilities 
they are armed with. Of greatest relevance are the 
converging modes of war. What once might have 
been distinct operational types or categorizations 
among terrorism and conventional, criminal, and 
irregular warfare have less utility today.34

At its core, Hoffman’s view of hybrid warfare 
embraces violent conflict between regular or con-
ventional forces and irregular or nonstate forces, 
such as militias or guerrilla forces, and involves 
the use of kinetic and information operations in 
a blurred or blended nature of combat. Hybrid 
wars blend the lethality of state conflict with the 
fanatical and protracted fervor of irregular war-

fare. They exploit modern technical capabilities. 
Hoffman’s approach offers guidance for tactical 
and operational activities in a battlespace.

He cites the 2006 Lebanon War, or the Second 
Lebanon War, as an example. A nonstate actor, 
Hezbollah, combined kinetic warfare and strate-
gic communication in fighting the Israel Defense 
Forces. Israelis insist they won. The better view 
is that they learned and applied the lessons from 
a conflict that produced for them an unsatisfac-
tory outcome to achieve subsequent success.35 The 
conflicts in Iraq, Syria, and Afghanistan provide 
further illustrations of major armed hostilities that 
combined different types of military forces, ac-
tions, and technology with strategic communica-
tion to achieve political and military objectives.36

Hoffman has been critical of U.S. military ef-
forts—notably the 2003 Iraq War—to employ in-
formation warfare to battle adversaries such as 
Islamist extremists: 

Today, many small groups have mastered 
“armed theater” and promoted “propaganda 
of the deed” to arouse support and foment 
discord on a global scale. There are a pleth-
ora of outlets now in the Middle East and an 
exponentially growing number of websites 
and bloggers promoting a radical vision. 
These outlets constantly bombard audiences 
with pictures, videos, DVDs, and sermons. 
Ironically, in Iraq and in the Long War we are 
facing a fundamentalist movement that is ex-
ploiting the very modern and Western tech-
nologies to reestablish an anti-Western social 
and political system.37

In modern hybrid conflicts, Hoffman argues for 
achieving dominance in the cognitive domain, de-
claring, “We have to recognize that perception mat-
ters more than results in the physical battlefield.”38 
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We have to influence and shape audience behav-
ior rather than imposing our will. Majors Timothy 
B. McCulloh and Richard B. Johnson, USA, vary 
Hoffman’s ideas in formulating seven principles 
of hybrid warfare that add nuance but do not alter 
the thrust of his thinking.39

Hoffman’s approach recognizes the pivotal im-
portance that networks and connectivity play to-
day. His concept of hybrid warfare is not new; it 
has been employed since ancient times. The Ger-
mans employed it to defeat the Romans in 8 – 9 
CE.40 Portuguese irregulars helped the British de-
feat the French in the Peninsular War, 1807–14.41 
The American Revolutionary War pitted colonial 
militias against British regulars and Hessian mer-
cenaries.42 

Colonials befuddled a Britain that had underes-
timated the American support for independence. 
But the gold medal for imagination in the use of in-
formation warfare goes to Lieutenant General Lord 
Charles Cornwallis. His loss to General George 
Washington and the Marquis de Lafayette at York-
town, Virginia, was the action of a player who knew 
when to fold in the face of overwhelming enemy 
superiority, not the dunce too many American chil-
dren grew up imagining. Strategically imaginative, 
Cornwallis had earlier moved into Virginia and, in 
a stroke of genius, offered to free the enslaved peo-
ple there, who comprised 40 percent of the state’s 
population. Half of them defected, providing in-
telligence and other support. Cornwallis knocked 
the American patriots back on their heels. His 
gambit demonstrated imaginative strategic com-
munication. Had Cornwallis’s jealous superior, Sir 
Henry Clinton, left Cornwallis to his own devices, 
Cornwallis might have shifted the momentum of 
the war, despite conventional wisdom that for the 
British, who underestimated colonial sentiment for 
independence, the war was unwinnable.43

William Donovan’s Office of Strategic Services 
(OSS) operatives adroitly used information war-
fare in carrying out their missions during World 
War II.44 Vietnam presented war by Communist 
guerrillas as well as mainline North Vietnamese 
units against U.S. and South Vietnamese con-
ventional forces. Iraq, Syria, and Afghanistan are 
poster children for Hoffman’s notion of hybrid 
warfare. These conflicts are about warfare. They 
entail violence and armed hostilities or confron-
tation. Strategic communication plays a role, but 
in support of military action. Hoffman’s notion is 
sound and relevant in that context.

The Need for New Thinking
The United States needs to develop a doctrine, 
strategy, and approaches for information warfare 
and the strategic use of communication and needs 
to organize itself to execute them. This stands 
apart from the urgent challenge that China poses. 
China’s coherent, integrated grand strategy to 
achieve global supremacy by 2049 excludes from 
its doctrine the application of violence. China re-
lies on nonmilitary means — backed up by mili-
tary power — to achieve its goals. 

Discussions of hybrid warfare (or whatever 
label is placed on its variants) are too Russia- 
centric. Unless we allow matters to escalate out 
of hand—always a challenge—it neither poses, 
nor does it wish to pose, an existential threat to 
American prosperity or survival. Russia is a re-
gional disruptor with whom this nation can and 
should, as President Ronald Reagan and Prime 
Minister Margaret Thatcher concluded years ago, 
do business, identify areas of mutual security con-
cern, and lessen tensions rather than allow rising 
emotions to escalate relations out of control. No 
one expects Russia to become a trusted ally or best 
friend to the West. Reagan’s adherence to the Rus-
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sian proverb “trust but verify” stands.45 We need 
to be hard-nosed, clear-sighted, and realistic in 
dealing with the Kremlin and Russians. They play 
tough; we need to play tough. Still, the security 
interests of Russia and the West mandate identi-
fying and acting on common security concerns, 
especially how to counter Chinese economic im-
perialism, not looking for reasons to heighten hos-
tilities between them.

What other challenges require strategies that 
employ strategic communication to gain a com-
petitive advantage? Drug cartels pose a clear 
and present danger within our own borders. 
The current debate tends to treat drug dealing 
as a high-intensity crime, and it is. It is also low- 
intensity conflict and terrorism, which requires in 
its solution a whole-of-government approach that 
includes the military.46 

Migration has disrupted Europe. Pressure on 
U.S. borders has polarized American politics and 
raised questions about America’s relationship to 

nations south of its border. Dealing with these 
challenges requires an approach that entails stra-
tegic communication or information warfare. The 
U.S. military will continue to engage in Africa and 
the Middle East. Information warfare and strate-
gic communication will play a key role in the na-
tion’s strategies, operations, and tactics.

The United States needs to forge a strategy 
on a grander scale — one that takes into account 
the most urgent challenges, with approaches that 
avoid nonmilitary means and focus on the use of 
information to exert influence on target audiences 
and, in line with the National Defense Strategy, 
accord this nation a competitive edge for influence 
in the emerging threat environment. Information 
is a vital element in satisfying this requirement. 
The U.S. government is neither organized nor 
able to meet this requirement, and its survival 
and prosperity depend upon surmounting this 
challenge.
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4. Actionable strategy and obstacles to success
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6. Smart, well-executed operations and tactics
7. Metrics to measure outcomes
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I. ESTABLISH A CLEAR VISION FOR SUCCESS AND DESIRED OUTCOME

What objective or conditions for an end state define success or a desired outcome? 

Why are you trying to achieve that objective?

What does achieving it mean to target audiences? How do they benefit?

As you begin planning, in what manner do you expect to achieve the objective? 

In executing operations, whose law are you using: that existing in a theater of operations or ours?  
If ours, do we want the law to change?1

If we are dealing with foreign leaders, who are we going to deal with: the present leaders of a state or 
culture within a theater of operations, or do you prefer others? Are you changing the present leader-
ship entirely? If not, who stays?
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What resources do you anticipate are required?

II. WHAT CAUSE DRIVES YOUR STRATEGY AND OPERATION?

What larger cause justifies your strategy and operation and will arouse popular support, compared 
merely to advancing your own interests?

III. DEFINE THE STRATEGIC SITUATION

What is the strategic situation or operating environment in your theater of operations? What is the cur-
rent state of affairs? What assumptions govern this analysis?

What dynamics drive it?

Who are the key players who can influence the outcome of your operations?
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Do these influencers support or oppose your operation, and why?

What role will these influencers play? Will they be passive or active? If active, will they use force for or 
against you? If so, which?

Which of these influencers are indispensable:

Very important:

Somewhat important:

Not that important: 

If they oppose your operation, how do you anticipate neutralizing them or motivating them to switch  
to support?
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Is there kinetic conflict in the theater of operation or is it relatively peaceful or stable? What is it and 
how will that affect operations? Who are the players, who has momentum, and what is the state of af-
fairs at the outset of the operation?

Do your operations aim to affect ongoing conflict within the theater, or is there a separate aim? How 
might one affect the other locally at the purely tactical level (where a battle occurs), the theater level (a 
nation or broader area encompassing a series of tactical activities), or the strategic level (the national 
or international)?2

IV. WHAT IS THE TARGET AUDIENCE/OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT CULTURE? 

What are the key beliefs, social norms, customs, and behavior relevant to your operation?

What role does geography play in the culture?

What role does history play in the culture, and how might it affect the operation?
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What role does religion play in the culture, and how might it affect the operation?

What role do ethnic groups and tensions play in the culture?

What role do tribes, clans, families and the ties of family play in the culture? Is this a culture in which 
tribal vs. individual identity dominates?

What key values drive different groups within the culture (e.g., honor, revenge, loyalty, respect for el-
ders or chiefs)?

What other factors about the social organization within the theater of operations are relevant to suc-
cess?

What is the political structure within the theater of operations? Who holds what power, how is that de-
termined, and how does it relate to social organization within a theater of operations?
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What economic factors within a theater of operations affect the operations?3

What role does nationalism play in the theater of operations, and how will that affect operations?

What law governs behavior (e.g., civil state law, tribal or religious law, custom)?

Is the theater of operations within what is effectively an ungoverned space? If so, what is the antici-
pated impact on operations?

How will you communicate your intentions in a manner consistent with the local culture(s)?

What bonds of trust or relationships can you draw on to enable effective partnerships and to provide 
manpower, local knowledge, or political legitimacy?
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What history of working with local populations exists and how do you anticipate that will affect your 
planning and your ability to succeed?

V. IDENTIFY THE ENEMY 

What motivates the enemy? What is its cause? What are its goals or desired outcomes?

How do enemy goals or desired outcomes differ from yours?

How is the enemy organized?

What is the enemy’s narrative, story, theme, and message to maintain its current position? Do you an-
ticipate it will alter those elements in opposing your operation? 

Narrative:

Story or stories:
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Themes:

Messages:

Who comprises the enemy’s target audience(s)? 

How credible, believable, or persuasive is the enemy narrative, story, theme, and message? With what 
audiences? Why (agree with cause, fear, anxiety, etc.)?

Enemy supporters or those leaning to support the enemy:

Neutrals:

Enemy opponents:

What channels does the enemy use to communicate its messages?
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What messengers does the enemy use and why were they chosen? 

How can you show that their threats will not deter your forces and make your threats to them credible? 

Will the enemy respond kinetically? What mandates or motivates it to fight?

What is the enemy’s capacity to respond using cyber capabilities or social media to drive its mes-
sages?

Who comprise the enemy’s key allies or links within the traditional news media (e.g., satellite televi-
sion, radio, newspapers, etc.)? 

How efficient or effective is the enemy in exploiting links or alliances within traditional media (e.g., 
getting propaganda to them quickly or getting their message aired)?
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VI. IDENTIFY DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PARTNERS

Who are your partners?

What is the basis of the partnership with each?

What are the key interests of each partner?

What role do you anticipate they will play in the operations? What resources will each provide?

How will the role of each partner affect command and control for different aspects of operations?

How important are these partners to achieving a successful outcome? Why?
Indispensable:

Very important:
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Somewhat important:

Not that important:

What interests or worldviews does each partner hold that differs from yours, and how might that affect 
the operations?

Do you anticipate that any partner might take action that could subvert or undercut a successful 
outcome? Do they share the same or a compatible vision? Is their risk assessment compatible with 
yours? Do they concur on the strategy, operations, and tactics envisioned? How might the issues that 
these questions pose be addressed, forestalled, or countered?

Possible subversion of outcome:

Risk assessment:

Compatible vision:

Concurrence on strategy, operations, tactics:

What leverage do you have to support or maintain the partnerships? 
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Who will coordinate or ensure coordination between you and your partners, and in what manner will 
that be achieved?

What weakness(es) exist in the partnerships and how will these be addressed to ensure a successful 
tactical, operational, and strategic outcome?

Some in the military insist on separating influence activities under the rubric of information operations 
and public affairs by erecting a firewall.4 Where that occurs, how will coordination between these func-
tions be achieved, and who will ensure that it is?

How are coordination and cooperation for communication strategy going to be achieved within the 
interagency, from collection, processing, analysis, and sharing of information and intelligence and pro-
vision of resources?5

What steps are you taking to ensure that partners and allies—foreign, domestic, within the interagency, 
and on your operational team—have access to information about what you are doing, why, how, and 
what it means to them?
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VII. FORGING A STRATEGY

Where will you acquire the knowledge of the operating environment that enables you to forge a win-
ning strategy and develop plans for operations and tactics?6

What are the obstacles (problems presented) to achieving success?

Who presents the obstacles? 

What is behind the obstacles or drives them?

Where do the obstacles occur? 

Why would the obstacles frustrate success?

What has the enemy done in the past that helps you to understand what to expect? 

What sources of information can inform you about expected obstacles?
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What is your strategy for the operation and for tactics to be employed?7 
Operations:

Tactics:

What is the strategic narrative? What you are doing, why, and how do your actions help achieve the 
strategic goal?

What actions using information strategy will you take to support operations and tactics?
Operations:

Tactics:

What are the most important keys to success?

What points will most likely strike a responsive chord with your target audiences and stir their emo-
tions, including excitement, awe, or anger, and trigger top-of-mind things that help people to remember 
your points?8
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What stories can be communicated to help audiences make sense of events; why you are conducting 
the operation; and why does it benefit them? 

What is your key theme?

What are your core messages for each targeted audience?

What is the credible rationale for each message?

What elements of the message achieve emotional resonance among your targeted audience (for ex-
ample, using story, concept, image, symbol, etc.)?

What elements of your message use reason or facts to persuade logically?
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What actions are you taking to ensure your narrative, story, theme, and messages are communicated in 
the right language, which is nuanced and culturally tuned to a specific audience?

What makes your narrative, story, theme, or message memorable?

How will your narrative, story, theme, and messages enable coalition building or gain new allies?

What are the stakes for target audiences in the outcome? Why does it matter for them?

How does your message claim and retain moral high ground?

How does your narrative, story, theme, or message neutralize allies of the enemy or win over unde-
cided (persuadable) audiences—bearing in mind that these elements may be communicated by word, 
action, symbol, image, or a combination of these?
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Would use of humor strengthen the message or help discredit the enemy, and if so, what action will 
you take to employ it?

Who are the target audiences for each theme and message (you may have many)?

Who are your most credible messengers and how will you employ them?

How do you anticipate the enemy will counter your narrative, stories, messages, or themes? What  
narratives, stories, messages, themes? What channels? What messengers?

Attacks must be answered. How do you plan to answer enemy propaganda?

How does each aspect of the communication strategy help overcome each identified obstacle to  
success? 
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What actions will maintain message discipline?

Create a message grid. Answer the following:
What do we say about ourselves?

What do we say about the enemy?

What does the enemy say about itself?

What does the enemy say about us?

VIII. TEAM MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION

Who is on the communication strategy team?

Who is in charge of the team and leads it?

 
Who does the team leader report to; how and when?
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How will you integrate information strategy with relevant command authorities?

What are the responsibilities for each team member?

Who will give instructions to whom on the team?

Who will supervise what each team member does?

How will performance be monitored?

How will corrections or modifications to strategy be made?

How will communication within the team be facilitated?
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How will you enable sharing to ensure relevant parties have the right information on a timely basis?

How will the operational plan be integrated with parties outside the team?

What metrics will apply and who will develop and apply them?

IX. DOS AND DON’TS IN ACTIONS AND MESSAGING 

Are your messages, actions, symbols, and images consistent?

What steps are you taking to ensure consistency and message discipline?

What specific actions support each message point?
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What are the strong points in your strategic messaging and what makes them strong?

How can you further strengthen them?

What are the weak points in your strategic messaging and what makes them weak?

How might you rectify these weaknesses?

How do the agendas of local leaders affect messaging?

What steps are you planning that will realistically project confidence in success?
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What steps are you taking to ensure that your narrative, story, themes, and messages are clear and 
understood? How are you testing them, aside from using the formal methods noted at the end for this 
section (see pg. 168)? You may want to express the idea to a small group of colleagues first. What did 
they remember? What did they hear? What was their response? Was it consistent with your intention?

What steps that provide visible leadership from commanders and spokespeople and that help project 
confidence and optimism will you take?

X. INTEGRATING INFORMATION AND INTELLIGENCE INTO THE PLAN

Where will you obtain the information and intelligence to forge and evaluate the plan?
Social media intelligence (SOCMEDINT):

Open source intelligence (OSINT):

Human intelligence (HUMINT):

Signals intelligence (SIGNIT):

Other(s):
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What rumors are circulating among different target audiences, and what impacts might they have on 
the information strategy? 

The rumors:

Narrative and narrative landscape for each rumor:

Audience for each rumor:

Impact of rumor (e.g., wedge, clarification, fear/anxiety, etc.):

Channels, extent, and breadth of circulation of each rumor:

How would using rumors offensively help achieve the desired outcome for your operations? 

What actions will enable you to effectively launch helpful rumors? 

XI. INTERACTING WITH THE NEWS MEDIA 

What steps will you take to communicate your narrative, story, theme, or message to relevant news 
media in a timely way? You need to keep ahead of the story, anticipate negative coverage, and con-
sider that in today’s world, media with global reach makes the living room part of the battlefield.
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Will members of the media be embedded in your operations?

Who is in charge of handling the news media?

How will you ensure that the news media’s cooperation respects operational security?

How will you address unfavorable coverage?

Are you making provisions to include combat camera crews in the operation and to get out its footage 
to relevant parties on a timely basis? How?

What special steps are you taking to ensure that media from other countries with potentially hostile 
perspectives toward your actions respect fact and truth and do not distort the story or be used by en-
emy for propaganda?
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XII. HOW EFFECTIVE WAS YOUR CAMPAIGN?

What did the strategy achieve in changing behavior? 

What was the most powerful factor about the campaign that influenced behavior?

What impact did the campaign have on molding and shaping attitudes, opinions, and beliefs? Did that 
impact have a causal connection to the behavior of target audiences? Why or why not?

Did you measurably help to neutralize or paralyze the enemy’s ability to exert command and control?

Did you measurably help deny the enemy’s ability to achieve its objectives?

Did you change the minds about adversarial decision makers and if so in what way?
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Did you affect the performance of the other side kinetically or in information warfare? If so, how, when, 
and what was the impact?

Did you create confusion, distraction, or deception in the mind of the enemy? If so, how, when, and 
what was the impact?

Did the campaign reframe an issue raised by the enemy in terms favorable to your side?

Did the campaign succeed in properly branding the enemy in terms favorable to your position?

Did the campaign discredit and marginalize the enemy and its rationale?

Did the campaign make effective use of symbolism?
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Did the campaign avoid tactics that enabled the enemy to use symbolism against you?

Did the campaign identify your narrative, story, themes, and messages with citizens, effectively com-
municating why you are acting and that your actions benefit them? 

Did the campaign enable you to claim and maintain the moral high ground?

Did the campaign consider how the enemy was organized to fight and its rules of engagement?

Did the campaign stir up division among enemy forces?

Did the campaign effectively broadcast success?

Did the campaign engage fully with target audiences to achieve its goals? If not, what more should 
have been done? What should have been done differently?
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Did the campaign expose deceptive or fraudulent tactics of the enemy in a credible way? Was the  
enemy tactic countered, and if so, how successfully; why and how?

Did the campaign expose and capitalize on enemy hypocrisy, whether inconsistent statements or  
actions?

Did the campaign identify and capitalize on enemy statements and actions by turning those against 
the enemy to discredit it?

How rapidly did the campaign respond to unfolding events?

Did the campaign identify and capitalize on targets of opportunity?

Did the campaign win over allies in local or foreign countries who may form part of a broader  
coalition?
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Did the campaign mobilize an active minority within a target population who helped us succeed?

What does the data show in comparing performance metrics (e.g., how many clicks did a webpage 
receive, viewings did an ad receive, mentions did a news media story make of the message) against 
qualitative metrics (how well did the campaign actually work: the answers to the questions above)?

XIII. OPINION TESTING

Do you plan to employ any form of opinion testing to test messages or for metrics?

If so, which ones?

When?

Who will conduct such testing?
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Endnotes

1. Whether the source law is civil law, tribal, religious, or cus-
tomary law.

2. See the discussion of the battles of Fallujah. The second 
battle produced military victory but also complicated the 
strategic situation across Iraq.

3. For example, illicit activity such as growing opium, smug-
gling, or other criminal activity, as well as legitimate eco-
nomic activity.

4. As noted in the book discussion, during the Second Battle 
of Fallujah these functions were wisely consolidated. As 
discussed in Farwell, Persuasion and Power, the distinctions 
often drawn are in many ways absurd.

5. See the discussion in the book of how Gen Stanley McChrys-
tal achieved this with cross-functional teams in Iraq.

6. See Charles E. Kirkpatrick, An Unknown Future and a Doubt-
ful Present: Writing the Victory Plan of 1941 (Washington, DC: 
U.S. Army Center of Military History, 1992), which explains 
how then Army Maj Albert C. Wedemeyer gathered the in-
formation to frame problems, propose a strategy, and devise 
concepts of operations across multiple theaters to defeat 
Germany.

7. The goal in World War II was to effect Nazi Germany’s un-
conditional surrender. Opening up a second front by in-
vading Normandy was a strategy to achieve that goal. The 
invasion itself required strategy for operations and tactics. 

This book is focused on strategy at the operational and tac-
tical levels. Forging a strategy is an iterative process, and 
strategies and plans will undergo new iterations during 
development as more questions are asked, more informa-
tion and intelligence collected, more thinking occurs, and 
suggestions provided. See also Art of Design Student Text, 
Version 2.0 (Fort Leavenworth, KS: U.S. Army School of 
Advanced Military Studies, 2010) section 2.1.1.2, and 2.2.2. 
These sections set forth the conceptual framework for op-
erational design. It employs its own language: learning; 
understanding the difference in the existing and desired en-
vironment; critical thinking; drawing distinctions to grasp 
what makes a new situation different, unique, or similar to 
other situations; identifying what information is relevant; 
taking a systems approach that sees the whole picture in 
an operating environment and the relationship of action to 
logical lines of operation, so that information can be placed 
within a strategic context; and creative thinking. It is easy 
to get lost in jargon. This workbook’s approach incorporates 
the elements of operational design but translates them into a 
framework that communication strategists will more easily 
employ.

8. See Jonah Berger, Contagious: Why Things Catch On (New 
York: Simon and Schuster, 2013) from which this formula is 
drawn; and Farwell, Persuasion and Power.
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